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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
As part of the overall evaluation of manpower needs in the .environmental 
field, a survey of architectural and engineering firms was jointly sponsored 
by the Consulting Engineers Council, the American Association of Professors 
in Sanitary Engineering and the Environmental Protection Agency. A question-
naire was mailed to 8,050 engineering and architectural firms that subscribe 
to the magazine Consulting Engineer. The firms were asked to indicate if they 
were involved in water pollution control work, and if they were, to complete 
a detailed questionnaire outlining the activities of the firm. A copy of the 
questionnaire is shown in Appendix F. 
The 8,050 recipients of the questionnaire were thought to represent a 
significant proportion of the 10,614 engineering and architectural firms 
with four employees or more located throughout the USA (1). Firms not engaged 
in water pollution control work were not expected to return the questionnaire, 
although such a request was made. However, 640 firms returned the questionnaire 
indicating no activity, and 941 firms returned completed questionnaires indicat-
ing their degree of activity in water pollution control. Forty other partially 
completed questionnaires were returned that did not contain adequate data to 
be included in the final summary and analysis. 
A return of over 1,600 questionnaires out of the total of 8,050 was a 
reasonable response from a mail survey requesting such detailed information, 
and considering the number of firms that were known to be engaged in unrelated 
activities, the response was exceptional. A further indication of the signi-
ficant degree of response is indicated by the construction value of the 
wastewater treatment plants for which the firms had prime responsibility. 
Kollar and Youngwirth (2) have reported that the total construction put in 
place for water and wastewater treatment plants during 1970 was $4.5 billion, 
and the construction value in 1970 for wastewater treatment plants handled 
by firms responding was $4.5 billion (Table 1). The value reported by Kollar 
and Youngwirth includes expenditures actually invested for both.water and 
wastewater treatment plants during 1970, and the survey value represents 
construction planned during 1970. Therefore, the two values are not directly 
related, but the comparison does indicate that a very significant proportion 
of the firms engaged in wastewater treatment design were involved in the 
survey response. 
Two hundred and thirty-two firms with over 70 percent of the professional 
personnel involved in wastewater treatment plant design represented 24.6 
percent of the total number of firms responding. When this total of 232 
firms was compared with the various listings of engineering firms providing 
water pollution control consulting services, it is obvious that a significant 
sample of engineering firms principally engaged in water pollution control 
work was obtained. For example, there are only 223 "Consultant Members" 
of the Water Pollution Control Federation listed in the 1971 Yearbook of 
the Federation Journal, and Chemical Engineering lists 248 companies in an 
1 
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Table 1 
A Classification by EPA Region of the 941 Firms Reporting According to Number of Firms and Employees 
and Construction Value of Wastewater Treatment Plants for which Firms had Prime Responsibility. 
- - -
Construction Value of Wastewater Treatment 
Employees Plants for which Firms had Prime 
EPA (All Grades and Classifications) Responsibility 
Region Firms Full-Time Part-Time 1970 1969 
Number % of Number % of Number % of Dollars % of Dollars % of Total Total Total Total Total 
I 47 5.0 3,936 8.0 165 7.0 363,352,000 8.0 273,310,000 7.4 
II 103 10.9 6,410 13.0 255 10.8 1,216,169,000 26.8 861,351,000 23.4 
III 102 10.8 10,425 21.2 354 15.0 397,447,000 8.8 260,451,700 7. 1 
IV 142 15.1 3,892 7.9 301 12.8 316,517,000 7.0 192,253,000 5.2 
V 189 20.1 4,992 10.2 366 15.5 1 ,01 4 ,879 , 1 52 22.4 583,644,500 15.8 
VI 89 9.5 2,418 4.9 200 8.5 233,982,000 5. 1 109,095,225 3.0 
VII 60 6.4 6,916 14'.1 182 7.7 336,986,000 7.4 276,245,500 7.5 
VIII 37 3.9 570 1.2 125 5.3 27,680,000 0.6 34,720,000 0.9 
IX 97 10.3 6,502 13.2 219 9.3 214,938,000 4.7 159,736,000 4.3 
X 57 6.1 1,024 2. 1 102 4.3 49,956,100 1.1 34,229,000 0.9 
Unknown 18 1.9 2,065 4.2 88 3.8 365 ,!)41 ,533 8.1 904,763,887 24.5 
Total 941 100.0 49,150 100.0 2,357 100.0 4,537,747,785 100.0 3,689,799,812 100.0 
"Environmental Engineering Directory" as providing consulting engineering 
services. Approximately one-third of the firms listed in Chemical Engineering 
are equipment manufacturers. Although the above lists of firms providing 
consulting services in the water pollution control field are not complete, 
they do include the majority of the principal firms. Therefore, it is safe 
to assume that the survey response is representative of the consulting firms 
engaged in water pollution control activities. 
Of the 941 questionnaires providing enough information to be included 
in the evaluation, many provided data on,ly on selected sections of the 
questionnaire. Therefore, a comparison of the totals obtained from individual 
questions would be meaningless. Because of this inconsistency in reporting, 
the individual totals pertaining to each question are used as a basis for 
discussion and comparison rather than attempting to relate all responses to 
the total employees or total professional or technical staff. 
All of the data are summarized for the 941 firms and discussed in the 
text and a similar summary of the data is presented in the Appendices showing 
the totals for the nation and the EPA Regions from which the reports were 
received. A map of the USA divided according to EPA Regions is shown in 
Figure 1. The response from each of the major sections of the questionnaire 
are discussed in individual chapters. 
3 
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CHAPTER II 
SIZE AND REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF FIRMS REPORTING 
Table 1 shows a classification by EPA Region of the 941 firms repQ:.::ting 
according to the number of firms and employees and the construction val1.!e".of 
the wastewater treatment plants for which the firms had prime responsibility. 
The number of firms reporting for each region was roughly in proportion to 
the population of the region. However, the average size of the firms as 
measured by the number of employees for each of the regions varied from 15 
to 1J 5 employees. When the size of the firms is expressed in terms of con-
struction value of wastewater treatment plants for which the .firm had prime 
responsibility, again, there is a wide variation between regions. The 
regional construction pattern differs from the variation shown by the average 
number of employees. This is not unexpected becau~e.,. of the variation in the 
percentage of the staff engaged in water pollution'control activities. Many 
of the firms reporting had large numbers of employees but did only a limited 
amount of business relating to water pollution control. 
One hundred and ninety-seven firms indicated that they did not have 
prime responsibility for wastewater treatment plants and seventy did not 
complete that section of the questionnaire, or there were 714 firms out qf 
the total of 941 (76 percent) that indicated prime responsibility. 
Appendix A (Tables A-1 through A-12) contains tables showi,ng,a d~t:~iled 
classification of the firms according to the ranges of per~e+1tage ,of ,J.he 
staff engaged in water pollution control activities, rangesc of, ,nupilier,:;()f 
employees, and the construction value of wastewater treatment plarlts::-tor 
which the firms had prime responsibility. Table A-1 reportsthe"yalues :f,qr 
all 941 firms and the remaining tables show a similar classifi~ation accord-
ing to the EPA Regions in which the firms are located. 
Tal>le 2 shows a classification of the 941 firms reporting according to 
the ranges of percentage of staff engaged in water polluti,on control and 
the construction value of wastewater treatment plants for whi.ch the firms 
had prime responsibility. In general, as the percentage of staff engaged 
in water pollution control increased, the average construction value of 
wastewater treatment plants for which the firm had prime responsibility 
increased. 
The distribution of prime responsibility remained essentially the same 
from 1969 to 1970 with the exception being the firms with 20-29 percent of 
their staff engaged in water pollution control. During 1969 this group of 
firms had handled approximately 20 percent of the total construction value 
reported by the 941 firms. By 1970 the effort had been reduced to less 
than 10 percent of the total, and these firms experienced a 45 percent 
reduction in their previous share of the wastewater treatment plants. On 
a regional basis (Table 1) activity in wastewater treatment plant design 
increased from 1969 to 1970 for most of the 941 firms except in Region VIII 
where the firms experienced a 20 percent reduction in activity. The regional 
5 
Table 2 
A Classification of the 941 Firms Reporting According to Ranges of Percentage 
of Staff Engaged in Water Pollution Control and Construction Value of 
Wastewater Treatment Plants for which Firms had Prime Responsibility. 
Range of Construction Value of Wastewater Treatment 
Percentage of Plants for which Firms had Prime 
Staff Engaged Firms Responsibility in Water Pol- 1970 1969 lution Control 
Number % of Dollars % of Dollars % of Total Total Total 
0-9 68 7.2 69,044,100 1.5 50,550,000 1.4 
10-19 154 16.4 401,768,000 8.9 229,683,533 6.2 
20-29 127 13.5 403,714,152 8.9 730,824,000 19.8 
30-39 78 8.3 446,170,000 9.8 345,679,000 9.4 
40-49 35 3.7 61,647,000 1.4 57,525,000 1.6 
50-59 111 11.8 269,801,000 6.0 81,853,000 2.2 
60-69 26 2.8 314,270,000 6.9 179,240,000 4.9 
70-79 42 4.5 559,180,000 12.3 414,357,000 11.2 
80-89 43 4.5 1,000,555,000 22.0 884,885,000 24.0 
90-100 147 15.6 884,873,533 19.5 629,730,054 17.0 
Unclassified 110 11.7 126,725,000 2.8 85,473,225 2.3 
Totals 941 100.0 4,537,747,785 100.0 3,689,799,812 100.0 
--
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distribution of the activity as measured by construction value remained 
essentially the same from 1969 to 1970. 
The total numbers of employees, full- and part-time for all grades 
and classifications, for the 941 firms according to EPA Region are shown 
in Table 1. Approximately 11,000 architectural and engineering firms with 
four or more employees were reported in the 1967 Census (1) as employing 
approximately 218,000 people. Assuming that the total number of people 
employed by consulting firms has not varied significantly since the 1967 
Census, the survey reported herein contacted approximately 23 percent of 
the consulting industry in terms of total manpower utilized by firms with 
four or more employees. Since these 11,000 firms employ over 92 percent of 
the total employed by the architectural and engineering firms, apparently 
greater than 20 percent of the total manpower in the industry was contact~d 
by the survey. 
Of the 941 firms engaged in water pollution control activities, seven 
did not report the number of employees and 134 firms had less than four 
employees. Therefore, 840 of the 941 firms (89 percent) returning the 
questionnaire had four or more employees. Apparently the firms returning 
the questionnaire represent many of the larger architectural and engineering 
firms. Seventy-nine of the 941 firms (8.4 percent) employed over 100 
people, five firms had over 2,000 employees, and 314 firms had less than 
nine employees. The average size firm was 52 employees for this survey, and 
the national average in 1967 for firms with four or more employees was 21 
employees. 
Table 3 shows the total number of part- and full-time employees and the 
number of firms reporting employees in the various occupational classifications. 
The wide variation in the number of firms reporting employees in the various 
occupational categories indicates that a reasonably wide cross-section of the 
types of firms engaged in water pollution control activities were contacted. 
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Table 3 
Number of Part- and Full-time Employees and Number of Firms Employing 
Personnel In The Various Occupational Categories For The 
941 Firms Reporting. 
Total # of Employees in Each Number of 
Category Doing Water 'ollution Firms Re-
Work During October ••• porting 
Professional and .. 1970 1971 Employees In Occup-Technical Staff Part- Full- Part- Full- ational 
time time time time Category 
-
PROFESSIONAL STAFF 1,669 7,004 4,464 7,624 
Water Resources Planners 140 370 395 435 226 
Civil/Sanitary E~gineers 330 2,662 1,963 2,950 725 
Civil/Structural Engrs. 159 837 178 857 438 
Civil/Soils Engrs. 55 191 74 188 195 
Hechanical Engineers 198 578 628 594 421 
Electrical Engineers 260 446 443 465 334 
Chemical Engineers 28 133 43 155 133 
Architects 154 250 345 251 173 
Geologists 26 73 31 78 88 
Hydrologists 26 79 ~1 91 86 
Biologists 13 17 16 29 38 
Municipal Engrs./Planrs. 5Lf 348 62 375 218 
Economists 13 48 17 52 64 
Landscape Architects 42 54 39 55 70 
Surveyors 126 756 140 870 406 
Systems Analysts 14 90 16 87 83 
Chemists 31 72 43 92 90 
TECHNICIANS 1 ,115 6,508 1,263 6,859 -
Draftsmen 566 3,390 630 3,461 798 
Instrumentmen 89 581 106 604 348 
Field Crew 273 1 ,128 318 1,172 421 
Computer Programmers 41 147 43 162 162 
Inspectors 146 1,262 166 1,460 444 
8 
CHAPTER III 
TURNOVER OF PERSONNEL 
Tables 4 and 5 show for professional and technical personnel in each 
occupational designation the number of part- and full-time openings unfilled 
for one month or more which were available for filling on June 30, 1971 by 
workers outside the establishments. A division of the totals reported for 
the 941 firms according to" the EPA Region in which the firms are located is 
shown in Appendix B, Tables B-1 through B-12. The percentages of the total 
employment that the vacancies represent are based upon the numbers of people 
employed during October 1970. The highest number of full- and part-time 
vacancies occurred in the sanitary engineering classification, but in general 
there was little difference in the vacancies in terms of percentage of the 
total employed. There were very few part-time vacancies open for 'one month 
or more. Apparently there are many people seeking part-time employment or 
a second job in both the professional and technical categories. 
Tables 4 and 5 also show the turnovers that occurred during the 1970 
calendar year. The new hires were separated into two groups, one with less 
than three years of work experience and the other with over three years of 
work experience. Separations were classified according to reason as follows: 
(a) lack of work, (b) poor performance, and (c) other causes. The turnovers 
in terms of the percentage of the totals were calcualted based upon the 
sums of the part- and full-time employees working during October 1970. 
Civil/Sanitary Engineering positions represented the largest number 
of new hires ,in the professional category (Table 4). The greatest percentage 
increase in the total employed in a particular occupational category was 
recorded for chemical engineers with three or more years of experience. 
The number of new hires of chemical engineers with th~ee or more years of 
experience represented 19.3 percent of the total employed in October 1970. 
The 19.3 percent new hires was twice the percentage of new hires for all 
categories. ThLs increase in chemical engineers is probably attributable 
to the increase in industrial pollution control activities by the consulting 
firms where a greater knowledge of processes is desirable. An increase of 
16.7 percent of the total for biologists indicates that the consulting firms 
are attempting to broaden their capabilities by providing an interdisciplinary 
approach to the solution of water pollution problems. A significant increase 
was also recorded by the municipal engineers/planners and chemists. Both 
increases are probably related to the increased activity in regional planning 
which requires a significant amount of water quality monitoring as well as 
planning. 
During 1970, 3.1 percent of the total number of professionals employed 
were released because of a lack of work; however, there was a 17 percent 
increase in employment as measured by the new hires. Therefore, it appears 
that there was a net increase in professional employment in 1970. This is 
supported by the 8.9 percent increase in employment from October 1970 to 
October 1971 that is shown in Table 12. There was little difference in the 
9 
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Table 4 
Vacant Positions and Turnover of Professional Personnel During 1970 According 
To Professional Classification for the 9L.1 Firms Reporting. 
Professionals Turnover in Personnel During 1970 _ 
Employed Positions Vacant For New Hires Separations During One Month or More 
October Exper. Exper •. Lack of Poor 
Professional 1970 Part-Time Full-Time < 3 yrs. > 3 yrs. Work Perform. 
Staff Part- Full- Num- % of NuIll" % of .Rum- % of Num- % of Num- % of Num- % of 
Time Time ber Total ber Total ber Total ber Total ber Total ber Total 
Water Resources Planners 140 370 3 2.1 22 6.0 30 5.9 32 6.3 4 0.8 2 0.4 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers 330 2,662 17 5.2 169 6.4 288 9.6 330 11.0 45 1.5 46 1.5 
Civil/Structural Engineers 159 837 3 1.9 25 3.0 64 6.4 146 14.7 58 5.8 20 2.0 
Civil/Soils Engineers 55 191 3 5.5 14 7.3 27 11.0 14 5.7 9 3.7 3 1.2 
Mechanical Engineers 198 578 6 3.0 26 4.5 48 6.2 25 3.2 49 6.3 29 3.7 
Electrical Engineers 260 446 0 0 23 5.2 44 6.2 16 2.3 23 3.3 12 1.7 
Chemical Engineers 28 133 0 0 11 8.3 13 8.1 31 19.3 8 5.0 3 1 .9 
Architects 154 250. 0 0 3 1.2 24 5.9 41 10.2 21 5.2 4 1.0 
Geologists 26 73 0 0 2 2.7 5 5.0 9 9.1 6 6.1 0 0 
Hydrologis ts 26 79 0 0 3 3.8 7 6.7 9 8.6 4 3.8 0 0 
Biologists 13 17 0 0 1 5.9 2 6.7 5 16.7 1 3.3 0 0 
Municipal Engrs./Planners 54 348 0 0 17 4.9 18 5.2 60 17.2 12 3.5 8 2.3 
Economists 13 48 0 0 2 4.2 4 6.6 4 6.6 3 4.9 0 0 
Landscape Architects 42 54 0 0 1 1.9 3 3.1 7 7.3 2 2.1 0 0 
Surveyors 126 756 0 0 33 4.4 63 7. 1 90 10.2 24 2.7 27 3.1 
Systems Analysts 14 90 0 0 4 4.4 6 5.8 8 7.7 0 0 0 0 
Chemists 31 72 0 0 5 6.9 9 8.7 16 15.5 0 0 3 2.9 
Totals 1 ,669 7,004 32 1.9 361 5.2 655 7.6 843 9.7 267 3.1 157 1.8 
Other 
Causes 
Num- % of 
ber Total 
18 3.5 
204 6.8 
59 5.9 
16 6.5 
40 5.2 
29 4.1 
7 4.4 
27 6.7 
8 8.1 
2 1.9 
0 0 
20 5.8 
3 4.9 
6 6.3 
29 3.3 
0 0 
7 6.8 
475 5.5 
-Technicians 
Draftsmen 
Instrumentmen 
Field Crew 
Computer Programmers 
Inspectors 
Totals 
c.. 
Table 5 
Vacant Positions and Turnover of Technicians During 1970 According 
To Technical Classification for the 941 Firms Reporting. 
Technicians Turnover in Personnel During 1970 
Employed Positions Vacant For New Hires Separations During One Month or More 
October Exper. Exper. Lack of Poor 
1970 Part-Time Full-Time < 3 yrs. > 3 yrs. Work Perform. 
Part- Full- Num- % of Num- % of Num- % of Num- % of Num- % of Num- % of 
Time Time ber Total ber Total ber Total ber Total ber Total ber Total 
566 3,390 25 4.4 170 5.0 482 12.2 535 13.5 338 8.5 167 4.2 
89 581 5 5.6 20 3.4 51 7.6 78 11.6 26 3.9 20 3.0 
273 1 ,128 28 10.3 43 3.8 504 36.0 83 5.9 87 6.2 61 4.4 
41 147 a a 1 0.7 10 5.3 10 5.3 2 1.1 1 0.5 
146 1,262 9 6.2 33 2.6 150 10.7 237 16.8 96 6.8 34 2.4 
1 , 115 6,508 67 6.0 267 4.1 1,197 15.7 943 12.4 549 7.2 283 3.7 
t 
Other 
Causes 
---
Num- % of 
ber Total 
418 10.6 
57 8.5 
347 24.8 
7 3.7 
135 9.6 
964 12.7 
percentages of each professional category that were separated for various 
reasons; however, the maj ori ty of the separations were attributable to 
"Other Causes" which probably represents the personnel that switched 
firms. 
The technical personnel exhibited a less stable pattern than that 
shown for the professional category with the exception being the "Field 
Crew" personnel (Table 5). There was a significant increase (36 percent) 
in the number of new hires with less than three years of experience, and 
the number of separations attributable to "Other Causes" represented over 
24 percent of the total employed as "Field Crew." This indicates that 
there is a significant interchange of personnel between various firms. The 
technical categgry personnel other than the field crew are approximately 
twice as mobileEas the professional category when measured in terms of 
separation for "Other Causes." 
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CHAPTER IV 
RHPLOYHENT DUTIES, RESPONSIBILITIES\iAND FUNCTIONS 
The number of professional employees and the percentage of the total 
engaged in each occupational designation according to professional cl~s­
sification for the 941 firms reporting is shown in Table 6. A division of 
the totals reported for the 941 firms according to the EPA Region in which 
the firms are located is shown in Appendix C, Tables C-1 th~9u~hGC-12. All 
of the 941 firms did not show a division of effort. in the var::i;gy.s,categories; 
therefore, the totals shown for each professional c1assificat~0nr~~presents 
only the firms reporting, and these totals are less: than the+-~ot~f employ-
ment reported for the 941 firms. However, the number off"j:::i:.,l.'msreporting 
represented approximately 75 percent of the total number,efUployed during 
October 1971 and was adequate to give a very good indicg,t::\.:on,:s.s to how the 
work load is distributed at the "average" consulting ~ngineering firm 
engaged in water pollution control activities. 
Water resources planners, geologis ts, hydrqlqgis;:.t~ ,]. biologist,s . ,and 
economists devoted a minimum of approximately 60:'p:erce-q.t of their effort 
to water resources planning and preliminary engineering, and the engineers 
in general devoted over 70 percent of their effort to preliminary engineering 
and plans and specifications. 
The percentage effort devoted to water resources planni~g',;¥flI;i.esfrom 
0.7 percent for electrical engineers to 49.4 percent for wat\?rc-r~equrg~s 
planners. Preliminary engineering effort varies from' 13.8 l?e'r.<::eI},ti,;f:"tpr 
electrical engineers to 78.7 percent for economists and the".eftoIt ciitn 
preparing plans and specifications varied from 1.9 to 68. 8ft"E2lree.!H?nomists 
and electrical engineers, respectively. Construction admin~§F6@tionoccup~ 
less than 10 percent of all professional employees except for the surveyors 
which devoted over 18 percent of their time. Surveyors also directed over 
16 percent of their efforts to resident engineering activities. Less than 
8 percent of the professional personnel are engaged in plant start up and 
monitoring of systems. 
In general the survey of the distribution of effort did not produce 
any unexpected results, but the data do provide a good basis for estimating 
the distribution of the receipts for consulting services. 
Table 7 shows the number of technicians employed and percentage of the 
total engaged in each occupational designation according to technical 
classification for the 941 firms reporting. As mentioned above for the 
professional employees, all 941 firms did not show a division of effort; 
however, the total number of technicians reported represents approximately 
65 percent of the total number employed during October 1971. 
Draftsmen devote the majority of their time to preparing plans and 
specifications, and the efforts of the instrumentmen and field crew are 
distributed essentially the same as that of the surveyors. Over 86 percen~ 
of the effort of the technical employees is devoted to preliminary engineering, 
plans and fications, and resident engineering activities. 
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Table 6 
Number of Professional Employees and of the Total Engaged in Each Occupational Designation 
According to Professional Classification for the 941 Firms Reporting. 
Water Plans and Constructkn Plant 
Resources Preliminary Specifi- Admin- Resident Start Up Honitoring 
Professional Planning Engineering cations istration Engineering & Consulting of Systems Totals 
Staff ~ ... 
Number % of Number % of Number % of Number % of Number % of Number % of Number % of Number % of Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total 
Water 
Resources 256.9 49.4 135.3 26.0 76.1 14.7 14.1 2.7 14.1 2.7 10.0 1.9 13.5 2.6 520.0 100 
Planners 
Civil/ 
Sanitary 242.1 6.9 816.9 23.4 1,580.0 45.3 317.4 
Engineers 
9.1 259.6 7.4 194.8 5.6 79.3 2.3 3,490.1 100 
Civil/ 
Structural 23.0 2.4 157.2 16.4 594.2 62.0 91.6 9.5 50.6 5.3 29.4 3.1 12.2 1.3 958.2 100 
Engineers 
Civil/Soils 10.6 4.1 85.2 32.8 104.3 40.1 23.5 9.0 23.7 9.1 9.1 3.5 3.5 1.4 259.9 100 Engineers 
Mechanical 27.1 3.4 163.2 20.5 423.5 53.1 67.3 Engineers 8.4 30.9 3.9 58.4 7.3 27.6 3.4 798.0 100 
.p.. Electrical 4.0 0.7 71.0 13.8 354.6 68.8 41.5 8.0 8.2 1.6 20.4 4.0 16.0 3.1 515.7 100 Engineers 
Chemical 6.4 3.6 74.1 42.0 60.3 34.2 4.2 Engineers 2.4 2.0 1.1 16.3 9.3 13.1 7.4 176.4 100 
Architects 6.0 2.6 49.7 21.2 147.6 63.1 19.5 8.3 6.1 2.6 3.0 1.3 2.0 0.9 233.9 100 
Geologists 16.6 18.4 34.9 38.8 18.6 20.7 2.1 2.3 2.6 2.9 9.1 10.1 6.1 6.8 90.0 100 
Hydrologists 38.0 40.4 40.5 43.1 9.0 9.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 3.2 3.5 3.7 94.0 100 
Biologists 7.0 25.0 9.0 32.1 2.0 7.1 0.0 0.0 1.0 3.6 1.0 3.6 8.0 28.6 28.0 100 
Hunicipal 
Engrs./ 37.8 9.1 147.6 35.4 144.2 34.6 36.7 8.8 25.2 6.0 13.8 3.3 11.6 2.8 416.9 100 
Planrs. 
Economists 8.5 15.6 42.5 78.7 1.0 1.9 1.0 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.9 54.0 100 
Landscape 6.0 7.6 26.0 32.7 40.5 50.9 4.0 5.0 2.0 2.5 1.0 1.3 0.0 0.0 79.5 100 Architects 
Surveyors 11.7 2.7 126.0 29.0 125.9 29.0 79.9 18.4 71.1 16.4 7.2 1.7 12.0 2.8 433.8 100 
Systems 12.5 12.6 40.5 40.7 17.0 17 • 1 4.0 4.0 6.0 6.1 5.2 5.2 14.2 14.3 99.4 100 Analysts 
Chemists 9.8 8.9 37.7 34.3 7.6 6.9 1.0 0.9 1.0 0.9 8.7 7.9 44.2 40.2 110.0 100 
Totals 724.1 8.7 2,057.3 24.6 3,706.5 44.3 707.8 8.5 504.1 6.0 390.5 4.7 267.9 3.2 8,358.2 100 
-
..... 
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Table 7 
N mber of TechniCians Employed and Percentage of the Total Engaged in Each Occupational Designation According 
to Technical Classification tor the 941 Firms Reporting. 
Water Plans and Construction Plant 
Resources Preliminary Specifi- Admin- Resident Start Up Monitoring 
Planning Engineering cations istration Engineering & Consulting of Systems Totals 
Techni pians % of % of % of % of % of % of % of % of Number Total Number Total Number Total Number Total Number Total Number Total Number Total Number Total 
Drafts pen 93.3 3.3 370.3 12.9 2,.284.6 79" 8 64.2 2.2 18.2 0.6 16.7 0.6 16.0 0.6 2,863.3 100 
Instru 4.5 1.3 86.5 25.3 143.2 41.9 38.9 11.4 51.3 15.0 10.1 3.0 7.2 2.1 341.7 100 
mentme 
Field ~rew 11.0 1.7 154.3 23.1 253.1 38.0 122.8 18.4 76.2 11.4 2tL5 4.3 20.8 3.1 667.3 100 
Comput ~r 5.9 4.8 48.9 39.9 39.5 32.2 6.0 4.9 7.0 5.7 4.0 3.3 11.2 9.2 122.5 100 Progra pruers 
Inspectors 5.0 0.4 13~.5 11.0 13.0 1.0 177 .5 14.3 826.6 66.4 53.5 4.3 32.1 2.6 1,244.2 100 
Totals I 119.7 2.3 796.5 15.2 2,734.0 52.2 409.4 I 7.8 979.3 18.7 112.8 2.1 87.3 1.7 5,239.0 100 
, 
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CHAPTER V 
LICENSED AND CERTIFIED PERSONNEL 
The questionnaire requested that each firm indicate the number of 
professional and technical employees licensed to practice in accord with 
state laws. It was also requested that the number of engineers certified as 
a Diplomate by the American Academy of Environmental Engineers (AAEE) and the 
number of technicians holding a certificate from the Institute for Certification 
of Engineering Technicians be indicated. Tables 8 and 9 show the number and 
percentage of professional and technical staff licensed or certified according 
to professional and technical classification for 914 of the 941 firms reporting. 
A division of the totals reported for the 941 firms according to the EPA 
Region in which the firms are located is shown in Appendix C, Tables C-1 
through C-12. 
The percentages are based upon the sum of the part- and full-time employ-
ment during October 1971 and probably represent closely the percentage of the 
employees licensed or certified. For the entire survey approximately 54 
percent of the professional employees were reported as licensed indicating 
that a substantial majority of the total number of employees that are eligible 
for licensing have complied with state laws (Table 8). 
Over 90 percent of both the structural and soils engineers were licensed 
reflecting a necessity for licensing in these speciality areas. Surprisingly, 
a very significant proportion of all professionals were licensed to practice, 
and only the biologists, chemists, systems analysts, and economists showed 
less than 45 percent of the total as licensed. Although only approximately 
15 percent of the total employed in these categories were licensed, this was 
higher than anticipated because the majority of the states do not have 
licenses available for these four professional groups. 
The number of professional employees certified as a Diplomate in the 
American Academy of Environmental Engineers represented a very small per-
centage of the total number of practicing professionals. Certification by 
AAEE is limited by the Academy's definition of environmental engineering; 
however, there were very few Diplomates found among the categories specifically 
included in the definition. For example, Water Resources Planners and 
Sanitary Engineers are the major members of the AAEE and only three percent 
of the personnel in these two categories were certified as Diplomates of 
AAEE. Apparently, very little professional or economic advantage is afforded 
in consulting firms to Diplomates of AAEE. 
Two percent of the professional staff were certified as engineering 
technicians. It would be expected that the majority of the professional 
personnel certified as engineering technicians would be employed in the 
categories that do not have a licensing law. However, this was not the case 
as 98 percent of the professionals certified as technicians were in categories 
having a licensing law available. 
The number of technicians registered to practice according to state 
laws represented only 2.1 percent of the total number of technicians 
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Table 8 
Number and Percentage of Professional Staff Licensed or Certified According 
to Professional Classification for the 941 Firms Reporting. 
Professionals 
Employed Employees Licensed or Certified 
Professional Part & Cert. Eng. Staff Full-Time Registered Dip. AAEE 
During Tech. 
October Number % of Number % of Number % of 1971 Total Total Total 
Water Resources Planners 830 354 42.7 26 3.1 5 0.6 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers 4,913 2,348 47.8 141 2.9 99 2.0 
Civil/Structural Engineers 1,035 967 93.4 0 0 25 2.4 
Civil/Soils Engineers 262 243 92.7 1 0.4 13 5.0 
Mechanical Engineers 1,222 702 57.5 6 0.5 44 3.6 
Electrical Engineers 908 477 52.5 4 0.4 19 2.1 
Chemical Engineers 198 117 59.1 5 2.5 2 1.0 
Architects 596 322 54.0 1 0.2 0 0 
Geologists 109 52 47.7 1 0.9 1 0.9 
Hydrologists 122 56 45.9 1 0.8 1 0.8 
Biologists 45 8 17.8 0 0 0 0 
Municipal Engrs./Planners 437 236 54.0 3 0.7 6 1.4 
Economists 69 8 11.6 1 1.5 0 0 
Landscape Archi~ects 94 56 59.6 0 0 0 0 
Surveyors 1,010 490 48.5 3 0.3 23 2.3 
Systems Analysts 103 26 25.2 1 1.0 5 4.9 
(,h J!>1Tti.~ 1" '" 11'i 22 16 3 0 0 0 0 
Totals 12,088 6,484 53.6 194 1.6 243 2.0 
; 
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Table 9 
Number and Percentage of the Technicians Licensed or Certified According to 
Technical Classification for the 941 Firms Reporting. 
Technicians 
Employed Employees Licensed or Certified 
Part & Cert. Eng. Technicians Full-Time Registered Dip. AAEE 
During Tech. 
October Number % of Number % of Number % of 1971 Total Total Total 
Draftsmen 4,091 88 2.2 1 0.02 409 10.0 
Instrumentmen 710 11 1.6 a a 48 6.8 
Field Crew 1,490 14 0.9 0 0 24 1.6 
Computer Programmers 250 20 9.8 3 1.5 12 5.9 
Inspectors 1,626 34 2.1 0 0 68 4.2 
Totals 8,122 167 2. 1 4 0.05 561 6.9 
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enw1oyed,":, There were only four technicians certified as a Diplomate in 
AAEE, and three were listed as computer programmers. 
Apparently licensing and certification has not gained much popularity 
among technicians, because only 6.9 percent of the total employed were 
certified. Draftsmen represented approximately 73 percent of the total 
number of technic~ans certified, and only 10 percent of the total number of 
draftsmen employed were certified. These statistics indicate that there is 
very little economic advantage associated with technician certification. 
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CHAPTER VI 
HIGHEST DEGREE EARNED 
Firms were requested to indicate the number of emp1oyeesiholding either 
an associate, baccalaureate, masters, or doctoral degree, ;:aod:'ith~y were 
requested to count each employee only once and show only the;ch2;Jghest degree 
earned. The results of the tabulation are shown in Tables 10"HW.d 11 for the 
professional and technician staffs, respectively. A division of the ~ota1s 
reported for the 941 firms according to the EPA Region in which the firms 
are located is shown in Appendix D, Tab 1es D-1 through D -12. Nine hundred 
and eighteen of the total 941 firms reported the number and level of a'cademi.c 
degrees held by various employees. This is a very high percentage response 
although the 8,524 professional employees reported as holding some academic 
degree represents only 71 percent of the total part~ and full-time employ-
ment during October 1971. It is doubtful that only 71 percent of the 
professional employees hold some type of academic degree. Probably there 
was a significant number of the firms that reported the number of degrees 
for the number of 1970 employees rather than 1971. 
The number of degrees reported for the technicians reprce,sented only 9 
percent of the total number of technicians employed, but the,·n;umber of 
technicians expected to hold an academic degree is much.LC;h.<MY:~r than tha.t 
expected for the professional staff. Therefore, it'l-~RP~sr<rgasonab1f,'. to 
assume that the response for the technical staff was· .. ~u;i~l~p.t. to thlt' 
professional response, but a majority of the techn;l~fll;~-t;aff(;§o.·j:p.ot hold 
an academic degree. Assuming that the pe rcentage rp8;s,pon:;;ecff9rt3:@,chniciq:gs 
holding academic degrees was equivalent to that fort{t];le;~ p.l7A:f~cs:pfi:;Elna1 €1:1.<iI~f 
(70.5 percent), it appears that less than 13 percent:)pfa]3:11t~~l0hnici~sl;h;<ll~d 
an academic degree. 
Only 4.5 percent of the professional staff listed the associate deg~ee 
as the highest degree held, and only the surveyors differed significantly 
with the percentage for the overall survey. Almost 45 percent of the surveyors 
held an associate degree, 53 percent held a bachelors degree, and the remaining 
two percent held the masters degree. Seventy-two percent of the professional 
sta.ff held a bachelors degree, 21 percent the masters and less than three 
percent held the doctorate. 
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T8ble 10 
Number Percentage of the Professional Staff Holding Various Academic Degrees According to 
Professional Classification for the 941 Firms Reporting. 
Highest Degree Earned 
Professional Total Ap,sociate B.S. H. S. Ph.D. 
Staff Reported Number %.of Number % of Number % of Number Total Total Total 
Water Resources Planners 465 14 3.0 265 57.0 165 35.5 21 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers 3,194 95 3.0 2,225 69.6 795 24.9 79 
Civil/Structural Engineers 1,258 29 2.3 936 74.4 268 21.3 25 
Civil/Soils Engineers 341 21 6. 1 180 52.8 120 35.2 20 
Mechanical Engineers 888 42 4.7 743 83.7 92 10 .4 11 
Electrical Engineers 661 28 4.3 576 87.1 53 8.0 4 
Chemical Engineers 108 3 1.4 134 64.4 49 23.6 22 
Architects 369 28 7.6 308 83.4 32 8.7 1 
Geologists 120 0 0 89 74.2 22 18.3 9 
Hydrologists 106 2 1.9 57 53.8 41 38.7 6 
Biologists 34 0 0 18 52.9 9 26.5 7 
Hunicipal Engrs. /Planners 337 12 3.5 256 76.0 66 19.6 3 
Economists 54 0 0 31 57.4 15 27.8 8 
Landscape Architects 86 8 9.3 67 77.9 11 12.8 0 
Surveyors 210 94 44.7 111 52.9 4 1.9 1 
Systems Analysts 87 1 1.1 56 64.4 22 25.3 8 
Chemists 106 4 3.8 72 67.9 13 12.3 17 
Totals 8,524 381 4.5 6,124 71.8 1,777 20.9 242 
. 
% of 
Total 
4.5 
2.5 
2.0 
5.9 
1 .2 
0.6 
10.6 
0.3 
7.5 
5.6 
20.6 
0.9 
14.8 
0 
0.5 
9.2 
16.0 
2.8 
N 
W 
Table 11 
Number and Percentage of the Technicians Holding Various Academic Degrees According to 
Technical Classification for the 941 Firms Reporting. 
Highest Degree Earned 
Total Associate B.S. M. S. Ph.D. Technicians Reported % of % of % of Number Total Number Total Number Total Number 
Draftsmen 416 313 75.2 91 21.9 4 1.0 8 
Instrumentmen 39 32 82.0 7 18.0 0 0 0 
Field Crew 68 63 92.7 5 7.3 0 0 0 
Computer Programmers 66 15 22.7 42 63.6 7 10.6 2 
Inspectors 142 76 53.5 64 45.1 2 1.4 0 
Totals 731 499 68.2 209 28.6 13 1.8 10 
% of 
Total 
1.9 
0 
0 
3. 1 
0 
1.4 
CHAPTER VII 
PROJECTED MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS 
Projected manpower requirements for 1972 and 1976 and the .percentage 
increase over the numbers employed full-time during October 1970 is shown in 
Tables 12 and 13 for professional and technical employees, respectively. A 
division of the totals reported for the 941 firms according to the EPA Region 
in which the firms are located is shown in Appendix E, Tables E-1 through 
E-12. The projections were based upon two assumptions: first, that the 
expenditure for construction in water pollution control activities would 
remain essentially unchanged at an expenditure of approximately $4 billion 
for government and $1 billion for industry, and secondly, that the govern-: 
mental expenditure would remain at $4 billion dollars and industry would 
increase its activity to $2 billion. Of the 941 firms returning the question-
naire, 801 firms projected their manpower requirements for the above d~~~ribed 
conditions. 
Percentage increases are based upon full-time employment during October 
1970 because the projections were to reflect the average total number of 
workers, and the full-time employment probably more closely approximates the 
full-time equivalent workers. Also it is very difficult to relate the 
percent of the total effort that is performed by the part-time employees, 
and it is probably better to omit the part-time effort than attempt to 
estimate the contribution. 
It is also possible that relating the projected manpower to 1970 employ-
ment is not justified, because the projected figures were reported by 801 
firms and the 1970 employment figures represent'the totals for the 941 firms 
that reported. However, even though the projected figures are related to 
totals reported by 140 more firms than represented by the projections, the 
figures show a significant increase in employment over the next five years. 
The most surprising result of the projected manpower requirements is 
the large increases in manpower that are expected even though the total 
expenditure for construction in water pollution control does not change 
between 1972 and 1976. For the 801 firms reporting, an increase from 8,693 
to 11,832 professional employees, or a 36 percent increase, is expected 
between 1972 and 1976 without an incTease in construction expenditure. An 
additional 29 percent increase in manpower is expected in 1972 if the con-
struction expenditures for industrial pollution control are increased by a 
factor of two and the Federal contribution remains constant. The 1976 man-
power needs are expected to increase by 41 percent if the industrial ~n­
struction expenditures are increased by a factor of two. Apparently these 
percentage increases indicate that the majority of the firms are still hiring 
personnel to handle the present work load, and there will continue to be a 
large demand for professional and technical personnel. 
A very substantial growth rate is anticipated for all categories of 
technical and professional employees in the consulting industry. All categories 
are expected to double in numbers by 1976 if the anticipated growth occurs, 
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Table 12 
Professional Employment, Projected Manpower Requirements, and Percentage Increase 
Over 1970 Totals for the 941 Firms Reporting. 
Professionals Employed Projected Manpower Requirements Full-Time 
Professional I During October At Present Levels of Fed. Aid At 2 x Present Fed. Aid Staff 1970 I 1971 1972 1976 1972 1976 
% % % % % 
NumberiNumberiIncrease Number Increase Number Increase Number Increase Number Increase 
Water Resources Planners 370 435 17.6 457 .5 566 53.0 619 67.3 980 164.9 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers 2,662 2,950 10.8 3,259 22.4 4,248 59.6 4,222 58.6 6,161 131.4 
Civil/Structural Engineers 837 857 2.4 1 ,036 23.8 1,410 68.5 1,2771 52.6 1 1 ,871 1 123 . 5 
Civil/Soils Engineers 191 188 302 58.1 417 118.3 394 106.3 541 183.3 
Mechanical Engineers 578 594 2.8 778 34.6 
1 
1,096 1 89.6 
1 
986
1 
70.6 /1,4861157.1 
N Electrical Engineers 446 465 4.3 652 46.2 878 96.9 818 83.4 1,173 163.0 
0'1 
Chemical Engineers 133 155 16.5 209 57.1 393 195.5 305 129.3 621 366.9 
Architects 250 251 290 16.0 377 50.8 355 42.0 467 86.S 
Geologists 73 78 6.9 124 69.9 165 126.0 155 112.3 232 217.8 
Hydrologists 79 91 15.2 129 63.3 215 172.2 174 120.3 309 291.1 
Biologists 17 29 70.6 57 235.3 112 558.8 I 921 441.2 I 1741 923.5 Municipal Engrs. /Planners 348 375 7.8 384 10.3 548 57.5 527 51.4 774 122.4 
Economists 48 52 8.3 63 31.3 100 108.3 I 891 85.4 I 1461 204.2 Landscape Architects 54 55 - 91 68.5 119 120.4 112 107.4 154 185.2 
Surveyors 756 870 15.1 652 - 838 10.9 810 7.1 1 ,139 50.7 
Systems Analysts 90 87 ~ 99 10.0 158 75.6 133 47.8 227 152.2 
Chemists 72 92 27.8 111 54.2 192 166.7 153 112.5 255 254.2 
Totals 17,004 7,624 8.9 8,693 24.1 11,832 68.9 11 ,221 60.2 16,710 I 138.6 
N 
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Table 13 
Technician Employment, Projected Manpower Requirements, and Percentage Increase Over 1970 
Totals for the 941 Firms Reporting. 
Technicians Employed Projected Manpower Requirements Full-Time Technicians During October At Present Levels of Fed. Aid At 2 x Present Fed. Aid 
1970 1971 1972 1976 1972 1976 
% % % % % 
Number Number Increase Number Increase Number Increase Number Increase Number Increase 
Draftsmen 3,390 3,461 2.1 3,504 3.4 4,839 42.7 4,530 33.6 6,650 96.2 
Instrumentmen 581 604 4.0 665 14.5 930 60.1 873 50.3 1 ,195 105.7 
Field Crew 1 ,128 1 , 172 3.9 1,078 1,564 38.7 1,565 38.7 2,273 101 .5 
Computer Progran~ers 147 162 10.2 237 61.2 315 114.3 291 98.0 426 189.8 
Inspectors 1,262 1,460 15.7 1,555 23.2 2,124 68.3 2,209 75.0 3,180 152.0 
Totals 6,508 6,859 5.4 7,039 8.2 9,772 50.2 9,468 45.5 15,724 141.6 
-
and there is little doubt that growth in expenditures will at least match the 
$4 billion for Federal assistance and the $2 billion for industry in 1976. 
Even without an increase in industrial expenditures, all of the professional 
categoriE!s.~,will ,experience approximately a 70 percent increase in manpower 
utilizqtion~by the consulting industry. The largest percentage increases 
are expE!ct;ed to occur in the number of biologists and chemical engineers 
employed by the consulting industry. The number of biologists employed by 
the 801 firms reporting is expected to increase from 17 full-time employees 
in October 1970 to over 170 in 1976, and the number of chemical engineers is 
expected to grow from 133 in 1970 to over 600 in 1976. 
The total requirement for chemical and other types of engineers in the 
consulting industry is a small percentage of those currently employed through-
out the country, and even with.the projected needs this percentage will 
change very little. ThE?JEf£:ore, the requirements of the consulting industry 
for chemical and other::,types, engineers can easily be met from the existing 
manpower pool. However ,this is not the situation with sanitary and environ-
mental engineers who are only available from a very limited source (3), and 
if a shortage in manpowE!r develops in the consulting industry, it will likely 
occur in the, sanitary and,environmental engineering specialty area. In 
certain cases chemical engineers could be used as a substitute for the 
sanitary and environmental engineers provided additional training were 
obtained or the educational curriculum were modified. 
Tables 12 and 13 showing projected manpower requirements for 801 
firms can be 'related to the universe of consulting firms engaged in water 
polluti,()th,cOPtrol work by two methods, both of which will be presented below 
for compp.:rison,. The first approach will consist of assuming that the response 
of 981ifirms out: of the 8,050 represents the percentage of firms that are 
engaged ,in w·ater pollution work. Thus, 12 percent of the 8,050 firms were 
engag~d wat:er pollution work and it is assumed that the number engaged in 
water poblgtion control activities that did not report is insignificant. The 
second approach will be an attempt to verify the first approach, and it will 
consist of obtaining from the Bureau ~f the Census the number of firms report-
ing activities in water related activities for firms having four employees or 
more in the 1967 Census (1). Once the number of firms engaged in water 
activities in 1967 are known, it will be possible to determine what per-
centage of the total number of firms with four employees or more were engaged 
in water related activities. 
Of the 981 firms returning the questionnaire indicating activity in 
water pollution control, 840 had four employees or more; therefore, only 
10.4 percent of the 8,050 firms were engaged in water pollution control 
activities with four employees or more. In 1967 there were 10, 614 
architectural and engineering firms with four employees or more. Assuming 
that the, percentage of the 10,614 firms engaged in water pollution control 
activities is the same as that found in the survey of the 8,050 firms, or 
10.4 percent, there were 1,104 firms with four or more employees engaged 
in water pollution control work in 1967. Allowing for a growth of 10 percent 
between 1967 and 1970, there would be 1,214 firms engaged in water pollution 
control activities with four or more employees in 1970. 
If it is assumed that the projected manpower requirements will increase 
in direct'proportion to the number of firms practicing during 1970, the totals 
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shown in Tables 12 and 13 can be expanded to cover the entire field of water 
pollution control consulting activities. In brief. theto.tals can be 
multiplied by the ratio of the total number of firms to, ,the number reporting 
projections, or 1214 divided by 713 which equals 1.7. The value of 713 firms 
with four employees or more was obtained by assuming 'that the percentage of 
the 801 firms reporting projected manpower needs withfDllr .or more employees 
was equal to "the percentage of the 941 firms that had:'cDmur employees or more, 
or 89 percent of the 801 firms had 4 employees or more. The results of 
multiplying the projected manpower requirements in Tables 12 and 13 by 1.7 
are shown in Tables 14 and 15. 
The results of the 1967 survey indicated that 1,200 firms were engaged 
in water related activities, and this total represented 11. 4 .pe');!"cent of the 
10,614 firms reporting receipts with four employees or mOre. figure 
agrees well with the projections based upon the survey. 
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Table 14 
Projected Professional Manpower Requirements For The Consulting Industry 
According To Occupational Category. 
Professional 
Staff 
Water Resources Planners 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers 
Civil/Structural Engineers 
Civil/Soils Engineers 
Mechanical Engineers 
Electrical Engineers 
Chemical Engineers 
Architects 
Geologists 
Hydrologists 
Biologists 
Municipal Engrs./Planners 
Economists 
Landscape Architects 
Surveyors 
Systems Analysts 
Chemists 
Totals 
Projected Manpower Requirements 
At Present Levels 
of Fed. Aid 
1972 
777 
5,540 
1,761 
513 
1,323 
1,108 
355 
493 
211 
219 
97 
653 
107 
155 
1,108 
168 
189 
14,777 
30 
1976 
962 
7,222 
2,397 
709 
1,863 
1,493 
668 
641 
281 
366 
190 
932 
170 
202 
1 ,425 
269 
326 
20,116 
At 2 x Present 
Fed. Aid 
1972 
1,052 
7,177 
2,171 
670 
1,676 
1 ,391 
519 
604 
264 
296 
156 
896 
151 
190 
1,377 
226 
260 
19,076 
1976 
1,666 
10,474 
3,181 
920 
2,526 
1,~94 
1,056 
794 
394 
525 
296 
1,316 
248 
323 
1,936 
386 
434 
28,469 
Table 15 
Projected Technician Manpower Requirements For The Consulting Industry 
According To Occupational Category. 
Projected Manpower Requirements 
Technicians At Present Levels At 2 x Present 
of Fed. Aid Fed. Aid 
1972 1976 1972 1976 
Draftsmen 5,957 8,226 7,701 11 ,305 
Instrumentmen 1 ,130 1 ,581 1,484 2,032 
Field Crew 1,833 2,659 2,660 3,864 
Computer Programmers 403 536 495 724 
Inspectors 2,644 3,611 3,755 5,406 
Totals 11,967 16,613 16,095 23,331 
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CHAPTER VIII 
110NITORING PROGRAHS 
Each recipient of the questionnaire was asked to provide information 
for each occupational classification as to the number of permanent new 
employees that would be required to provide complete services if Federal 
monitoring of the industrial contribution to stream pollution were contracted 
to consulting firms. Five hundred and eighty-one firms out of the total of 
941 firms (62 percent) reported the information summarized in Tables 16 and 
17. A division of the totals reported according to the EPA Region in which 
the firms are located is shown in Appendix E, Tables E-1 through E-12. 
Many of the smaller firms indicated that they would not be interested in 
participating even if the program were contracted, and probably many of the 
360 firms that left the space blank were indicatilllg a lack of interest in 
participating. Also, approximately 20 percent of: the 941 firms reporting 
were electrical, mechanical, soils, or structural engineering firms and 
would be unable to provide such services. Therefore, the 62 percent overall 
response represents a much greater percentage of the total number of firms 
that are qualified to participate in a monitoring program. Excluding the 
189 firms that indicated no prime responsibility for wastewater treatment 
plant design and construction (see page 3), the 581 firms responding 
represent approximately 77 percent of the total most likely qualified to 
participate in a monitoring program. 
The percentage increase in manpower required for monitoring various 
numbers of stations are based upon the number of full-time employees during 
October 1971. Again, the full-time employment was selected as a ba&e 
because informati·on was req::r2.3ted for the number of permanent additions, 
and increases based on full-time employees are more meaningful because of 
the fluctuations in part-time employment and the difficulty in estimating 
the contribution of part-time employees to production. 
Some increase in all occupational categories was indicated if monitoring 
was to be contracted, and the sanitary engineering, field crew, and inspectors 
represented the areas with the largest number of additions to the staff to 
perform the monitoring. Prior to the survey it was expected that the most 
significant increases in manpower requirements would occur in the technician 
category. However, in terms of numbers and percentage increase the require-
ments for professionals and technicians were approximately equivalent. 
If each firm monitors 25 stations, approximately a 15 percent increase 
in the total number of employees in both the technical and professional 
categories would be required. If the firms that were uninterested or unable 
to participate (approximately 189 firms) in monitoring activities are 
excluded, the increase in employment for each firm indicating an interest 
in monitoring would be approximately 19 percent of the total. 
Approximately a 50 percent increase in manpower (all classifications) 
would be required to double the number of stations monitored. Such an 
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Table 16 
Projected Professional Manpower Requirements and Percentage Increase Over 1971 
Full-Time Employment If Federal Honitoringof Industrial and Stream 
Pollution were Contracted to Private Firms. 
Professionals Projected Manpower Requirements If Federal 
Employed Monitoring of Industrial & Stream 
Full-Time Pollution were Contracted to Private Firms 
Professional During 25 Stations 50 Stations 100 Stations Staff .October 
1971 Number % Number % Number % Increase Increase Increase 
Water Resources Planners 435 78 17.9 115 26.4 182 41.8 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers 2,950 386 13.1 589 20.0 948 32.1 
Civil/Structural Engineers 857 23 2.7 29 3.4 42 4.9 
Ci~il/Soils Engineers 188 11 5.9 14 7.5 22 11. 7 
Mechanical Engineers 594 65 10.9 105 17.7 197 33.2 
Electrical Engineers 465 39 8.4 60 12.9 97 20.9 
Chemical Engineers 155 83 53.6 120 77.4 191 123.2 
Architects 251 2 0.8 2 0.8 2 0.8 
Geologists 78 10 12.8 17 21.8 30 38.5 
Hydrologists 91 58 63.7 78 85.7 114 125.3 
Biologists 29 88 303.5 139 479.3 217 748.3 
Municipal Engrs./Planners 375 12 3.2 20 5.3 30 8.0 
Economists 52 3 5.8 4 7.7 5 9.6 
Landscape Architects 55 3 5.5 5 5.5 7 12.7 
Surveyors 870 25 2.9 33 3.8 46 5.3 
Systems Analysts 87 41 47.1 55 63.2 78 89.7 
Chemists 92 277 301 .1 428 465.2 682 741.3 
Totals 7,624 1,204 15.8 1 ,813 23.8 2,890 37.9 
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Table 17 
Projected Technician Manpower Requirements and Percentage Increase Over 1971 
Full-Time Employment If Federal Monitoring of Industrial and Stream 
Pollution were Contracted to Private Firms. 
Technicians Projected Manpower Requirements If Federal 
Employed Monitoring of Industrial & Stream 
Full-Time Pollution were Contracted to Private Firms 
Technicians During 25 Stations 50 Stations 100 Stations October 
1971 Number % Number % Number % Increase Increase Increase 
Draftsmen 3,461 103 3.0 159 4.6 229 6.6 
Instrumentmen 604 66 10.9 113 18.7 194 32.1 
Field Crew 1 ,172 454 38.7 515 43.9 866 73.9 
Computer Programmers 162 53 32.7 69 42.6 117 72.2 
Inspectors 1,460 302 20.7 555 38.0 976 66.9 
Totals 6,859 978 14.3 1 ,411 20.6 2,382 34.7 
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increase appears reasonable because a significant proportion of the initial 
investment is required in initiating the program, and the time required to 
double the sampling and analytical effort would be reduced significantly. 
An estimate of the.·cost for a monitoring program is shown in Table 18. 
The cost figures used to calculate the values in Table 18 are based upon 
the assumption that a firm must receive approximately $83,000 for each 
professional employee to remain in business. This figure includes the 
cost of all supporting personnel. The $83,000 figure was calculated from 
data provided by the 1967 Census (1) by dividing the total receipts for all 
types of engineering firms by the total number of professional employees. 
Table 18 
Estimated Cost. If Monitoring Is Contracted To Private Firms 
Number of Total Numbe.c Number of Total Cost Per 
of Stations Stations per (Sta. /Firm x 581 Professionals Cost Per Station Firm Firms) Required Year Per Year 
25 14,525 1,204 $ 99,932,000 $6,880 
50 29,050 1,813 $150,479,000 $5.180 
100 58,100 2,890 $239,870,000 $4,130 
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CHAPTER IX 
TRAINING NEEDS 
The firms were asked to provide for each occupational classification 
the number of present employees that would require either short-term (two 
weeks) or more extended training within the next five years to remain 
current in present practices in water pollution control. Six hundr.,e!d-and 
one firms reported employees that would need training within the next five 
years. A summary of the response of the 601 firms is shown in Tables 19 
and 20. A division of the totals reported according to the EPA Region in 
which the firms are located is shown in Appendix E, Tables E-l through E-12. 
Whether or not the 340 firms not reporting were indicating their employees 
did not need training or they failed to report is unknown. Assuming that 
all of the personnel needing training were reported, the percentage of the 
total number of full- and part-time professionals employed during October 
1971 needing training is significant. Over 18 percent of the total number 
of professionals will require short-term training and approximately 14 
percent will enroll in extended programs. 
A projection of the training needs for the consulting industry can be 
made in the same way as that used to project manpower needs. Based upon 
the projected total of 1,214 firms engaged in water pollution control ,th~'Eft 
would be 1,214/601 (2.0) times the number of personnel requiring training 
that are shown in Tables 18 or 19. On a national basis there wQ-qld pe . 
approximately 4,500 professionals and 2,400 technicians emplQyed:inthe 
consulting industry that would require short-term training 9Ver.t:he'"ne.~t 
five years, and 3,300 professionals and 1,500 technicians would; be ex~t~d 
to enroll in long-term programs. In all probability, the inc;t"el3J.ses h,y 
occupational category will follow a similar pattern. 
The above results indicate that a significant number of short-term 
programs will be needed to satisfy the need for refresher courses. T,he' 
existing academic programs are probably adequate to provide the long-term 
programs (3), but a more concerted effort on a regional or state level will 
be required to satisfy the need for short-term programs. The consulting 
industry represents only a small percentage of the total number of people 
employed in the water pollution control field, and based upon the need for 
additional training in the consulting industry, it appears reasonable to 
assume that the total need for additional training will far exceed the totals 
projected for consulting. It is estimated that the training needs of con-
sulting firms represents less than five percent of the total that have 
similar needs and are employed in the water pollution control field. Based 
upon the results of this study it would appear that a significant demand 
exists for well organized short-term continuing education courses. 
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Table 19 
Number and Percentage of the Professional Staff Expected to Require Advanced 
Training During the Next Five Years According to Professional Classification 
For the 941 Firms Reporting. 
Professionals Employees Expected to Require 
Employed Advanced Training During Next 
Professional Part & 5 Years 
Staff Full-Time Short Long Term During Term 
October Number % of Number % of 1971 Total Total 
Water Resources Planners 830 169 20.4 117 14.1 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers 4,913 925 18.8 678 13.8 
Civil/Structural Engineers 1,035 220 21.3 183 17.7 
Civil/Soils Engineers 262 65 24.8 50 19.1 
Mechanical Engineers 1,222 185 15.1 165 13.5 
Electrical Engineers 908 139 15.3 117 12.9 
Chemical Engineers 198 98 49.5 68 34.3 
Architects 596 81 13.6 17 2.9 
Geologists 109 29 26.6 13 11.9 
Hydrologists 122 39 32.0 32 26.2 
Biologists 45 27 60.0 10 22.2 
Municipal Engrs./Planners 437 89 20.4 71 16.3 
Economists 69 10 14.5 6 8.7 
Landscape Architects 94 5 5.3 5 5.3 
Surveyors 1,010 63 6.2 49 4.9 
Systems Analysts 103 38 36.9 26 25.2 
Chemists 135 67 49.6 43 31.9 
Totals 12,088 2,249 18.6 1,650 13.7 
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Table 20 
Number and Percentage of the Technicians Expected to Require Advanced 
Training During the Next Five Years According to Professional 
Classification for the 941 Firms Reporting. 
Technicians Employees Expected to Require 
Employed Advanced Training During Next 
Technicians Part & 5 Years Full-Time Short Term Long Term During 
October Number % of Number % of 1971 Total Total 
Draftsmen 4,091 577 14.1 364 8.9 
Instrumentmen 710 85 12.0 74 10.4 
Field Crew 1,490 134 9.0 123 8.3 
Computer Programmers 205 53 25.9 41 20.0 
Inspectors 1,626 363 22.3 157 9.7 
Totals 8,122 1 ,212 14.9 759 9.3 
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CHAPTER X 
CONCLUSIONS 
Based upon the compilation and analysis of the data obtained from the 
941 firms returning a completed questionnaire indicating consulting activity 
in water pollution control, the following observations and conclusions are 
made. 
1. A return of over 1,600 questionnaires out of the total of B,050 
was a reasonable response from a mail survey reques ting such 
detailed information, and considering the number of firms that 
were known to be engaged in unrelated activities, the response 
was exceptional. 
2. A comparison of the construction value of $4.5 billion actually 
put in place during 1970 (both water and wastewater treatment 
plants) with the $4.5 billion of water pollution control plants 
being designed by the 941 firms reporting detailed data shows 
that a significant response was obtained from the major firms. 
3. A further indication of a high response from firms principally 
engaged in water pollution control activities is provided by the 
fact that there are only 223 "Consultant Members" of the Water 
Pollution Control Federation listed in 1971 Yearbook of the 
Federation, and 232 firms with over 70 percent of the professional 
personnel involved in wastewater treatment plant design represented 
24.6 percent of the total number of firms responding. 
4. The number of firms returning a completed questionnaire from each 
EPA Region was roughly in proportion to the population of the 
region. 
5. The average size of the firms reporting as measured by the number 
of employees for each of the regions varied from 15 to 115 employees. 
6. There were 714 firms out of the total of 941 reporting (76 percent) 
that indicated prime responsibility for the design and construction 
of wastewater treatment plants. 
7. The construction value of wastewater treatment plants for which 
the 941 firms reporting had prime responsibility increased from 
$3.7 billion in 1969 to $4.5 billion in 1970. 
B. In general, as the percentage of staff engaged in water pollution 
control increased, the average construction value of wastewater 
treatment plants for which the firms had prime responsibility 
increased. 
9. Apparently the survey response represents a group of firms employ~ 
ing approximately 20 percent of the total manpower in the consulting 
industry employed by firms with four employees or more. 
10. The average size firm was 52 employees for this survey, and the 
national average in 1967 for firms with four or more employees 
'was 21 employees. 
11. During June 1971 there were very few part-time vacancies open for 
one month or more. Apparently there are many people seeking part~ 
time employment or a second job in both the professional and 
technical categories. 
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12. Chemical engineers and biologists showed the largest percentage 
increase in numbers of new hires being employed by consulting 
firms. However, the number of chemical engineers and biologists 
presently employed is very small although it is indicated that 
the use of these professionals is increasing. 
13. During 1970, 3.1 percent of the total number of professionals 
employed were released for a lack of work; however, there was 
a 17 percent increase in employment as measured by the new hires. 
14. Technicians are more mobile in terms of job switching than the 
professionals with the "Field Crew" representing the most 
significant increase (36 percent) in new hires. The number of 
separations attributable to "Other Causes" represented over 
24 percent of the total employed as "Field Crew." 
15. Water resources planners, geologists, hydrologists, biologists 
and economists devoted a minimum of approximately 60 percent of 
their effort to water resources planning and preliminary engineer-
ing, and the engineers in general devoted over 70 percent of their 
effort to preliminary engineering and plans and specifications. 
16. Construction administration occupied less than 10 percent of all 
professional em?loyees except for the surveyors who devoted over 
18 percent of their time. Surveyors also directed over 16 percent 
of their efforts to resident engineering activities. 
17. Over 86 percent of the effort of the technical employees is devoted 
to preliminary engineering, plans and specifications, and resident 
engineering activities. 
18. Approximately 54 percent of the professional employees were reported 
as licensed indicating that a substantial majority of the total 
number of employees that are eligible for licensing have complied 
with state laws. 
19. Only approximately 15 percent of the biologists, chemists, systems 
analysts, and economists were licensed; however, this was higher 
than anticipated because the majority of the states do not have 
licenses available for these four professional groups. 
20. Only three percent of the personnel eligible for certification 
were Diplomates in the American Academy of Environmental Engineers. 
21. Approximately seven percent of the total number of technicians 
were certified, and draftsmen represented 73 percent of this total. 
Only 10 percent of the total number of draftsmen were certified. 
22. Apparently there is very little professional or economic advantage 
afforded in consulting firms to Diplomates of AAEE or to certified 
technicians. 
23. Seventy-one percent of the total part- and full-time professional 
employment during October 1971 were reported as holding either an 
associate, baccalaureate, masters, or doctoral degree. It is 
doubtful that only 71 percent of the professional employees hold 
some type of academic degree. Probably there was a significant 
number of firms that reported the number of degrees for the number 
of 1970 employees rather than 1971. 
24. Seventy-two percent of the professional staff held a bachelors 
degree, 21 percent the masters, and less then three percent held 
the doctorate. 
25. Only 9 percent of the total number of technicians employed held 
some academic degree. 
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26. A 36 percent increase in professional employment is expected 
bet't.een 1972 and 1976 without an increase in construction expendi-
ture. An additional 29 percent increase in manpower is expected 
in 1972 if the construction expenditures for industrial pollution 
control are increased by a factor of two and the Federal contribution 
remains constant. 
27. The 1976 manpower needs are expected to increase by 41 percent if 
the industrial construction expenditures are increased by a factor 
of two. 
28. Apparently the projected percentage increases in manpower needs 
indicate that the majority of the firms are still hiring personnel 
to handle the present work load, and there will continue to be a 
large demand for professional and technical personnel. 
29. All occupational categories are expected to double in numbers by 
1976 if the anticipated growth occurs, and there is little doubt 
that growth in expenditures will at least match the $4 billion for 
Federal assistance and the $2 billion for industry in 1976. 
30. The largest percentage increases in manpower are expected to occur 
in the number of biologists and chemical engineers employed by 
consulting industry. 
31. There were an estimated 1,214 consulting firms engaged in water 
pollution control activities with four employees or more in 1970. 
32. It is estimated that the total number of professionals employed 
in the consulting industry will increase from a total of approximately 
12,000 in 1970 to over 28,000 by 1976. 
33. The number of technicians employed by consulting firms is expected 
to increase from approximately 10,200 in 1970 to over 23,000 in 
1976. 
34. The requirements for chemical and other types of engineers and 
professionals can in all probability be met by recruiting from 
the existing manpower pool. Hmvever, the need for sanitary and 
environmental engineers can be met only by drawing from a very 
limited source of supply. 
35. If Federal monitoring of the industrial contribution to stream 
pollution \vere contracted to consulting firms, it would cost 
approximately $6,880 per sampling station if each firm monitored 
25 stations, $5,180 per station if each firm monitored 50 stations, 
and $4,130 per station if each firm monitored 100 stations. 
36. The monitoring of 25 stations would result in approximately a 19 
percent increase in the totals shown in Conclusions 32 and 33 for 
both technical and professional employees in the consulting industry. 
Approximately a 28 and 42 'percent increase in manpower would occur 
if the number of stations were increased to 50 and 100 stations 
respe,cti vely. 
37. On a national basis it is projected that approximately 4,500 
professionals and 2,400 technicians employed in tne consulting 
industry will require short-term training over the next five years 
to remain current, and 3,300 professionals and 1,500 technicians 
will be expected to enroll in long-term programs. 
38. The consulting industry represents only a small percentage of the 
total number of people employed in the water pollution control 
field that will need additional training; therefore, a concerted 
effort should be made on a regional or state level to provide these 
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needs. If the present levels of Federal and State support for the 
long-term academic programs are not decreased, the need for long-
term training can beHIDet?by the existing programs. 
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Table A-l 
A Classification of 941 Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control Activities in 
the USA According to the Ranges of the Percentages of the Staff Engaged in 
Water Pollution Control, the Total Number of Employees, and the 
Construction Value of Wastewater Treatment Plants for which 
Number 
of 
Firms 
19 
7 
8 
7 
5 
3 
1 
1 
7 
2 
2 
~ 
1 
1 
1 
Subtotal 
68 
44 
35 
19 
12 
9 
7 
5 
2 
2 
2 
7 
3 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
Subtotal 
154 
the Firm Had Prime Responsibility. 
Range of 
Percentage of 
Staff Engaged 
in Water Pol-
lution Control 
0-9 
0-9 
0-9 
0-9 
0-9 
0-9 
0,..9 
0-9 
0-9 
0-9 
0-9 
0-9-
0-9 
0-9 
0-9 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-.19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
Ranges and Total 
Number of Employees 
(All Grades and 
Classifications) 
Full-Time Part-Time 
0-9 
10-19 
20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
50-59 
70-79 
80-89 
100"199 
200-299 
400;"499 
500-599 
600-699 
2,000-2,999 
4,000-4,999 
0-9 
10-19 
20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
50-59 
60-69 
70-79 
80-89 
90-99 
100-199 
200;'299 
300-399 
400-499 
500-599 
600-699 
2,000-2,999 
48 
23 
1 
42 
48 
22 
3 
12 
3 
27 
2 
53 
20 
o 
18 
o 
274 
75 
30 
42 
17 
19 
21 
2 
3 
o 
28 
14 
21 
o 
15 
20 
o 
89 
396 
Construction Value of 
Wastewater Treatment 
Plants for which Firms 
Had Prime Responsibility 
1970 1969 
2,300,000 
237,100 
3,050,000 
3,420,000 
250,000 
1,100,000 
1,100,000 
o 
5,687,000 
o 
o 
11,400,000 
o 
20,500,000 
20,000,000 
69,044,100 
60,158,000 
11,510,000 
7,655,000 
238,325,000 
2,225,000 
6,110,000 
3,600,000 
o 
1,075,000 
o 
21,000,000 
27,800,000 
5,750,000 
3,000,000 
6,000,000 
6,900,000 
660,000 
405,768,000 
1,210,000 
130,000 
1,280,000 
1,170,000 
120,000 
900,000 
2,800,000 
o 
2,490,000 
250,000 
o 
7,200,000 
o 
18,000,000 
15,000,000 
50,550,000 
18,196,500 
13 ,375,000 
2,790,000 
103,760,000 
1,270,000 
5,000,000 
4,150,000 
o 
300,000 
o 
14,050,000 
21,200,000 
10,250,000 
2,500,000 
30,333,333 
1,000,000 
1,508,700 
229,683,533 
Table A-1. Continued. 
Range of Ranges and Total Construction Value of 
Number Percentage of Number of Employees Wastewater Treatment 
of Staff Engaged (All Grades and Plants for which Firms 
Firms in Water Pol- Classifications} Had Prime Res 20nsibility 
lution Control Full-Time Part-Time 1970 1969 
43 20-29 0-9 81 5,470,000 7,559,000 
36 20-29 10-19 64 13,586,152 22,702,000 
18 20-29 29-29 22 71,628,000 6,460,000 
8 20-29 30-39 12 15,650,000 6,375,000 
5 20-29 40-49 45 4,450,000 2,000,000 
2 20-29 50-59 7 6,000,000 4,000,000 
1 20-29 60-69 2 25,000,000 4,000,000' 
1 20-29 70-79 10 100,000 200,000'-
1 20-29 90-99 0 4,800,000 3,300,000 
9 20-29 100-199 17 161,480,000 36,228,000 
1 20-29 300-399 0 20,000,000 18,000,000 
1 20-29 400-499 10 550,000 550,000,000 
1 20-29 700-799 0 75,000,000 70,000,000 
Subtotal 
127 270 403,714,152 730,824,000 
21 30-39 0-9 64 8,031,000 5,195,000 
22 30-39 10-19 53 31,620,000 13,780,000 
7 30-39 20-29 19 4,444,000 6,534,000 
6 30-39 30-39 10 13,400,000 5,350,000 
5 30-39 40-49 23 3,425,000 3,350,000 
2 30-39 50-59 13 1,000,000 300,000 
3 30-39 60-69 0 5,000,000 4,000,000 
1 30-39 70-79 0 3,650,000 4,070,000 
1 30-39 80-89 0 0 0 
5 30-39 100-199 20 41 ,600,000 32,000,000 
4 30-39 200-299 37 90,000,000 60,100,000 
1 30-39 2,000-2,999 0 244,000,000 211,000,000 
Subtotal 
78 239 446,170,000 345;679,000 
15 40-49 0-9 15 10,080 ,000 5,555,000 
6 40-49 10-19 7 3,017,000 1,730,000 
5 40-49 20-29 5 11,100,000 8,250,000 
3 40-49 30-39 1 7,300,000 3,800,000 
2 40-49 40-49 8 2,350,000 5,790,000 
2 40-49 50-59 0 5,800,000 1 ,200,000 
1 40-49 60-69 7 2,000,000 1,200,000 
1 40-49 100-199 2 20,000,000 30,000,000 
Subtotal 
35 45 61,647,000 57,525,000 
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Table A-1. Continued. 
Range of Ranges and Total Construction Value of 
Number Percentage of Number of Employees Wastewater Treatment 
of Staff Engaged (All Grades and Plants for which Firms 
Firms in Water Pol- Classifications) Had Prime Res120nsibility 
lution Control Full-Time Part-Time 1970 1969 
62 50-59 0-9 99 120,676,000 20,123,000 
26 50-59 10-19 62 31,145,000 14,700,000 
7 50-59 20-29 29 37,750,000 6,650,000 
4 50-59 30-39 6 11,270,000 5,800,000 
3 50-59 40-49 2 7,900,000 3,800,000 
2 50-59 50-59 12,000,000 8,000,000 
1 50-59 80-89 15 7,000,000 2,000,000 
6 50-59 100-199 14 42,060,000 20,780,000 
Subtotal 
111 228 269,801,000 81,853,000 
1 60-69 0-9 1 90,000 30,000 
6 60-69 10-19 12 8,580,000 5,610,000 
3 60-69 20-29 7 8,000,000 6,500,000 
3 60-69 30-39 10 3,000,000 1,300,000 
3 60-69 40-49 48 12,600,000 6,000,000 
1 60-69 50-59 3 5,600,000 4,100,000 
2 60-69 60-69 2 13,500,000 17,100,000 
2 60-69 70-79 2 20,000,000 13,000,000 
1 60-69 80-89 10 150,000,000 60,000,000 
3 60-69 100-199 39 39,900,000 29,600,000 
1 60-69 500-599 3 53,000,000 36,000,000 
Subtotal 
'26 137 314,270,000 179,240,000 
13 70-79 0-9 18 260,800,000 204,950,000 
11 70-79 10-19 19 20,125,000 11,845,000 
5 70-79 20-29 11 20,050,000 9,500,000 
4 70-79 30-39 4 20,605,000 13,062,000 
3 70-79 40-49 8 18,000,000 15,000,000 
2 70-79 70-79 21 56,000,000 42,000,000 
1 70-79 80-89 5 30,000,000 25,000,000 
2 70-79 100-199 17 121,600,000 83,000,000 
1 70-79 200-299 4 12,000,000 10,000,000 
Subtotal 
42 107 559,180,000 414,357,000 
12 80-89 0-9 22 13,960,000 7,375,000 
11 80-89 10-19 15 21,400,000 10,700,000 
5 80-89 20-29 16 11,020,000 4,390,000 
7 80-89 30-39 13 11,960,000 10,025,000 
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Table A-1. Continued. 
Range of Ranges and Total Construction Value of 
Number Percentage of Number of Employees Wastewater Treatment 
of Staff Engaged (All Grades and Plants for which Firms 
Firms in Water Pol- Classifications) Had Prime Responsibility 
lution Control Full-Time Part-Time 1970 1969 
3 80-89 40-49 48 36,500,000 33,000,000 
2 80-89 100-199 5 25,715,000 23,395,000 
2 80-89 200-299 7 620,000,000 548,000,000 
1 80-89 3,000-3,999 5 260,000,000 248,000,000 
Subtotal 
43 131 1,000,555,000 884,885,000 
84 90-100 0-9 127 44,683,000 35,318,500 
32 90-100 10-19 60 88,477,000 58,945,000 
15 90-100 20-29 28 97,620,000 67,450,000 
4 90-100 30-39 10 61,000,000 19,000,000 
2 90-100 40-49 23 15,700,000 10,700,000 
2 90-100 50-59 5 17,800,000 8,000,000 
2 90-100 60-69 3 67,000,000 55,000,000 
1 90-100 80-89 6 76,000,000 54,000,000 
1 90-100 90-99 2 32,893,533 32,123,554 
2 90-100 100-199 3 43,700,000 34,193,000 
1 90-100 200-299 0 140,000,000 95,000,000 
1 90-100 300-399 5 200,000,000 160,000,000 
Subtotal 
147 272 884,873,533 629,730,054 
110 Unclassified 9,128 258 126,725,000 85,473,225 
Totals 
941 47,279 2,357 4,537,747,785 3,689,799,812 
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Table A-2 
A Classification of 47 Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control 
Activities in EPA Region I According to the Ranges of the Per-
centages of the Staff Engaged in Water Pollution Control, the 
Total Number of Employees, and the Construction Value of 
Wastewater Treatment Plants for which the Firm had 
Prime Responsibility_ 
Range of Ranges and Total Construction Value of 
Number· Percentage of Number of Employees Wastewater Treatment 
of StaH Engaged (All Grades and Plants for which Firms 
Fir1l¥'l in Wa.ter Pol- Classifications) Had Prime Responsibility 
lution,Control Full-Time Part-Time 1970 1969 
2 0-9, 0-9 13 60,000 10,000 
1 0-9) 10-19 a 22,000 a 
0-9":1 30-39 21 a 80,000 
1 0;9' 100-199 2 900,000 600,000 
1 0-9 2,000-2,999 18 20,500,000 18,000,000 
3 10-19 0-9 5 10,000 1.5,000 
2 10-19 10-19 1 1,000,000 5,000,000 
1 10-19 20.-29, " 25 100,000 75,000 
1 10-19 60-69' ," a a 0 
1 10-19 100-199 8 10,000,000 10,000,000 
1 10-19 400-499 15 3,000,000 2,500,000 
3 20-29 0-9 3 a 1,500,000 
1 20-29 10-19 0 0 a 
1 20-29 40-49 a 200,000 400,000 
1 40-49 1 0-19 5 0 0 
2 50-59 0-9 3 200,000 100,000 
1 50-59 20-29 2 1 ,250,000 a 
2 50-59 100-199 a 25,000,000 15,000,000 
1 60-69 40-49 4 1,600,000 a 
1 60-69 100-199 1 7,900,000 5,100 ,000 
1 60-69 500-599 3 53,000,000 36,000,000 
2 70-79 0-9 6 7,000,000 4,000,000 
1 70-79 200-299 4 12,000,000 10,000,000 
7 90-100 0-9 8 3,430,000 1 ,320 ,000 
1 90-100 20-29 1 4,000,000 3,500,000 
1 90-100 30-39 5 12,000,000 a 
1 90-100 300-399 5 200,000,000 160,000,000 
5 Unclassified 7 180 ,000 110,000 
Totals 
47 3,936 165 363,352,000 273,310,000 
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Number 
of 
Firms 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
6 
6 
2 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
2 
1 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
9 
1 
1 
Table A-3 
A Classification of 103 Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Gontr.ol 
Activities in EPA Region II According to the Ranges of the,Per-
centages of the Staff Engaged in Water Pollution Control,rthe 
Total Number of Employees, and the Construction Value of 
Wastewater Treatment Plants for which the Firmihad 
Range of 
Percentage of 
Staff Engaged 
in Water Pol-
lution Control 
0-9 
0-9 
0-9 
0-9 
0-9 
0-9 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
20-29 
20-29 
20-29 
20-29 
30-39 
30-39 
30-39 
30-39 
40-49 
50-59 
50"59 
50"59 
60-69 
60-69 
Prime Responsibility. 
Ranges and Total 
Number of Employees 
(All Grades and 
Classifications) 
Full-Time Part-Time 
0-9 
20-29 
40-49 
50-59 
100-199 
200-299 
0-9 
10-19 
20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
70-79 
90-99 
100-199 
500-599 
0-9 
10-19 
20-29 
100-199 
0-9 
10-19 
30-39 
60-69 
60-69 
0"9 
10-19 
100-199 
70-79 
80-89 
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1 
27 
4 
3 
6 
2 
21 
2 
2 
o 
5 
o 
6 
2 
o 
8 
2 
o 
o 
12 
3 
o 
o 
7 
20 
o 
3 
1 
10 
Construction Value of 
Wastewater Treatment 
Plants for which Firms 
Had Prime Responsibility 
1970 1969 
150,000 
800,000 
o 
1,000,000 
o 
o 
4,100,000 
2,250,000 
1,050,000 
400,000 
350,000 
o 
o 
3,600,000 
o 
700,000 
5,000,000 
600,000 
22,000,000 
3,000,000 
1,000,000 
5,000,000 
o 
2,000,000 
29,904,000 
o 
10,000,000 
10,000,000 
150,000,000 
100,000 
1,200,000 
o 
750,,000 
o 
250,000 
200,000 
450,QJJO 
250,.00,0 
,40Q;O'O,O 
17,Q ,.000 
o 
o 
11,2€}0,OQO 
o 
154,000 
2,30Q,jOOO 
4,$Q ,'000 
9,000,000 
1,250,000 
500,000 
3,000,000 
o 
1,200,000 
3,805,000 
o 
o 
8,000,000 
60,000,000 
Table A-3. Continued. 
Range of Ranges and Total Construction Value of 
Number Percentage of Number of Employees Wastewater Treatment 
of Staff Engaged (All Grades and Plants for which Firms 
Firms in Water Pol- Classifications) Had Prime Responsibility 
lution Control Full-Time Part-Time 1970 191)9 
1 70-79 0-9 2 250,000,000 200,000,000 
1 70-79 10-19 0 7,000,000 2,500,000 
1 70-79 20-29 2 4,500,000 4,000,000 
70-79 30-39 0 1,505,000 1,662,000 
70-79 70-79 16 45,000,000 30,000,000 
70-79 80-89 5 30,000,000 25,000,000 
3 80-89 0-9 7 4,500,000 100,000 
1 80-89 30-39 0 4,000,000 3,000,000 
1 80-89 40-49 1 10,000,000 4,000,000 
1 80-89 3,000-3,999 5 260,000,000 248,000,000 
9 90-100 0-9 25 5,850,000 3,750,000 
3 90-100 10-19 8 6,500,000 5,600,000 
3 90-100 20-29 11 28,600,000 24,500,000 
1 90-100 40-49 3 15,000,000 10,000,000 
2 90-100 60-69 3 67,000,000 55,000,000 
1 90-100 80-89 6 76,000,000 54,000,000 
1 90-100 200-299 0 140,000,000 95,000,000 
11 Unclassified 82 14 7,810,000 1,210,000 
Totals 
103 6,410 255 1,216,169,000 861 ,351 ,000 
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Number 
of 
Firms 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
6 
7 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
6 
2 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
5 
5 
2 
Table A-4 
A Classification of 102 Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control 
Activities in EPA Region III According to the Ranges of the Per-
centages of the Staff Engaged in Water Pollution Control, the 
Total Number of Employees, and the Construction Value of 
Wastewater Treatment Plants for which the Firm had 
Range of 
Percentage of 
Staff Engaged 
in Water Pol-
lution Control 
0-9 
0-9 
0-9 
0-9 
0-9 
0-9 
0-9 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
20-29 
20-29 
20-29 
20-29 
20-29 
20-29 
30-39 
30-39 
30-39 
30-39 
30-39 
40-49 
40-49 
50-59 
50-59 
50-59 
Prime Responsibility. 
Ranges and Total 
Number of Employees 
(All Grades and 
Classifications) 
Full-Time Part-Time 
20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
70-79 
100-199 
500-599 
600-699 
0-9 
10-19 
20-29 
40-49 
50-59 
300-399 
600-699 
2,000-2,999 
0-9 
10-19 
20-29 
40-49 
50-59 
700-799 
0-9 
10-19 
30-39 
60-69 
100-199 
0-9 
30-39 
0-9 
10-19 
20-29 
° 10 
2 
12 
4 
° 
° 
3 
8 
° 8 
4 
° 
° 89 
3 
13 
2 
10 
4 
° 
° 5 
3 
° 3 
3 
° 
7 
30 
20 
Construction Value of 
Wastewater Treatment 
Plants for which Firms 
Had Prime Responsibility 
1970 1969 
50,000 
° 50,000 
1,100,000 
1 ,500,000 
400,000 
° 
700,000 
5,875,000 
810,000 
1,250,000 
1,000,000 
5,000,000 
6,900,000 
660,000 
1,000,000 
1,220,000 
200,000 
450,000 
3,000,000 
75,000,000 
1,000,000 
25,300,000 
2,000,000 
1,000,000 
32,000,000 
350,000 
5,000,000 
782,000 
1,400,000 
30,000,000 
° 
° 20,000 
2,800,000 
400,000 
200,000 
° 
225,000 
6,175,000 
85,000 
800,000 
1,000,000 
10 ,000 ,000 
1,000,000 
1,508,700 
1,300,000 
4,160,000 
150,000 
300,000 
2,000,000 
70~000,000 
1,000,000 
9,150,000 
1,000,000 
500,000 
25,000,000 
350,000 
1,600,000 
35,000 
850,000 
4,200,000 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- ~ 
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Table'.M.4. Continued. 
R;mge of Ranges and Total Construction Value of 
Number Percentage of Number of Employees Wastewater Treatment 
of Staff Engaged (All Grades and Plants for which Firms 
Firms in Water Pol- Classifications) Had Prim~ ResEonsibilit! 
lution Control Full-Time Part-Time 1970 1969 
60-69 20-29 2 1,000,000 1,000,000 
60-69 30-39 2 1,500,000 0 
60-69 70-79 1 10,000,000 5,000,000 
2 70-79 0-9 3 2,000,000 0 
1 70-79 10-19 3 2,500,000 1,500,000 
1 70-79 40-49 6 6,000,000 4,000,000 . 
2 80-89 10-19 4 7,600,000 3,500,000 
1 80-89 40-49 2 10,500,000 9,000,000 
C8 90-100 0-9 16 10,290,000 9,750,000 
/4 90-100 10-19 7 13,340,000 8,400,000 
3 90-100 20-29 7 13,120,000 8,250,000 
",2 90-100 30-39 4 46,000,000 18,000,000 
, 2 90-100 100-199 3 43,700,000 34,193,000 
10 Unclassified 4,097 51 24,900,000 12,050,000 
Totals 
102 10,425 354 397,447,000 260,451,700 
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Table A-5 
A Classification of 142 Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Contro~ 
Activities in EPA Region IV According to the Ranges of the Per-
centages of the Staff Engaged in Water Pollution Control, the 
Total Number of Employees, and the Construction Value of 
Wastewater Treatment Plants for which the Firm had 
Prime Responsibility. 
Range of Ranges and Total Construct'ion Value of 
Number Percentage of Number of Employees Wastewater Treatment 
of Staff Engaged (All Grades and Plants for which Firms 
Firms in Water Pol- Classifications) 
lution Control Full-Time Part-Time 
2 0-9 0-9 1 10,000 50,000 
1 0-9 10-19 0 125,000 100,000 
0-9 500-599 20 6,000,000- 5,000,000 
10 10-19 0-9 15 53,365,000 16,595,000 
5 10-19 10-19 5 1,680,000 930,000 
3 10-19 20-29 4 1,750,000 600,000 
2 10-19 30-39 4 1,000,000 100,000 
10-19 50-59 2 2,000,000 2,000,000 
10-19 100-199 0 900,000 350,000 
12 20-29 0-9 36 1,120,000 1,220,000 
3 20-29 10-19 6 1,700,000 1,900,000 
1 20-29 20-29 1 750,000 500,000 
2 20-29 30-39 5 1,000,000 1,500,000 
1 20-29 40-49 3 2,300,000 200,000 
2 20-29 100-199 2 10,400,000 4,000,000 
2 30-39 0-9 2 0 a 
4 30-39 10-19 4 490,000 225,000 
1 30-39 20-29 8 500,000 500 ,000 
1 30-39 30-39 2 1,000,000 500,000 
1 30-39 100-199 6 2,000,000 4,000,000 
3 30-39 200- 299 15 20,000,000 18,100 ,000 
6 40-49 0-9 3 5,130,000 3,945,000 
1 40-49 10-19 0 1,247,000 400,000 
2 40-49 30-39 1 2,300,000 2,200,000 
1 40-49 50-59 a 800,000 1,200,000 
1 40-49 100-199 2 20,000,000 30,000,000 
8 50-59 0-9 12 71,145,000 738,000 
4 50-59 10-19 3 12,195,000 4,750,000 
2 50-59 40-49 1 5,600,000 3,300,000 
1 50-59 100-199 0 5,000,000 4,000,000 
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Table A-5. Continued. 
Range of Ranges and Total Construction Value of 
Number Percentage of Number of Employees Wastewater Treatment 
of Staff Engaged (All Grades and Plants for which Firms 
Firms in Water Pol- Classifications) Had Prime Responsibility 
lution Control Full-Time Part-Time 1970 1969 
1 60-69 10-19 1 5,000,000 3,000,000 
1 60-69 40-49 4 3,000,000 1,000,000 
1 60-69 50-59 3 5,600,000 4,100,000 
2 70-79 0-9 0 150,000 0 
1 70-79 10-19 2 300,000 70,000 
1 70-79 40-49 0 2,000,000 3,000,000 
2 80-89 0-9 3 6,010 ,000 6,000,000 
1 80-89 10-19 0 500,000 500,000 
4 80-89 30-39 11 2,710,000 2,200,000 
1 80-89 40-49 45 16,000,000 20,000,000 
1 80-.89 100-199 2 2,500,000 2,500,000 
16 90-100 0-9 26 5,325,000 7,515,000 
6 90-100 10-19 14 10,360,000 9,000,000 
3 90-100 20-29 3 19,000,000 14,000,000 
1 90-100 30-39 1 3,000,000 1,000,000 
15 Unclassified 91 23 3,555,000 9,465,000 
Totals 
142 3,892 301 316,517,000 192,253,000 
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Number 
of 
Firms 
1 
2 
3 
2 
1 
1 
9 
9 
4 
4 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
8 
9 
4 
1 
1 
2 
3 
3 
2 
1 
3 
1 
1 
2 
3 
Table A-6 
A Classification of 189 Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control 
Activities in EPA Region V According to the Ranges of the Per-
centages of the Staff Engaged in Water Pollution Control, the 
Total Number of Employees, and the Construction Value of 
Wastewater Treatment Plants for which the Firm had 
Range of 
Percentage of 
Staff Engaged 
in Water Pol-
lution Control 
0-9 
0-9 
0-9 
0-9 
0-9 
0-9 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
20-29 
20-·29 
20-29 
20-29 
20-29 
20-29 
30-39 
30-39 
30-39 
30-39 
30-39 
30-39 
40-49 
40-49 
40-49 
Prime Responsibility. 
Ranges and Total 
Number of Employees 
(All Grades and 
Classifications) 
Full-Time Part-Time 
0-9 
20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
50-59 
400-499 
0-9 
10-19 
20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
70-79 
90-99 
100-199· 
200-299 
0-9 
10-19 
20-29 
30-39 
50-59 
100-199 
0-9 
10-19 
20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
50-59 
0-9 
10-19 
20-29 
59 
1 
6 
9 
5 
o 
o 
11 
9 
3 
8 
5 
3 
22 
4 
o 
7 
19 
8 
o 
3 
6 
2 
12 
2 
4 
12 
3 
2 
2 
2 
Construction Value of 
Wastewater Treatment 
Plants for which Firms 
Had Prime Responsibility 
1970 1969 
o 
200,000 
220,000 
200,000 
100,000 
o 
1,258,000 
480,000 
1,380,000 
236,525,000 
250,000 
o 
o 
3,500,000 
16,200,000 
590,000 
2,656,152 
61,250,000 
9,500,000 
3,000,000 
75,000,000 
540,000 
600,000 
1,150,000 
500,000 
325,000 
1,000,000 
o 
1,020,000 
6,500,000 
o 
80,000 
90,000 
100,000 
150,000 
o 
1,011,500 
580,000 
480,000 
101,280,000 
200,000 
o 
o 
500,000 
13,000,000 
325,000 
11,242,000 
600,000 
o 
2,000,000 
13,000,000 
250,000 
325,000 
1,000,000 
250,000 
1,950,000 
300,000. 
o 
540,000 
1,250,000 
Table A-6. Continued. 
Range of Ranges and Total Construction Value of 
Number Percentage of Number of Employees Wastewater Treatment 
of Staff Engaged (All Grades and Plants for which Firms 
Firms in Water Poi- Classifications) Had Prime Responsibility 
lution Control Full-Time Part-Time 1970 1969 
13 50-59 0-9 17 9,750,000 7,120,000 
7 50-59 10-19 11 9,500,000 4,650,000 
4 50-59 20-29 7 6,500,000 2,450,000 
1 50-59 50-.-59 
° 
6,000,000 1,000,000 
1 50-59 80-89 15 77,000,000 2,000,000 
1 60-69 0-9 1 90,000 30,000 
2 60-69 10-19 5 930,000 460,000 
2 60-69 20-29 5 7,000,000 5,500,000 
1 60-69.' 60-69 2 500,000 100,000 
1 60-69 100-199 15 10,000,000 4,500,000 
4 70-79 0-9 5 1,100,000 600,000 
1 70-79 10-19 1 2,500,000 1,000,000 
3 70-79 20-29 9 13,550,000 4,000,000 
1 70-79 30-39 2 10,000,000 4,000,000 
4 80-89 0-9 6 2,800,000 850,000 
4 80-89 10-19 8 2,400,000 100,000 
4 80-89 20-29 15 6,280,000 2,330,000 
1 80-89 30-39 0 250,000 125,000 
1 80-89 200-299 2 360,000,000 300,000,000 
12 90-100 0-9 7 6,380,000 4,940,000 
8 90-100 10-19 22 30,885,000 18,155,000 
3 90-100 20-29 4 19,000,000 8,000,000 
1 90-100 50-59 2 10,000,000 8,000,000 
22 Unclassified 444 35 68,520,000 53,231,000 
Totals 
189 4,992 366 1,014,879,152 583,644,500 
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Number 
of 
C' Firms 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
3 
1 
2 
2 
5 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
3 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
8 
5 
3 
1 
1 
1 
2 
Table A-7 
A Classification of 89 Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Cont·r.Q.1 
Activities in EPA Region VI According to the Ranges of the Per-
centages of the Staff Engaged in Water Pollution Control, the 
Total Number of Employees, and the Construction Value of 
Wastewater Treatment Plants for which the Firm had 
Range of 
Percentage of 
Staff Engaged 
in Water Pol-
lution Control 
0-9 
0-9 
0-9 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
10-19 
20-29 
20"'29 
20-29 
20-29 
20-29 
20-29 
30-39 
30-39 
30-39 
30-39 
30-39 
30-39 
40-49 
40-49 
50-59 
50-59 
50-59 
50-59 
50-59 
70-79 
70-79 
Prime Responsibility. 
Ranges and Total 
Number of Employees 
(All Grades and 
Classifications) 
Full-Time Part-Time 
0-9 
10-19 
50-59 
10-19 
20-29 
30-39 
50-59 
60-69 
200-299 
0-9 
10-"19 
20-29 
40-49 
60-69 
100-199 
0-9 
10-19 
20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
200-299 
·0-9 
10 .. 19 
0-9 
10-19 
30-39 
50-59 
100-199 
0-9 
10-19 
61 
2 
1 
o 
5 
o 
1 
6 
o 
21 
5 
5 
o 
30 
2 
9 
3 
1 
7 
1 
11 
22 
o 
o 
14 
10 
1 
1 
3 
1 
5 
Construction Value crf 
Wastewater Treatment 
Plants for which Firms 
Had Prime Responsibility 
1970 1969 
50,000 
20,000 
o 
90,000 
75,000 
190,000 
o 
3,500,000 
11,600,000 
300,000 
1,100,000 
250,000 
500,000 
25,000,000 
49,080,000 
o 
600,000 
1,000,000 
4,900,000 
3,100,000 
70,000,000 
4,000,000 
50,000 
1 ~975 ,000 
6,500,000 
9,770,000 
6,000,000 
1,130,000 
50,000 
1,200,000 
o 
o 
o 
140,00'0 
200,000 
230,000 
o 
3,000,000 
8,2.00,000 
250,000 
600,090 
1100,000 
100,090 
4,000,090 
5,728,000 
o 
1,500,000 
1,500,000 
600,000 
1,400,000 
42,000,000 
1,000,000 
150,000 
645,000 
3,750,000 
4,300,000 
7,000,000 
450,000 
100,000 
1,450,000 
Table A-7. Continued. 
Range of Ranges and Total Construction Value of 
Number Percentage of Number of Employees Wastewater Treatment 
of Staff Engaged (All Grades and Plants for which Firms 
Firms in Water Pol- Classifications) Had Prime· Responsibility 
lution Control Full-Time Part-Time 1970 1969 
3 80-89 10-19 3 10,000,000 6,500,000 
1 80-89 30-39 2 5,000,000 4,700,000 
8 90-100 0-9 9 2,690,000 1,970,000 F;;'_ 
6 90-100 10-19 3 12,342,000 6,190,000 
9 Unclassified 79 16 1,920,000 1,342,225 
Totals 
89 2,418 200 233,982,000 109,095,225 
62 
Table A-8 
A Classification of 60 Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control 
Activities in EPA Region VII According to the Ranges of the Per-
centages of the Staff Engaged in Water Pollution Control, the 
Total Number of Employees, and the Construction Value of 
Wastewater Treatment Plants for which the Firm had 
Prime Responsibility. 
Range of Ranges and Total Construction Value of 
Number Percentage of Number of Employees Wastewater Treatment 
of Staff Engaged (All Gr ades and Plants for which Firms 
Firms in Water Pol- Classifications) Had Prime Responsibility 
lution Control Full-Time Part-Time 1970 19i59 
1 0-9 10-19 0 20,000 0 
2 0-9 100-199 5 1,787,000 1,490,000 
1 10-19 0-9 4 25,000 0 
1 10-19 20-29 1 40,000 50,000 
2 10-19 30-39 4 210,000 1,750,000 
2 10-19 50-59 6 3,110,000 2,000,000 
1 10-19 60-69 2 
° 
d 
1 10-19 80-89 0 1,000,000 300,000 
2 20-29 0-9 6 600,000 . 260,000 
2 20-29 10-19 6 300,000 20"0,000 
3 20-29 20-29 5 500,000 500,000 
3 20-29 30-39 6 4,750,000 3,975,000 
1 20-29 90-99 0 4,800,000 3,300,000 
1 20-29 100-199 0 5,000,006 4,500,000 
1 20-29 300-399 0 20,000,000 18,000,000 
1 30-39 0-9 1 0 0 
1 30-39 10-19 4 50,000 20,000 
2 30-39 20-29 2' 1,044,000 2,534,000 
1 30-39 60-69 0 4,000,000 3,500,000 
1 30-39 2,000-2,999 0 244,000,000 211,,000,000 
1 40-49 50-59 0 5,000,000 0 
5 50-59 0-9 3 2,050,000 1,780,000 
2 60-69 10-19 6 2,350,000 1,950,000 
1 60-69 40-49 40 8,000,000 5,000,000 
1 70-79 10-19 2 2,500,000 2,000,000 
1 70-79 30-39 0 8,500,000 7,000,000 
1 80-89 0-9 2 0 0 
4 90-100 0-9 6 210,000 546,500 
1 90-100 10-19 1 750,000 700,000 
13 Unclassified 4,156 70 16,390,000 3,890,000 
Totals 
60 6,916 182 336,986,000 276,245,500 
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Table A-9 
A Classification of 37 Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control 
Act:i.vities in EPA Region VIII According to the Ranges of the Per-
centages of the Staff Engaged in Water Pollution Control, the 
Total Number of Employees, and the Construction Value of 
Wastewater Treatment Plants for which the Firm had 
Prime Responsibility. 
Range of Ranges and Total Construction Value of 
Number Percentage of Number of Employees Wastewater Treatment 
of Staff Engaged (All Grades and Plants for which Firms 
Firms in Water Pol- Classificationsl Had Prime Res:20nsibility 
lution Control Full-Time Part-Time 1970 1969 
0-9 0-9 0 0 0 
0-9 40-49 11 0 0 
1 10-19 0-9 3 400,000 100,000 
1 10-19 20-29 4 600,000 500,000 
10-19 60-69 0 100,000 1,150,000 
1 20-29 0-9 3 100,000 50,000 
3 20-29 10-19 7 300,000 150,0(~1J 
1 20-29 30-39 0 0 0 
1 30-39 0-9 35 1,200,000 600,000 
4 30-39 10-19 17 3,280,000 1,860,000 
1 40-49 10-19 0 700,000 640,000 
1 40-1+9 20-29 1 600,000 3,000,000 
1 50-59 0-9 5 750,000 1,500,000 
1 50-59 10-19 8 350,000 500,000 
1 50-59 30-39 5 1,500,000 1,500,000 
1 60-69 10-19 0 300,000 200,000 
1 60-69 60-69 
° 
13,000,000 17,000,000 
70-79 0-9 1 500,000 250,000 
70-79 30-39 2 600,000 400,000 
80-89 0-9 2 
° 
0 
4 90-100 0-9 13 1,350,000 1,120,000 
1 90-100 20-29 0 1,900,000 2,200,000 
7 Unclassified 33 8 150,000 2,000,000 
Totals 
37 570 125 27,680,000 34,720,000 
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Table A-10 
A Classification of 97 Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control 
Activities in EPA Region IX According to the Rang~s of the Per-
centages of the Staff Engaged in Water Pollution Control, the 
Total Number of Employees, and the Construction Value of 
Wastewater Treatment Plants for which the Firm had 
Prime Responsibility. 
Range of Ranges and Total Construction Value of 
Number Pert!entage of Number of Employees Wastewater Treatment 
of Staff Engaged (All Grades and Plants for which Firms 
Firms in Water Pol- Classifications) Had Prime Responsibility 
lution Control Full-Time Part-Time 1970 E169 
5 0-9 0-9 4 2,030,000 1,050,000 
1 0-9 10-19 0 50,000 0 
2 0-9 20-29 3 0 0 
2 0-9 30-39 8 3,200,000 1,000,000 
1 0-9 80-89 3 0 0 
1 0-9 100-199 10 1,500,000 0 
1 0-9 400-499 53 0 0 
1 0-9 500- 599 0 5,000,000 2,000,000 
1 0-9 4,000-4,999 0 20,000,000 15,000,000 
4 10-19 0-9 5 200,000 50,000 
4 10-19 10-19 0 135,000 100,000 
4 10-19 20-29 3 1,850,000 550,000 
1 10-19 40-49 0 160,000 100,000 
2 10-19 50-59 3 0 0 
1 10-19 80-89 0 75,000 0 
1 10-19 300-399 0 750,000 250,000 
6 20-29 0-9 9 1,060,000 2,500,000 
2 20-29 10-19 1 260,000 150,000 
3 20-29 20-29 1 428,000 160,000 
3 30-39 0-9 7 2,000,000 1,500,000 
2 30-39 10-19 3 0 0 
1 30-39 50-59 10 0 
° 1 30-39 70-79 0 3,650,000 4,070,000 
1 30-39 80-89 0 0 0 
2 30-39 100-199 11 7,600,000 3,000,000 
4 40-49 0-9 5 450,000 160,000 
6 50-59 0-9 4 3,000,000 2,470,000 
3 50-59 10-19 0 1,200,000 200,000 
1 50-59 100-199 8 930,000 1,330,000 
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Table A-10. Continued. 
Number 
of 
Firms 
2 
1 
1 
1 
10 
3 
1 
11 
Totals 
97 
Range cif 
Percentage of 
Staff Engaged 
in Water Pol-
lution Control 
70-79 
70-79 
70-79 
80-89 
90-100 
90-100 
90-100 
Unclassified 
Ranges and Total 
Number of Employees 
(All Grades and 
Classifications) 
Full-Time Part-Time 
10-19 5 
20-29 0 
100-199 15 
100-199 3 
0-9 11 
10-19 5 
20-29 2 
56 27 
6,502 219 
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Construction Value of 
Wastewater Treatment 
Plants for which Firms 
Had Prime Responsibility 
1970 1969 
2,850,000 2,150,000 
2,000,000 1,500,000 
101,600,000 83,000,000 
23,215,000 20,895,000 
4,600,000 450,000 
11,500,000 8,000,000 
12,000,000 7,000,000 
.1,645,000 1,101,000 
214,938,000 159,736,000 
... 
Table A-11 
A Classification of 57 Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control 
Activities in EPA Region X According to the Ranges of the Per-
centages of the Staff Engaged in Water Pollution Control, the 
Total Number of Employees, and the Construction Value of 
Wastewater Treatment Plants for which the Firm had 
Prime Responsibility_ 
Range of Ranges and Total Construction Value of 
Number Percentage of Number of Employees Wastewater Treatment 
of Staff Engaged (All Grades and Plants for which Firms 
Firms in Water Pol- ~1~~§1f1c~t1on~) Had Prime Res:Qonsibilit~ 
lution Control Full-Time Part-Time 1970 1969 
3 0-9 0-9 1 0 0 
1 0-9 10-19 0 100 30,000 
1 0-9 20-29 6 2,000,000 0 
1 0-9 100-199 0 0 0 
4 10-19 0-9 8 100,000 0 
1 10-19 40-49 1 215,000 0 
1 20-29 0-9 0 0 0 
4 20-29 10-19 3 1,050,000 2,000,000 
3 20-29 20-29 5 7,650,000 4,000,000 
1 20-29 30-39 1 400,000 900,000 
1 20-29 40-49 2 1,000,000 1,000,000 
5 30-39 0-9 1 291,000 595,000 
1 30-39 10-19 4 300,000 200,000 
1 30-39 20-29 0 750,000 1,000,000 
1 40-49 0-9 2 150,000 100,000 
1 40-49 20-29 2 4,000,000 4,000,000 
1 40-49 40-49 5 350,000 1,200,000 
5 50-59 0-9 14 1,120,000 1,930,000 
1 50-59 40-49 1 2,300,000 500,000 
2 60-69 30-39 8 1,500,000 1,300,000 
2 70-79 10-19 1 1,275,000 1 ,175,000 
1 70-79 40-49 2 10,000,000 8,000,000 
1 80-89 0-9 2 650,000 425,000 
1 80-89 10-19 
° 
900,000 100,000 
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Table A-ll. Continued. 
Number 
of 
Firms 
4 
1 
1 
1 
6 
To:t;~ls 
57 
Range of 
Percentage of 
S taf CEngaged 
in Water Pol-
lution Control 
90-100 
90-100 
90-100 
90-100 
Unclas~~J::i:(;!.d 
Ranges and Total 
Number of Employees 
(All Grades and 
Classifications) 
Full-Time Part-Time 
0-9 3 
10-19 0 
40-49 20 
50-59 3 
88 7 
1,024 102 
68 
Construction Value of 
Wastewater Treatment 
Plants for which Firms 
Had Prime Responsibility 
1970 1969 
1,000,000 500,000 
2,800,000 3,500,000 
700,000 700,000 
7,800,000 0 
1,655,000 1,074,000 
49,956,100 34,229,000 
Number 
of 
Firms 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
Totals 
18 
Table A-12 
A Classification of 18 Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control 
Activities in which the EPA Region was Unknown According to the 
Ranges of the Percentages of the Staff Engaged in Water 
Pollution Control, the Total Number of Employees, and 
the Construction Value of Wastewater Treatment Plants 
for which the Firm had Prime Responsibility. 
Range of 
Percentage of 
Staff Engaged 
in Water Pol-
lution Control 
0-9 
10-19 
10-19 
20-29 
20-29 
20-29 
20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
60-69 
70-79 
70-79 
80-89 
80-89 
90-100 
90-100 
Unclassified 
Ranges and Total 
Number of Employees 
(All. Grades and 
Classifications) 
Full-Time Part~'I'ime 
0-9 
100-199 
500-599 
0-9 
10-19 
70-79 
400-499 
0-9 
40-49 
100-199 
70-79 
100-199 
20-29 
200-299 
0-9 
90-99 
2,065 
69 
o 
o 
20 
1 
2 
10 
10 
3 
23 
5 
2 
1 
5 
3 
2 
o 
88 
Construction Value of 
Wastewater Treatment 
Plants for which Firms 
Had Prime Responsibility 
1970 1969 
o 
3,000,000 
6,000,000 
o 
o 
100,090 
550,Q90 
o 
2,000,000 
22,000,000 
11,000,000 
20,000,000 
. 4,740,000 
2'60,000,000 
3,558,000 
32,893,533 
o 
365,841,533 
o 
2,000,000 
30,333,333 
o 
o 
200,000 
:~550 ,000 ,000 
o 
_ 4;590 ;J)QO 
,20,000,000 
12,000,000 
o 
2,060,000 
248,000,09;0 
3,457,0)00 
32,123,554 
o 
904,763,887 
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Table B-1 
Numbers of Employees, Positions and Turnovers in Each Occ1.lpatiq.p,~l Q~tegory for 941 Consulting 
. • .i..t.:. ;".". '.' f .,;~ . :- 0' .L,. 
Engineering Firms Engaged in Water Pollution C.()ntrol in the USA. 
A B 
Total #of Employ .. in Elch Positions (if Turnover in Personnel CltqOrv Doin, Wlter Pollution Iny) VlClnt Durin, Past 12 months Work Durina Octolllr •.• for one SCIENTIFIC, PROFESSIONAL 
month or 
1970 1971 more New Hires SeplrltioRS 
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Table B-2 
Numbers of Employees, Positions and Turnovers in Each Occupational Category for 47 Consulting 
Engineering Firms Engaged in Water Poll ution Control in EPA Ree:ion I 
-
A B 
Total #of Employees in Each Positions (if Turnover in Personnel Catatory DOing Water Pollution 
Work During October ••. any) vaant During Past 12 months 
SCIENTIFIC, PROFESSIONAL for one month or 
1970 1971 more New HirlS Separations 
TECHNICAL, OCCUPATIONS 
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Table B-3 
Numbers of Employees, Positions and Turnovers in Each Occupational Category for 103 Consulting 
Engineering Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control in EPA Region II. 
A B 
Total #of Employ. in Elch Positions (if Turnov. in P_nneI CltqOry Doin. Wltlr Pollution 
Work During October ... Iny) VlCllnt Durin. PIst 12 months 
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Table B-4 
Numbers of Employees, Positions and Turnovers in Each Occupational Category for 102 Consulting 
Engineering Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control in EPA Region III. 
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Table B-5 
Numbers of Employees, Positions and Turnovers in Each Occupational Category for 142 Consulting· 
Engineering Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control in EPA Region IV. 
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Table B-6 
Numbers of Employees, Positions and Turnovers in Each Occupational Category for 189 Consulting 
Engineering Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control in EPA Region V. 
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Table B-7 
Numbers of Ernployees, Positions an!1 Turnovers in Each Occupational Category for 89 Consulting. 
Engineering Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control in EPA Region VI. 
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Table B-8 
Nu:m.bers of E:m.ployees, Positions and Turnovers in Each Occupational Category for 60 Consulting 
Engineering Fir:m.s Engaged in Water Pollution Control in EPA Region VII. 
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Table B-9 
Num.bers of Em.ployees, Positions and Turnovers in Each Occupational Category for 37 Consulting 
Engineering Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control in EPA Region VIII. 
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Table B-lO 
Numbers of Employees, Positions and Turnovers in Each Occupational Category for 97 Consulting 
Engineering Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control in EPA Region IX. 
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Numbers of Employees, Positions and Turnovers in Each Occupational Category for 57 Consulting 
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Table B-12 
Numbers of Employees, Positions and Turnovers in Each Occupational Category for 18 Consulting 
Engineering Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control Not Classified by EPA Region. 
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Table C-l 
Num.bers of Em.ployees in Each Occupational Category Engaged in Various 
Em.ploym.ent Duties, Responsibilities and Functions for 941 Consulting Engi-
neering Firm.s Engaged in Water Pollution Control in the USA. 
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Table C-2 
Num.bers of Em.ployees in Each Occupational Category Engaged in Variou& 
Em.ploym.ent Duties, Respons:lbilitiesand Functions for 47 Consulting Engi-
neering Firm.s Engaged in Water Pollution Control in EPA Region I. 
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Table C-3 
Numbers of Employees in Each Occupational Category Engaged in Various 
Employment Duties, Responsibilities and Functions for 103 Consulting Engi-
neering Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control in EPA Region II. 
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Electrical Engineers .[J Q 7
0 48.5 2.0 .1 1.3 1.0 ) • _J 
Chemical Engineers 7 .. 3 q.B 13 .3 .0 .. u 2.5 1.0 
Architects .0 4.0 13. .0 1.0 .0 .0 .0 
Geologists 2" .n 5.0 1.0 .0 .0 1.0 1.0 
Hydrologists .. 4.5 , 3.5 1 .. 0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
Biologists 1 .. C .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
Municipal Engrs./Planrs. !I .0 9.1 '3.5 '4.5 1.0 1.0 1.1 
Ec;onomlsts .0 3.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
LandscaDe Architects .0 .n 1.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Surveyors .0 6 .. 6 15.1 3.5 3.1 2.0 3.0 
Systems Analysts 3 .. 5 5. S 2.0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
Chemists .n 5.n 1 .0 .G .0 .0 14.0 
TECHNICIANS 17 ."'i ~1l. (I Ins. , 20.0 1 74.6 Z4.7 J.4 
Draftsmen ll.f .5 h ~.u 383 .. 7 6.0 4.0 5.0 Z.o 
Instrul11entmen .0 8. S 18 .0 • 5 :;'.0 3.1 .2 
Fiel~ Crew .(! '3. 5 11.0 1.5 11 .0 13.1 1.1 
Computer Programmers .0 6. n 2 .. 0 .0 .0 .0 3.0 
Inspectors 3.0 4.[1 1.0 1 ;~. 0 154 e& 3.5 1.1 
100.S ?l 3.: SS3.4 67.2 47.1 
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Table C-4 
Numbers of Employees in Each Occupational Category Engaged in Various 
Employment Duties~ Responsibilities and Functions for 102 Consulting Engi-
neering Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control in EPA Region m. 
C 
SCIENTIFIC, PROFESSIONAL 
EMPLOYMENT OUTIES, RESPONSIBILITIES 
ANO FUNCTIONS 
... 
TECHNICAL, OCCUPATIONS 's 
·0 en 
'" &'8 
·s '" c ~ c u 
'" c,S! a -::> WW"""'": c 0 0 ~~!:l 0 0- en 
'" "C.~ ,- '" C - = 
.... 
_ ... 
c: 
"' .... 
(Q~_ CP ~:~ ........ ~ ... 0 'i:: a::c c::: _ c: .... c: '" :!\:..l '" """,,'c 'E ~ 1a to;;: ~.5 '" ... Cf.)-o S E J!lc ... - ;::E -oc .... c ._ ..... Q,) ;'::fQU c: ... '(;; 'a. c:-
'" '" 
Q) (p- Q '" .., 0-0 .., c: c: .'" 0'" 3:0: ct!!::.c:t - 0. (..)« "'0. :!E~ Q...Cf.) a::w 15::::1 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF q .u ~)r:. ". 1 4 1'1 • F t; c;. U 19. ::t 46.6 28.9 
Water Resources Planners '"l p • t: 1 ll. t.! 1.1.0 1 • !) l.t> 2.0 1.0 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers II .ll ~) (1. :; 1 73 .. 2 ? O. 5 Ill.S 24.6 .9.9 
Civil/Structural Engrs. .\1 I tl. n F5.0 4. U 1.0 3. (1 .0 
Civil/Soils Engrs. .D '~. n 3.0 I.C .U 1.0 .0 
Mechanical Engineers 7.iJ ? u. ,1 Lld.5 .,. ~ 3 .. il 5.0 2.0 , • ::> 
Electrical Engineen .D 7.~ 4.3.5 f .• li .0 3.0 3.0 
Chemical Engineers .0 1 f,. n 1! • C • L 1.U 1.0 2.0 
Architects 2.0 ~ c L~, .'1 · (, .L .0 .0 ..• w. 
Geologists 5.0 c;.~ 1 .S .u .'0 1.0 1.0 
Hydrologists ? .() r.n .0 
. , 
'. Lt 1.0 1.0 .. u 
Biologists :< .p 2.11 1 .. C • L .lI •. 0 2.0 
Municipal Engrs./Planrs. J .[1 1 L! .. il ~ .0 1.0 :.lj .0 .0 
EconomIsts 1 '. (I /J.n .0 .c .0 .0 .0 
Landscape Architects J .U ~ .. (, 9 .D .L 1.0 .0, .0 
Surveyors .. ~ -~ ~ q. 5 1 D .. S 3. S 1.'5 4.Ci .0 
Systems Analysts 2 .;J 4.\1 2 .0 
• U 
f; 1.G 3.0 ..... 
Chemists 1 .) ~ ;l 1 .1 • l) ,... .0 4.0 ~. , .u 
TECHNICIANS ?] . ::. 97. n >; 14ll • S 1!7. S 1\43.G 8. b 4.0 
Draftsmen -:-1 • t; C:. t:-. 1'; .3C;> .n 1 3. Cl .0 4.0 1.0 
I nstru mentmen .u 1 1. iJ 14 .. ': I. 5 L.U "0 ~O Fielct Crew .U ? ? j] ?U .Q 7.0 3.U 2.0 1.0 
Computer Programmers .n I~. Ii 4 • (I .. 0 .i.J .'0 .. 0 
Inspectors .I'l '7,. p .0 71.!.C 1 '.:iB. U 2.0 2.0 
- 32.9 
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Table C-5 
Num.bers of Em.p1oyees in Each Occupational Category Engaged in Various 
Em.p1oym.ent Duties, Responsibilities and. Functions for. 142 Consulting Engi-
neering Firm.s Engaged in Water Pollution Control in EPA Region IV. 
C 
EMPLOYMENT DUTIES, RESPONSIBILITIES 
AND FUNCTIONS 
SCIENTIFIC, PROFESSIONAL 
OJ 
TECHNICAL,OCCLIPATIONS '5 
.0 => 
... 5.§ c: 0.> C '';:: ~ c .. .., c.e a c ::0 ww-: § Q ~~:! .g !! I!' .... c => ... "'CJ.';:::; c 
"'co ",._ 0.> ~.i ....,.r;::: ... 0 CJ:c c:-: • c B C'o.> f!~ ".:;: .. 
... ·s 'E~ II co;;: :::.5 11>11> CI:I-a .s e 11c .... - ~ E -ac 1:55 .- 0.> :.:: «J Co) C OJ 'in'm c: .... ... ... ",0.>0 ",II> o-a o ... 
==a:: a::~ II> C "'a. :&6) ct:~ct: ue( CJ:w 15:::0 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF 82.f) 1 q 5. 5 401 .. 6 1 ?h. 5 50.1 44.1 2G.O 
Water Resources Planners ::n .1 1 5. :1 8 .3 7.0 5.0 3.0 3.0 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers 42.1' 93.6 176 .. 14 S 7.5 28.3 24.8 1.1 
Civil/Structural Engrs. J .0 In.,, F.2 .. 5 1'5.0 1.5 2.0 .0 
Civil/Soils Engrs. .0 2.0 10.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 .0 
Mechanical Engineers 2' .. 0 1 8. 7. 40.8 7.6 1.3 1.9 5.2 
Electrical Engineers .0 10.2 53.9 12.1 1.0 3.0 2.0 
Chemical Engineers .0 3.5 '2.0 2.0 .0 1 •. 0 1.5 
Architects .0 .2' 4.G 3.2 .0 .0 .0 
Geologists 1 .0 1.'5 1.5 1.0 .0 .0 .0 
Hydrologists . 1 • tJ 1.0 1.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Biologists .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
.Municipal Engrs./Planrs. 7.0 12.0 6.0 5.0 5.0 2.0 2.0 
teonomlsts .0 7..D .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Landscape Architects 
, 
.n 4.0 6.0 .0 .-0 .0 .0 
Surveyors c; .0 1 6.0 73 .. 0 13.0 6.0 .0 .0 
Systems Analysts .0 l.n 3.0 1.0 1.0 .0 1.0 
Chemists .0 ".0 '2.5 .0 .0 .0 3.5 
TECHNICIANS 5.0 74. ') '363.2 5P..5 94.G 15.2 5.2 
Draftsmen 5.[1 3 0.5 2' 54 .2 4.5 .1 1.0 1.0 
Instrumentmen .0 10.0 49.0 ~. 0 6.0 1.0 .0 
Fie". Crew .0 37.0 C;O .0 25.0 5.0 .0 3.0 
Computer Programmers .0 1.0 8 .. 0 1.0 5.0 1.0 .0 
Inspectors .. j] 1.0 2.0 10,.0 78.5 12.2 1.3 
137.6 77U.O '64.8 185.0 144.7 59.9 'H.2 
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Table C-6 
Numbers of Employees in Each Occupational Category Engaged in Various 
Employment Duties~ Responsibilities and Functions for 189 Consulting Engi-
neering Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control in EP~ Region V. 
t 
SCIENTIFIC, PROFESSIONAL 
EMPLOYMENT DUTIES, RESPONSIBILITIES 
AND FUNCTIONS 
u 
TECHNICAL, OCCUPATIONS 's 
... IihQ ." 
cu c IS c .E u ... 
:; wJj_ '" '5'~ :; .... C Q Q C=-~l:! Q ." ... 1.£ 
'" "'CI'';= 
';; ,~ c ... 
CU." «11._ CD .u t; ...... .::;: \'Ii Q C 
a::c c:= _ c 5 ::>.- c CD ... t.:I '': VI 
... ·e 's~ ;; ¢Q;';: ~.S .;~ (f.)~ S E ~c '" .- !E ... c .- cu :ftlCoI c ... ';; '= c ... ...... CD CD Q 
... '" Q~ C ... Q '" ;=0: cS:!:!:.cS: 
_ c::t.. cu C 
"'c::t.. Q.. (f.) i:.lc( a::w CS::::> :E~ 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF 1 35 .. 7 no .. :: r-. sa .. 7 1'37. {J 125.5 8 0.9 63.9 
Water Resources Planners' l~q .0 21.U IS .0 2.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers r.:l .7 15 F.. 3 777 .5 7 '1. It 70.1 42.1 2'*.1 
Civil/Struc1Ural Engrs. 3 .. 3 30.5 gil .. 1 27.7 11.6 7.5 5.3 . 
Civil/Soils Engrs. 1 .0 ? 3.0 70.0 6.5 9.0 1.0 1.0 
Mechanical Engineers 7.1 30.C; 77 .8 28.4 8.5 13.9 6.4 
Electrical. Engineers 1 .0 g.4 44 .fi 1 1 ... 5 2.0 3.2 4.0 
Chemical Engineers 1 .1 1 S .. O 10.2 1. U .0 5. 1 • 1 
Architects 1 .0 d.n 41 .0 S.O 4.0 2.0 2.0 
Geologists .0 :3.11 2.0 .0 1.0 .0 1.0 
Hydrologists '-' .. (j 3.0 1 .0 .0 .0 1.0 1.0 
Biologists .0 hO .0 .. U .. 0 .0 4.0 
Municipal EngrS./Planrs. h .. c; 2 :':. ::; 30.0 7. D S.D 1.0 1.0 
Economists 1 .11 s.o .0 1.0 .0 .0 1.0 
landsclDe Architects .0 ?D 3 .0 .0 .0 .-0 .0 
Surveyors '2.IJ 21.n 30.2 27.5 11.2 1.0 4.0 
SvstemsAnalvsts 1 .. 0 '3 .. 0 2 .. 0 1 .. 0 1.0 1.0 2.0 
Chemists 1 .0 7.1j 1 .0 .0 .0 1.0 5.0 
TECHNICIANS 1!1 .:: 194 .. (; 473.1 11 c:;. 0 115 .. 2 27.0 32.0 
Draftsmen Q ~ ... ..J !J?<) ~ :15.1 If,. U 5.0 5.0 6.0 
Instrumentmen .0 14. 7 73.5 10. 5 10.7 2.0 2.0 
Field Crew .D ". Q t:; " ..•. ) 81.5 :3 f;. 5 17 .5 .0 .0 
Computer Programmers 1 .[) 4.5 5.0 .0 .0 .0 5.0 
Impectors .0 1 0 ~.O 8.0 53.0 82" 0 20.1) 19.0 
1lJ.F..2 seq .. " 1123.8 313.0 240.7 107.'3 95.9 
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TableC-7 
- . Number.s of Employees in Each Occupational Category -Engaged in Various 
Employment Duties, Responsibilities and Functions for 89 Consulting Engi-
neering Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control in EPA Region VI. 
C 
EMPLOYMENT DUTIES, RESPONSIBILITIES 
SCIENTIFIC, PROFESSIONAL 
AND FUNCTIONS 
u 
TECHNICAL, OCCUPATIONS 's 
·0 en 
'" 
... c: r::: 
'" :1rS r::: '';:: ~
'" r:::.!: a -::I ww-: g o· ci> 0 0 ~~~ .- .., ... r::: en 
'" 
'.;::l ...... r::: r::: 
"'en ..,.- '" "gfl ut; ..... ; \!5 0 .~ E a::r::: r::: == . :!:I.- r:::; '" ... c..;I .... - ._ .Q en ..,.- ... r::: 
'" '" 
en "'D 
'" r::: 
E'&:;; ~ - . ....- :E .5'" .- ~ E _r::: -- '" ... r:::; :.: aI U r:::; ... r:::_ ..,.., 
'" '" 0 01 '" 0"1:1 
'" en r::: .., o ... 3:6:: d:!t:cl: 
_ 0- (,.)C( '" r::: "'0. ::iE~ 1:1.(1) a::w is:::J 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF 57.7 J;;, c:. D '234.9 4 <:1. 5 30.2 33.3 21_4 
Water Resources Planne lA .2' 1 1. S S .8 1.3 .. 3 I .. 0 4.0 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers 13.t:! 5 0.3 ~9 .. 7 20.9 G.3 10.8 3.1 
Civil/Structural Engrs. 5.5 1 U. 7 3D .5 7.2 2.0 .5 .5 
Civil/Soils Engrs. .0 3.0 5.0 2.0 1.0 .0 .0 
Mechanical. Engineers ~.O 1 S. n 77.0 7.0 7.0 15.0 5.0 
Electrical Engineers 7.n p.n 16.0 3.0 1.0 2.0 3 .. 0 
Chemical Engineers 1 .. [I s.n 7.0 1. 0 1.0 2 .. 5 1.5 
Architects .0 1.3 II .3 • 3 2.0 .0 .0 
Geologists l.n 1.0 1 .0 100 .0 1.0 1.0 
Hydrologists ~ .5 .5 1 .0 .0 .U .0 .0 
Biologists .ll .0 .0 .0 .. 0 .0 .0 
Municipal Engrs./Planrs. ;; .u ? 1. u 32 .1 1. 3 1.0 .0 .0 
Economists 1 .n 2.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
LandscaDe Architects .ll .0 .0 .c .0 .0 .0 
Surveyors .0 l(l.7 11 .5 4. 5 6.5 .2 2.0 
Systems Analysts eLl 4.0 .0 .. 0 2.0 .. 3 .3 
CheR1ists .5 ~. I) 1 .0 .. 0 .U .0 1.0 
TECHNICIANS In .4 h fl. 8 712 .G S 1. 3 66.5 3. 7 9.2 
Draftsmen 1.? ,~ 1.1 "277.1 2.0 4.0 ~O 2.0 
Instro mentmen .(1 s. ? 12 .2 It .. 5 9.5 .0 .0 
Field Crew .0 12. ? :U .3' 10.8 15.5 .7 5.0 
.. Computer Programlllers 3.2 fl. .. 2 1 .D .0 .0 .0 1.2 
'Inspectors .(! .0 1 .0 34.0 39.5 3.0 1.0 
98.7 37.0 30.6 
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Table C-8 
Numbers of Employees in Each Occupational Category Engaged in Various 
Employment Duties, Responsibilities and Functions for 60 Consulting Engi-
neering Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control in EPA Region VII. 
C 
EMPLOYMENT DUTIES, RESPONSIBILITIES 
SCIENTIFIC, PROFESSIONAL 
AND FUNCTIONS 
u 
TECHNICAL, OCCUPATIONS ·E 
... ..: 0 => 
"' 
=>e e ~ u e 0 ... ~ ~~-: e.S! -:::> :s :::> 0 0 ~~~ 0" => ... ~ ... 
-g ·E ._ ca e => -~ e "'=> cg._ OJ ~.; ..... i: ~ 0 a:e e= e "' !!(.,) '':;: &II .... ~ .-~ .,,' ca; ~.5 
"' "' 
en-.::l E E 
~e E·;:; :::l .... - ~ E '-.::1 e 
_ e 
.- II> 
=cac.J e U 'iii'i;) e-ca ca II> "' 0 ca II> 0-.::1 e ca o ... 3:0:: ct:u..~ - e. II> e cae. ~~ -0.. 0.. en (.,)c( a:w 15: :::I 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF 47.1 12U.7 ~. 78 .S 4 f;. 4 66.2 18.0 6.1 
Water Resources Planners ?3.D H.n 2 .0 .0 2.0 .0 .·0 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers 11 .5 ~ l. ? 1 u1 .7 15.5 32.4 10.2 .6 
Civil/Structural Engrs. 1 • U 17.4 71 .7 5.7 14.3 1.0 .3 
Civil/Soils Engrs. 7 f,e 7 7 .. '3 z.o 1.1 1.0 .0 • .J 
Mechanical Engineers .3 7.n ~)9 .2 3.5 3 .• 0 ",3~ 0 1.0 
Electrical Engineers .0 ?u ] 9 .1 1. 1 .1 '. l~6 .0 
Chemical Engineers .0 3.0 6.0 .0 .0 .1.,0 1.0 
Architects .0 7.2 25.7 S.o .1 .0 •. 0 
Geologists .0 2.(1 1 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Hydrologists ~ .[1 3.0 1 .0 .0 .0 .'0 .0 
Biologists .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 ,", .·0 .0 
Municipal Engrs./Planrs. 3 .8 8. ? 13 .5 4.5 3.0 .0 1.0 
Economists 1 .5 5. S .. 0 .0 .0 .0 ." .. 0 
LandscaDe Architects 1 .0 Z.O 3 .0 1.0 .'0 .0 ,.0' 
Surveyors .7 9.F: 4.E- 8.0 10.1 .0 .0 
Systems Analysts 1 .n 2.0 2 .0 .0 .U .0 2.0 
Chemists .2 .4 .0 .0 .0 .2 .2 
TECHNICIANS }3.0 53.7 144 .7 :3 2.5 11.3 2. '3 2.2 
Draftsmen 5.7 2 R. 4 113 .2 3.5 1.4 • 7 2.0 
Instrumentmen 3.5 7.5 1 [; .. 0 4.0 2.0 .0 .0 
Fiel~ Crew 11 • [l 14.0 19 .0 15.0 .0 .0 .0 
Computer Programmers .8 2.7 2 .5 .0 .0 1.0 .0 
Inspectors 2.D 1.(1 .0 10.0 68.5 1.3 .3 
70.1 174.4 473.2 18.9 138.1 21.0 8.3 
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Table C-9 
Numbers of Employees in Each Occupational Category Engaged in Various 
Employment Duties, Responsibilities and Functions for 37 Consulting Engi-
neering Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control in EPA Region VIne 
C 
SCIENTIFIC, PROFESSIONAL 
EMPLOYMENT DUTIES, RESPONSIBILITIES 
AND FUNCTIONS 
U 
TECHNICAL, OCCUPATIONS ·e 
'" 
• 0 CI> 
I» Soc C .g !:! cO W U < 
'" c.2 ~ '0 :I w"'"":' a 0 ~.i!':; .2 ! c:n CII 
'" ,,'::; 1:;= c i8 c I»c:n ca·_ Q,l c 13 ...... +.:: .~ en O:::c c:: • 2·c c I» ... .- ·e~ ; co; .... - I» I» cn-o S E I» C .... - ~ E -oc ... c .- '" ... c ::«tt.l c ... -Z;;"s, c ... ~£ ~I»O CII I» 0-0 '" C C CII 0'" !:!:c:t - e. (.)e( CIIe. :E~ Cl..cn O:::W !t::I 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF ?14 .2 ~ 1.4 63.8 15.0 9.5 7.0 2.0 
Water Resources Planners 13 .D 7.0 1 .0 .n .0 .0 .0 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers 6.~ 22.9 32.3 8.5 7.5 4.5 1.0 
Civil/Structural Engrs. 
.0 7.0 11 .0 1.0 .0 .0 .0 
Civil/Soils Engrs. 1 .0 .5 1.5 1.0 .0 .0 .0 
Mechanical Engineers .0 2.0 £).0 .U .0 .0 .0 
Electrical Engineers .1) 2.0 5.0 1. U .0 1.0 .0 
Chemical Engineers 1 ",U 1.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Architects .0 .1] 6 .0 1.0 .0 .0 .0 
Geologists 1 .(1 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 .0 
Hydrologists 1 .0 2 .. 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Biologists .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Municipal Engrs./Planrs. 1.U I.e:; .0 1.0 .0 .5 .0 
Economists .0 l.U .0 .0 .0 .0 .. 0 
Landscape Architects .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Surveyors .0 2.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 .0 .0 
Systems Analysts .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Chemists .0 1.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
TECHNICIANS 7.0 '3. r; 22.D 11.5 19.0 .0 2.0 
Draftsmen 2.0 3.0 18.5 .0 1.0 .0 .0 
Instrumentmen .0 .s .0 2.5 .0 .0 .0 
Field Crew .0 3.0 2.0 8.0 3.0 .0 2.0 
Computer Programmers .0 .3.0 1.S .0 1.0 .0 .0 
Inspectors .0 .0 .0 1.0 14.0 .0 .0 
Stl.9 P.S .8 28.5 1.0 4.0 
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Table C-lO 
Numbers of Employees in Each Occupational Category Engaged in Various 
Employment. Duties, Responsibilities and Functions for 97 Consultin~ Engi-
neering Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control in EPA Region IX. 
C 
SCIENTIFIC, PROFESSIONAL 
EMPLOYMENT DUTIES, RESPONSIBILITIES 
AND FUNCTIONS 
y 
TECHNICAL, OCCUPATIONS 'i§ 
·0 = 
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PROFESSIONAL STAFF 70.7 21 B. 7 2r;7.3 44.3 33.4 27.2 28.1 
Water Resources Planners /4.3 7 l). 7 1 .7 • 1 .1 .0 .5 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers 17 .4 70.1 qs .6 16.7 17 .2 11.9 5.4 
Civil/Structural Engrs. q .0 ;:> 3.5 57 .. 2 1.7 if .8 • 1 .1 
CivillSoils Engrs. 1 .1 g.4 5.7 1.2 2.8 1. 1 .5 
Mechanical Engineers 4 .U 10.5 ~8 .0 2.0 1.0 1.0 .0 
Electrical Engineers .0 4 .. 0 ::>5.5 .0 .0 .5 2.0 
Chemical Engineers .0 4.0 1 .. 0 .0 .U .0 2.0 
Architects 7..D 7.n 13 .0 2.0 .. U 1.0 .0 
Geologists 2.t. q.<1 4 .6 • 1 1.6 5.1 2.1 
Hydrologists s.o ~.I:} 1 .0 .0 .0 1.0 .. 5 
Biologists .u z.n .0 .0 1.0 .0 .0 
Municipal Engrs.!Planrs. 3.7 1 4. ~ 14.B 1. 1 2.1 3.0 1.5 
Economists 3.0 10.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Landscape Architects 1 .0 ].0 1.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Surveyors .0 12.5 8 .0 1 3. 3 2.7 .0 2.0· 
Systems Analysts 7 .. 0 h.O 2 .. 0 .0 .0 .0 2.0 
Chemists 1 .0 4.11 .0 .0 .0 2.5 9.5 
TECHNICIANS 
Draftsmen 4.A 17.3 1 C!4.5 1.3 .0 1.0 .0 
Instru mentmen 
.[1 Cj .. O 3.0 1.4 1.1 1.0 1.0 
Fiel~ Crew .n 1 8. [j 7.0 3.0 tI.7 3.7 5.1 
Computer Programmers 40n ~. r:, 3.0 2.0 .0 1.0 1.0 
Inspectors .0 ;> O. 5 .0 13. U 23.5 1.5 3.5 
75 • 5 ?8 7. n ~ 74 • 8 68.7 35.tI 39.3 
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Table C-ll 
Numbers of Employees in Each Occupational Category Engaged in Various 
Employment Duties, Responsibilities and Functions for 57 Consulting Engi-
neering Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control in EPA Region X. 
C 
EMPLOYMENT DUTIES, RESPONSIBILITIES 
SCIENTIFIC, PROFESSIONAL 
MID FUNCTIONS 
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TECHNICAL, OCCUPATIONS 'e 
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PROFESSIONAL STAFF 7q .5 7 g .. O 1 '18 .7 42.3 10.7 27.5 24.7 
Water Resources Planners 8.0 7.2 2.2 .. 3 .3 .. 0 .0 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers q .. 1 32 .. S aq .5 21.0 5.2 16.2 12.7 
CivH/Structural Engrs. I .3 S.2 9.0 6.3 2.0 2.2 .0 
Civil/Soils Engrs. .0 .8 4.2 .8 1.3 .0 .0 
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Electrical Engineers .Q E.(] 20.0 2.7 1.0 .8 .0 
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.[j .0 5.0 1.0 .0 .0 .0 
Geologists .n .. \1 .0 .0 .0 .. 0 .0 
Hydrologists '. 1 .. 0 1.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Biologists 1 .1] 2.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Municipal Engrs./Planrs. 2.2 I r,. 2 11 .0 £;.3 5.0 4.2 4.0 
Economists .0 l.l) .0 .0 .0 .0' .0 
LandscaDe Architects .0 1.ll 1.S .0 .0 .. 0 .0 
Surveyors .0 1.0 1.5 3.0 1.0 .0 .0 
Systems Analysts .0 .0 .0 .0 .1I .0 .0 
Chemists 1 .0 .(J .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 
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Draftsmen 1 .0 ~.O Sf,. .3 1.0 1.1 .0 2.0 
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Field Crew 
.0 2'.0 It .c s.O 1.5 4.0 2.0 
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.(1 2.(1 .5 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Inspectors 
.. [I .0 .. 0 4.0 20.0 1.0 .0 
:m.5 90.[) 271.5 5 5.3 55.9 34.5 31.7 
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Table C-IZ 
Numbers of Employees in Each Occupational Category Engaged in Various 
Employment Duties, Responsibilities and Functions for 18 Consulting Engi-
neering Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control Not Classified by EPA Region. 
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Mechanical Engineers ? .0 1 1 .. Ii 35.2 • 0 1.0 .. 0 .0 
Electrical Engineers 1 • n B.U 41 .2 .0 .0 .0 .0 
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1
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.. 0 6.\1 3 • .0 
• i.J .0 .0 ,,0 Inspectors .u .~. n 1 .. 0 3 .. 0 65.0 4.0 4.0 
28.0 105.5 23. (] 11.0 
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Table D-l 
Numbers of Employees Licensed or Certified and the Number of Employees 
Holding Various Academic Degrees in Each Occupational Category for 941 
Consulting Engineering Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control 
in the USA. 
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Civil/Structural'Engrs. ~67.n .u 25.n '2 q. 0 '335 .. 7 768.3 25.0 
Civil/Soils Engrs. 2' 42. 5 1. fl 13 .n ? 1.0 18U.2 120 .. .3 lu.O 
Mechanical Engineers . 70?4 6.0 44.0 4 ?. n 742.0. 92 .. 0 11 .0 
Electrical Engineers "77.2' 4.0 lq .n ? p.. U 5 1~, .. F- e; 3.0 4 .. 0 
Chemical Engineers 1 17.0 C;. (l 2.0 "!.o 1 34.0 4 q. 0 J? .. t1 
Architects 
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3??11 1. n .. r: 2' R .. 0 3 l1P .. 0 32 .. U 1.0 
Geologists c;Z .. 0 1. n 1.11 .0 89.0 22. (1 9.0 
Hydrologists Sn.O 1. n 1 .0 2.0 5' .n q 1. n S .0 
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R.O • Ct .. , .. 0 1~ .0 q .. 0 7.0 
Municipal Engrs./Planrs. ? 11;.2 ;:. fl s.n 1 :;>. lJ 2' 5'::;.2 £>6. (l 3.0 
Economists p.D 1. U .n .0 31.n 1 5. (j 8.0 
Landscape Architects SEO.O .. (1 .on ~.n 6 7 .. l1 1 1. [J .0 
Surveyors 4 R~. ~ 3. n ~3 .. n qq. U 1 11 .3 4.0 1.0 
Systems Analysts ?£.o 1. n 5.n 1 .. 0 S~. 0 22 .. 0 R.i) 
Chemists 22.0 • fj .P I~ .. U 72.n 1 3 .. 0 17 .lJ 
1%.5 4.0C;f>1 .. r.' 49'3 .. 0 2O Q·.5 1 3. n lU.U TECHNICIANS 
Draftsmen 88.0 I .. 0 4 oq .. fI 31 3.l1 91 .. 0 tI..O 8.0 
I nstmmentmen 11 .. 0 .n 43.rt 32.0 7.0 .0 .0 
Fiel~ Crew }Q..O .11 24.0 f,3.{J 5 .. u .ll .0 
Computer Programmers 10,.5 3. [l 12.0 ] 5.0 41 .5 1.0 2.0 
Inspectors 34.0 .0 t;s.n 7 f· .. l] bli.,,1) 2. a .U 
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Table D.,.2 
Numbers of Employees Licensed or Certified and the, Number of Employees 
Holding Various Academic Degrees in Each Occ;upaHonal Category for 47 
Consulting Engineering Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control 
in EPA Region I. 
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Mechanical Engineers 74.0 1.0 J.f1 1 1.0 7':' .0 .14. (] .4,.:0 
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Chemical Engineers 14.0 1. CI .0 1.0 9.U - 1. n :Jc.'1l 
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Surveyors 34.0 .0 .n .] 0.0 19.0 .0 ~"Q 
Systems Analysts 6.0 .0 ./"1 .. 0 6.0 s.n l.~q 
Chemists .0 .. [) .n .0 c:..O 2.0 1 ;;~ 
TECHNICIANS 3.0 3.0 6.(1 93'.0 1'1.0 1.0 ·0 
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Computer Programmers 2.0 3. fJ .. n 5.1) S.ll 1.0 .0 
Inspectors 1.0 .0 .n 23.0 fl..O .0 .0 
47.0 17.0 189.0 ~E.U",O ?4G.O 
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Table D-3 
Numbers of Employees Licensed or Certified and the Number of Employees 
Holding Various Academic Degrees in Each Occupational Category for 103 
Consulting Engineering Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control 
in EPA Region U. 
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? 3. fI -56.D 183.11 F93 .. L) ?34.5 :n .. o 
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Table D-4 
Numbers of Employees Licensed or Certified and the Number of Employees 
Holding Various Academic Degrees in Each Occupational Catelitory for 102 
Consulting Engineering Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control 
in EPA Region m. 
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Electrical Engineers Sq.o .n 3.n 3.0 ')1I .. U S.O .. 0 
Chemical Engineers 13.0 • n. .P .U 2? .0 =J. n .3 .D 
Architects 15.0 1. [1 .. n .n 17.0 1. II 1.0 
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Table D-5 
Num.bers of Em.p1oyees Licensed or Certified and the Num.ber of Em.p1oyees 
Holding Various Academ.ic Degrees in Each Occupational Category for 142 
Consulting Engineering Firm.s Engaged in Water Pollution Control 
in EPA Region IV • 
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Table D-6 
Numbers of Employees Licensed or Certified and the Number of Employees 
Holding Various Academic Degrees in Each Occupational Category for 189 
Consulting Engineering Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control 
in EPA Region V. 
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Table D-7 
Numbers of Employees Licensed or Certified and the Number of Employees 
Holding Various Academic Degrees in Each Occupational Category for 89 
Consulting Engineering Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control 
in EPA Region VI. 
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Table D-8 
Numbers of Employees Licensed or Certified and the Number of Employees 
Holding Various Academic Degrees in Each Occupational Category for 60 
Consulting Engineering Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control 
in EPA Region VII. 
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Geologists l.U .n .n .0 s.u .0 .0 
Hydrologists r..o .n l.n .(1 ~.O 2.0 .0 
Biologists . 7.0 .0 .n .11 Z.o .0 .0 
Municipal Engrs./Planrs. IR.D .n .n ?u 74 .. [) 3. fJ .0 
Economists 1.0 • n .1"1 .0 h .'0 4.0 .0 
Landscape Architects ~.O · [) .n .0 8 .. D 1.0 .0 
Surveyors 44.0 • 0 f .• fl 15.0 7.L1 1.0 .0 
Systems" Anal'Lsts 1.0 " .P .(J Z.U q.O .0 • 1.( 
Chemists 4.1.1 .n ~n .ll ?u .f.] 1.0 
TECHNICIANS 12.0 [l · . 4S. '"' 2 ~. fI 14.1] .u .0 
Draftsmen 4.U 
• i] ::n.n 1 4. IJ 2.0 .0 .0 
Instrumentmen .0 • (I g.P 4.(1 .n .0 .0 
Field Crew .0 • n 'l.n 2.U .u .0 .0 
Computer Programmers ?.o 
• D • fl 1. (1 2.0 .0 .0 
Inspectors 5.0 .0 "J.D 2.0 10 .0 .0 .0 
S?l.U 19.0 42. I] 539.0 122.u 
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Table D-9 
Numbers of Employees Licensed or Certified and the Number 01 Employees 
Holding Various Academic Degrees in Each Occupational Category for 37 
Consulting Engineering Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control 
SCIENTIFiC, PROFESSIONAL 
TECHNICAL, OCCUPATIONS 
I 
PRO F ESSI'(lI'll~,L STA~,f ',' 
Water Resoui~es PblOO~~~J:i 
Civil/Sanitary Enginefus 
~Structural Engrs. 
I CiVil/Soils Engrs. 
MechlQical, Engineers 
Electrical, E!10ineers 
Architects " 
Geolp!lists 
Hydrologists 
Biologists 
Municipal Engrs./Planrs. 
• Economists 
Landscape Architects 
Surveyors 
Systems Analysts 
Chemists 
TECHNICIANS 
Draftsmen' 
I nstru mentmen 
Fiel~ Crew 
Computer Programmers 
Inspectors 
in EPA Region. VIII. 
Number of Employees 
Licensed or Certified 
o 
DEGREES 
~----r-------r------4------~------~-----.----~ 
159.0 
17.0 
;1.0 
35.U 
1.0 
5.0 
4.0 
7.0 
7.0 
2.0 
7.0 
1.0 
7 .. 0 
.0 
1.0 
12.0 
.0 
.. 0 
4,,0 
.0 
4.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
IGJ.U 
.. Ll 
.0 
.l) 
.0 
.0 
.. n 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.1.1 
.0 
.0 
.8 
.0 
.n 
.0 
.. 0 
.0 
.n 
.0 
.0 
.. 0 
.0 
.0 
9.0 
.n 
5.n 
.0 
.11 
7.0 
1.11 
.ft 
.n 
.0 
.. 0 
'In 
.n 
.0 
.n 
3.0 
.n 
.11 
4 ... 0 
'2.0 
.0 
.n 
.n 
:?o 
1~ .. (j 
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.; 
= :I 
« 
s.o 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
1. n 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.Ll 
.11 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
4.0 
.0 
.0 
5.0 
5 .. () 
.0 
.0 
.0 
.0 
1 0.0 
v.i c v.i ~ a:i :2 
162.0 5 B. 0 10.0 
Ie: .. (J 15.0 3.0 
6f .0 ? q. 0 3.0 
41. n 9.0 1.0 
2 .. £) s.o .0 
5.0 2.0 .0 
f'.O .0 .0 
1.0 .. 0 1.0 
9.0 .n .0 
?n ].(1 1.0 
~.n 1.0 1.0 
2.1) .[l .0 
.!l 1.0 .0 
.0 .n .0 
.. 0 .ll .0 
4 .. 0 .n .0 
.. [J .0 .0 
3.0 .0 .0 
1.0 .0 
.0 
3.0 .n .0 
.oil .0 .0 
1 .. 0 .n .0 
1.[) .0 .0 
?[J .0 .0 
1 Sq. 0 58. U 10.0 
I. 
Table D-lO 
NUInbers of EInployees Licensed or Certified and the:-Nuthb:er,,6f:ED;lployees , 
Holding Various AcadeInic Degrees in Each Occupati-on:al::@~~gory for 97 
Consulting Engineering FirIns Engaged in Water FoUuti-on:€ontrol 
in EPA Region IX. 
0 
Number of Employees DEGREES Licensed or Certified 
SCIENTIFIC, PROFESSIONAL 
TECHNICAL, OCCUPATIONS 
"0 
.c III 
0- r.> 
! w ~ ... £:l 
';;;' ·w t:~ <:> ct.i ct.i tf ... .9-< III c:: = a:i :& a: £:l< uw < 
~"'~. -- .. 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF Ein<j.fl 24. n 17.0 32.ll 5Ur-. .. fJ 220.,0 t,·41.0 Water Resources Planners 49.5 4 .. n 1. (1 .n 29. ') 21 .. 0 3.0 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers ]79.0 .14. n 4.0 2.0 1 Sf- .. fJ f,' 3.:'0 15.0 
Civil/Structural Engrs. 117.5 .£1 .£1 .0 79;0;,5 38.(1 3.0 
Civil/Soils Engrs. 
'7.0 .0 1 .n 3.0 l~,~O )26. n 2.0 
Mechanical Engineers SH.O 2.0 2.£1 5.U c.' , 11 1.0 1.0 6.,,,,,0 
Electrical Engineers 38.0 7.0 1.11 2.0 47.(] ·,9· n .n 
Chemical Engineers 7.0 .0 .r- .0 E.O -"hil 44 •• 0 
Architec~ l~.11 .0 .0 .0 1~ ~O ;:-'i. D .-4) 
GeolOGists 2A.1) 1. n .. £1 .u 3~ .. O 1;'3.;(1 2, .... 0 
Hydrologists 11.0 .. n .0 1.0 F.O 1 1.0 3.«0 
Biologists 
.0 .n .. 0 .0 1.0 2.0 "fO 
Municipal Engrs.lPlanrs. 73.0 1. n l.n .0 24.0 6.0 .0 
Economists 2.[1 .0 .n .0 4 .. 0 J.l) l.O 
LandscaDe Architects 7.£1 .0 .n .U ".0 1.0 .0 
Survevors 39.0 .£1 1.0 17.0 tI.U .£1 .0 
Systems Analysts 1.0 .0 .. £1 .n 4.(1 7.1.1 1.0 
Chemists 3.0 .0 .(1 2 .. 0 11.0 2 .. 0 5.0 
TECHNICIANS 2 .. 0 .0 48.0 :3~. 0 10.0 2 .. n .0 
Draftsmen .0 .. 0 37 .l~ 21 .. 0 7.U .n ... 0 
Instrumentmen 
.0 .0 3.0 .0 .0 .. n .0 
Field Crew 
.0 .0 2.11 1 .. 0 1 .. 0 .0 .. 0 
Computer Programmers .0 • n 1.[1 7 .. 0 q.(J 2.n .0 
Inspectors 7.0 .0 lD.O <j.U f5.0 .. 0 .0 
24.0 60.n 6 S. 0 5 26.0 7. 2 2 .. 0 41.0 
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Table D-ll 
Numbers of Employees Licensed or Certified and the Number of Employees 
Holding Various Academic Degrees in Each Occupational Category for 57 
Consulting Engineering Firms Engaged in Water Pollution Control 
in EPA Region X. 
0 
Number of Employees DEGREES Licensed or Certified 
SCIENTIFIC, PROFESSIONAL 
TECHNICAL, OCCUPATIONS 
'C 
.c ... 
"- ... 
... ... 
... w l- e.,; ... c 
';;' ·w .... 0 tf.i tf.i ... . !:- « ....... ::J :::i ~ ... c: ai a: C« t.l w « 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF 3 51.0 .0 ll.P 8.0 292 .. 0 64. a b.O Water Resources Planners 18.0 .0 .0 .0 13 .£1 3.0 .0 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers 171.0 .0 2.0 2.0 q;. .u 2 B. 0 2.0 
Civil/Structural Engrs. 50.0 .0 .n .0 41.0 12.0 1.0 
CivillSoils Engrs. 12.0 .0 .. n .0 8.0 2.0 1.0 
Mechanical Engineers 'H.O .0 3.0 .0 3b.O 4.0 .0 
Electrical Engineers :n.o .0 1.0' .0 2E'i .0 2.0 .0 
Chemical Engineers 4.0 .0 .0 .0 3.0 1.(1 1.0 
Architects I :n.u .0 .n .0 32 .0 2.0 .0 
Geologists .0 .0 .(1 .0 2 .. 0 .0 .0 
Hydrologists 7.(] .0 .1) .0 2.0 .tJ .. 0 
Biologists .0 .0 .n .0 .0 1. n 1.0 
Municipal Engrs./Planrs. 15.0 .0 2.0 .0 2f,.O 1.0 .0 
~conomlsts .0 .0 .n .0 1.U .0 .0 
Landscape Architects 7.0 .0 .0 .0 2.0 1.0 .0 
Surveyors 2R.O .0 3.11 6.0 2 .. 0 .0 .0 
SYstems Analysts .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 .0 .0 
Chemists .0 .0 .0 •. 0 2.0 1.0 .0 
TECHNICIANS 1~.n .n 24.n 10.0 2 .. 0 1.0 .0 
Draftsmen 11.0 .n 15. [i 4.0 1.0 .0 .0 
Instrumentmen .0 .0 5.n heO .0 .0 .0 
Fiel" Crew .. 0 .n .0 .0 .U .0 .0 
Computer Programmers .0 .0 2.n .0 .0 .n :~I Inspectors 2.0 .0 2.0 .0 1.0 1.0 
3~4.0 .n 35 .. LJ 18.U 2 Q4.0 65.0 6.0 
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Table D-12 
Numbers of Employees Licensed or Certified and the~um,ber of Employees 
Holding Various Academic Degrees in Each Occupational: Category for 18 
Consulting Engineering Firms Engaged in Water Polllttion Control 
Not Classified by ,EPA Region. 
0 
Number of Employees DEGREES Licensed or Certified 
SCIENTIFIC, PROFESSIONAL 
TECHNICAL, OCCUPATIONS 
"CI 
..c ... 
~ ... G> W t- U 0 
'c;, .W .... 0 v.I v.I G> ,2-« ....... 1:1 :E ~ '" c: a:i a: 0« (.)w « 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF 3~7.0 11. n 2q.n 19.0 352.0 167.0 :?) .0 
Water Resources Planners 75. n 4 .. n 3.n ~.O 2F. .. 0 1 ~ •• a 1.0 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers }57.0 J;. IJ 8.n 7.0 108.0 70.(1 5.0 
Civil/Structural Engrs. SO.O .£1 6.0 1.0 bR.ll 3 O. n s.o 
CivillSoils Engrs. 18.0 .0 4.0 3.0 5.1) 14.0 2.0 
Mechanical Engineers 46.0 .0 3.n .. 0 "A .. a B.n 1.0 
Electrical Engineers 44.0 • 0 4.11 1 .• 0 50 .ll 1 O. fJ .0 
Chemical Engineers 5.0 1. n .f! .0 7.0 5. (] 2.0 
Architects 17.0 .0 .n 1 .. 0 20.0 2.0 .0 
Geologists 2.0 .0 .n .0 3.0 1. (1 .0 
Hydrologists 1.0 .0 .n .0 .0 5.0 .0 
Biologists .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .n .0 
Municipal Engrs./Planrs. 1.0 .0 .n .U ?;.o 3.fl .0 
Economists .0 .£1 .n .0 .n 2 .. 0 2.0 
landscaDe Architects ~.o .11 .n .0 ~.n .. 0 .0 
Surveyors 4.0 .f! I . n 2.0 Q.fJ .0 .0 
Systems Analvsts 4.0 • n .n 1.0 4.1) 2 .. 0 1 .0 
Chemists .0 .n .('\ .n 4.1) 2. II 7.0 
TECHNICIANS 3.0 .. 0 39.1) 31.0 C'l"n 1. n .CJ 
Draftsmen 
.0 .. 0 25. n 1 8.0 3.n .0 .0 
Instrumentmen 
.0 .n 3.n .0 .0 .0 .0 
Field Crew 3.0 .11 2.0 .Il .n .0 .0' 
Computer Programmers 
.0 .0 3.0 3.n 4.[J 1.0 .Q 
Inspectors 
.0 .n 6.n 10.0 z.u .0 .0 
390.0 11.0 68. !l 5n.0 3f;}..O }68.(1 n.o 
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Table E-1 
Projected Manpower and Training Requirements for 941 Consulting Engineering Firms Engaged 
in Water Pollution Control in the USA. 
E 
If Federal Monitoring of Industrial & No. afemplay· 
..... pectedta What are your Firm's Projected Stream Pollution were Con tracted to 
require I"¥lnced Manpower Requirements priv!te firms; hoW-many of what tyPe Traininl Durinl employee would you require to handle 
SCIENTIFIC, PROFESSIONAL weekly monitoring of: Naxt5yaus. 
At Present At Two Times ci. TECHNICAL, OCCUPATIONS Levels of Present Level )( CD 
Federal Aid Fed. Aid ui .... 
>-
... N .. .. c Ec E c c 0 0 0 "; .. co .... 
"; "; co ~-S ~ co co ... 
... ... en t: := g! en en 0 co!!! c 
1972 1976 1972 1976 ." ~ 0 .J:: -- 0 N 
-
eni': ..... 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF 8690.8 11929.5 11219.0 16708.5 1202.3 1812.1 2888.0 2248.0 1650.0! 
Water Resources Planners 456.5 666. 1 618.6 979.7 77.5 114.5 182.0 168.5 117.0 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers 3258.6 4247.8 4221.5 6161.0 385.5 588.5 947.6 925.0 678.0 1 
Civil/Structural Engrs. 1035. 6 1410. 1 1276.5 1871.0 23. 1 29.2 42.3 219.5 183.0 
Civil/Soils Engrs. 301.6 417. 1 394.0 541.0 11.0 14.0 22.0 65.0 50.0 
Mechanical Engineers 777.5 1096.0 985.5 1486.0 65.2 105.4 196.5 185.0 165.0 
Electrical Engineers 651.8 877.8 818.0 1172.5 39.2 60.4 96.5 139.0 117.0 
Chemical Engineers 209.1 393. 1 305.1 621.2 82.9 119.9 190.5 98.0 68.0 
Architects 290.0 376.6 354.6 467.2 2.0 2.0 2.0 81.0 17.0 
Geologists 124.0 165. 1 155. 1 232.2 10.0 17.0 30.0 29.0 13.0 
Hydrologists 129.0 214.6 174.1 308.7 57.5 78.0 11:3. 6 39.0 32.0 
Biologists 57.0 112. 1 92.1 174.2 88.3 139. 1 217.0 27.0 10.0 
Municipal Enllrs./Planrs. 383.7 547.5 526.5 773.5 12.0 20.0 30.0 89.0 71.0 
Economists 63.0 99. 6 89. 1 145.7 3.0 4.0 5.0 10.0 6.0 
Landscape Architects 91. 0 118.6 112. 1 153.7 3.0 5.0 7.0 5.0 5.0 
Surveyors 652.4 837.6 810.0 1139.0 24.5 33.0 46.0 63.0 49.0 Systems Analysts 99.0 158. 1 133. 1 227.2 40.5 54.5 78.0 38.0 26.0 
Chemists 111.0 191.6 153. 1 254.7 277.0 427.6 682.0 67.0 43.0 
TECHNICIANS 7038.7 9772.4 9467. 1 13722.7 977.8 1410.4 2381.9 1211.5 759.0 
Draftsmen 3503.8 4839.3 4530 0 0 6649.5 103.0 159.0 229.0 577.0 364.0 
Instrumentmen 665.3 930. 1 873.0 1195.0 66.0 113.0 194.0 85.0 74.0 
field Crew 1077.8 1564.3 1564.5 2272.5 454.0 514.5 866.0 134.0 123.0 
Computer Programmers 236.5 315. 1 290.6 426.2 53.2 69.4 116.6 52.5 41.0 
Inspectors 1555.3 2123.5 2209.0 3179.5 301.6 554.5 976.3 363.0 157.0 
15729.5 21701. 9 20686. 1 30431.2 2180. 1 3222.5 5269.9 3459.5 2409.0 
.... 
VI 
Table E-2 
Projected Manpower and Training Requirements for 47 Consulting Engineering Firm.s Engaged 
in Water Pollution Control in EPA Region I. 
£ 
If Federal Monitoring of Industrial & ,No. of Impley-
What are your Firm's Projected Stream Pollution were Contracted to en IXplC18d to 
M8npo1Mn Requir8mlnts private fjrms. how many of what type require Idvlnettl 
employee would you require to handle Training During 
SCIENTIFIC, PROFESSIONAL weekly monitoring of: Naxt5yws. 
TECHNICAL, OCCUPATIONS At'rllS8nt 
At Two Times c:i. 
levels of flrllS8nt level )( GO 
Federal Aid Fed. Aid ..! ~ 
>-
M ... '" eC;;: c e c e 0 
0 0 '<:l ~ '" ~ 
'<:l '<:l 
'" 
~-:5 ~ 
'" '" 
... 
... 
-
en t::1ri CD en en CI o.!!! c: 
1972 1976 19n 1976 ID CI CI .c: -- 0 N ID ... en 31: .... 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF 1 In 8. n 13 38 Ion 1 '420. fl 17 SO.S 36.5 SG .0 95.0 276.0 245.0 
Water Resources Planners 7 t:;. [J 108.0 9 n.n 1 37.U 2. 5 3.5 5.0 37.0 37.0 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers 46 tJ. S 5 2:<:1.5 f'O n.l1 f, 87 .0 1 E;. (J ?2 .5 36. (j 143.0 110.0 
Civil/Structural Engrs. 11 8.5 1 4f.1: loS 145. S 19f\.O .Q ' .0' .0 31 .. 0 23.0 
CivillSoils Engrs. ~ J.5 41 .5 1I 1.0 61.0 .0 .0 .0 9.0 6.0 
Mechanical Engineers 107.5 1 29.5 13 q .. O 1 62 • .:: .0 .[1 1.0 le .0 12.0 
Electrical Engineers If 3.5 53.C:; {; 2", n 74.5 .n .0 .0 7.0 6.0 
Chemical Engineers 1 5. n 21 • Ll 2 5. (1 32 Ion 2.0 2 .,0 2.0 6.0 8.0 
Architects, 2 7. a 3l .0 ~ 4. ~ 40 loS ... 0 .0 .0 2.0 3.0 
Geologists 9.0 12.0 1 1. () 16.0 .0 ioU .0 4.0 1.0 
HVdrologists 1 7.!J 2(1 .l) 1 6. (I 24.0 1. (l 1.0 2.0 5.0 5.0 
Biologists 5.0 7.t'J b.1i 7.0 1.0 7.U 4.0 1::.0 1.0 
Municipal Engrs.IPianrs. 6 fie n To .0 9 7.. [I 108 .n .0 .0 .0 5.0 11.0 
~onomists 8. n 10 .(.1 11 .. n 12.0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 .0 
landstape Architects 37.0 41.U 3 E. n 46.C ).ll 2.0 4.0 .0 1.0 
Surveyors 5 O. I) 76.5 7 q. [J 1 flS .n .. 0 .0 .0 1.0 1.0 
Systems Analysts 1 1..0 22 Ion 1 R. it :?S .fl .. U .0 1.0 .0 9.0 
Chemists 8. (] 15.0 13.U 20.U 13.0 23.0 q U. 0 5.0 6.0 
TECHNICIANS 806. (1 10 (14- .0 Itr' U .. r-: 13 7'1 .... " s. n 80.5 15 O. 0 48.0 84.0 
Draftsmen 411.0 5 O~.O 532 '!' n. f, ~l .n 3. n 1.0 2.0 25.0 5'8.0 
. tnstru mentmen b 8.5 90 .. 5 91. ii 1 27.D 2.0 ft .0 7.0 1.0 .0. 
Fiel~ Crew b '3 .. 5 CIS .5 '33. S 1 30 .. S 1 7. 0 30.5 53.0 7.0 10.0 
Computer Programmers 5 q. 0 m.o 7 II. I) 99.0 ?.() :3.0 5.0 ... 0 4.0 
Inspectors 19 8.0 '2 3If .0 Jl (l. n 3'57 .[1 ? 1.0 42.U 83. a 11.0 12.0 
----
1 <31. 11.0 23 l:I2.fi ? 520. ~ 3125.P ,F] • 5 1 36..5 24 5.0 324 .0 .329.0 
..... 
..... 
0" 
Tab1~E-3 
Projected Manpower and TraiIiingRequirem.en1t~ for 103 Cons1,l~tingEngil\;~.~ring Firm.s Engaged 
in Water Pollution C5mtro1 in EPA Region II. 
( ... ~., ... 
. . 
. '-"'--'" 
·No. of Imploy-If Federal Monitoring of Industrial & 
What are your firm's Projected Stream POII~ti~'';~eContracted to lIS expected to 
Manpower Requirements private firm~; h~~.ii'any of what type require •• n_ 
emj:iroyoo'wOuld'yoll require to handle Tr.inin, Durin, 
SCIENTIFIC, PROFESSIONAL weekly monitori~gQf: Nax~ 5 YIII'S. 
: " . ~. • ' j" 
TECHNICAL, OCCUPATIONS 
At Present At Two Times g. 
Leveis of rresent Level ... 
Federal Aid fed. Aid on ... 
>-
'" '" 
... N c: E c: E c: c: 0 0 0 '';:: ... '" .. 
'';:: '';:: 
'" 
~-S ~ S ... liS .. t:::: = CI) CI) 
c::::I o~ c: 
1912 1916 1912 1976 ~ ~ c::::I t5~ 0 N .... ...I 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF J 111 ? ~ II.f.;?fi.;: 177u.n ;)[1~8.t:> 13'7.[$ 1 C)S. 1 3u5 .. 4 :::30.0 117.0 
Water Resources Planners 4U .. O F-4 .1 1.1 f) .. 1 % .7 1 3. U IP .u 29. C 20.0 9.0 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers 43 r, .. F.: S97.f., S9 c. t; «? 118 .1 I.f. 5. II f;r, • D 9 3. C 1 42 • [j 85 .. 0 
Civil/Structural Engrs. 90.\'; 1 41 .6 11 S.lI 1 97 .n ;>. 1 .3 .2 5. :3 36.0 1 :S .. 0 
Civil/Soils Engrs. 37. n 57 .. f) 5 1. r 72.P 3. n I.! .. 0 7.0 12.0 7.0 
Mechanical Engineers 7 4. S 1. 15.0 InU. fI 1 55 .. Ii F.? HI.4 1 7. 5 25.0 18. D 
Electrical Engineers ~ 4. ~ qf .~ ? 6. U 1 27 .f! 4 .. 2 7 .. 1t 14.5 27.0 17.0 
Chemical Engineers 1 ~ .. 1 4c7 .1 22. 1 fill .7 7 .. 7 R .q 10.5 lq .0 1. (j 
Architects 1. 5. !J 24 .1 1 Q .. l 32.2 .(1 .u .. 0 4.0 .0 
Geologists 1 I.!. f' ?[t .. 1 2 i.1.1 ?7 .2 1. (l 2.U 5.0 3.0 .0 
Hydrologists 1. c:;. d 1'6 .1 1 0.1 ~4 ,,? F..s 7.0 12.6 8.0 2.U 
Biologists (! .• U 7 .. 1 7~1 11 • '2 7 .. 3 S .6 1 1.0 2.0 2.0 
Municipal Engrs.lPlanrs. ? P, .. .7 La .3 :q::·.S 6~~ • r.:; 1 • (i 2.l) 4.0 8 .. U 2.0 
Economists s. tl 10 .1 8 .. 1 13 .? 1 • (1 1.11 2. G 2.0 .0 
landscape Architects 4.0 7.1 n.l q .2 .0 1 .0 1.0 2.0 .0 
Surveyors E 9.4 Clq .q B 7. n 1 41 ,,!I a .. jj 11 .0 1 G. {) 7 .. 0 7.U 
Systems Analysts 1 f~. 0 28.1 17.1 ?,7 .. 2 q.n 3.0 3.0 11 .0 2.0 
Chemists ;> 5 .. n 37 .1 ,~ 2. ) 1)3.7 ? B. 3 41 .1 74.0 7.0 6.0 
TECHNICIANS 7'; 7. '2 10 77 .. q CJll 0,. 1 1477 .. ? un. ? 1 R2 .. 4 327.6 1134.0 17.0 
Draftsmen .)0 ? '? 53? .5 437. [; 71.1 .. I) 8.0 10 .0 17.0 88.0 40.0 
I nstru mentmen b 8 .. 3 Cl7 .. 4 8l.n 1 1.'4 .. Ii 1 0.0 15 .. 1l 25.0 9.0 4.0 
Fiel~ Crew 7 O. 3 1 OF, .. p, g ?. 0 1 51 .u I.f. c:, .. (.I Pl .. [1 143.0 1& .0 16. a 
Computer Progral11mers 1 7. II 25 .. 1 1 9.1 ~1 .t' 4. ') q.4 B.6 6.0 4.U 
Inspectors 24 4 .. ~ 315.!J :n 1.0 4 SO .0 40. 1I 72.0 13 4.0 65.0 13.0 
1 17 9 .. 5 75 114 .. 2 2 21 <j .. 1 35 15 .. 7 ?q 5- .. ('I 3 11 • 5 £3 3.0 5 If.! .. 0 25 4 .. 0 
.. 
..... 
..... 
-....I 
Table E-4 
Projected Manpower and Training Requirements for 102 Consulting Engineering Firms Engaged 
in Water Pollution Control in EPA Region III. 
E 
If Federal Monitoring of Industrial & No. of .mploy-
What are your Firm's Projected Stream Pollution were Con tracted to _ expected to 
Manpower Requirements private firms, how many of what type require l!lvlneed 
employee would you require to handle Training Durin, 
SCIENTIFIC, PROFESSIONAL weekly monitoring of: Next 5yun. 
TECHNICAL, OCCUPATIONS 
At Present At Two Times ci. 
Leveis of Present Lavel )( ... 
Federal Aid F.d. Aid t:! 
>-
.. .. 
.. E~ c E c c 
.g 0 0 ...... ... 
-
.; J!! ~-S ~ J!! J!! Cf.I t::t! CII Cf.I Cf.I Q o.!! c 
1912 1976 1972 1976 on ::5 Q ti"i 0 N 
-
...I 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF <3G'?u 13 (:'7 .0 1 7'7, 7 • ~l Hl E\.~ .1 1(1 5. 7 223.5 ~I.j 4.0 Z'U .0 138.iJ 
Water Resources Planners 4 <:. (j 72.0 77. fI 1 .3fl • Cl 1 2. 11 15.0 £>3.0 70.0 4.D 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers 32 5.0 q q4 .LI .427. (J b If> .U 3S.S 58.U 93.0 1 D7 .0 55.0 
Civil/Structural Engrs. ~ 4 .. U 1 3tf •. 1 176 .. n 7 fir- .ft s.n R.O 17 .. 0 34 .(1 11.0 
Civil/Soils Engrs. 24. n 48.P 35. {1 G7 .. 1"> .n .u .0 7.0 "U 
Mechanical Engineers 7 ?. U 1 1'1.( J02.f] 159.fl 8.fl 13.0 22. C 31 • [J .n.D 
Electrical Engineers 9 ~. u 1 21 .1.-. Pll.O 1 66 • {. 5 .. 11 <1.U 1 q. 0 21.0 11.0 
Chemical Engineers ;:; C!. Ll 4q.u !.I Goo n 82.n 10.0 14 .0 e' 4..0 .?3 .0 13. U 
Architects 2' 't. U 3~ .1, ?.R.Jl 3q .. il • fJ .0 .[1 0.0 .0 
Geologists. 1 f!. 0 27 .0 7 Ll. 0 42'OU 1. (I J .0 1.0 5.0 7.0 
Hydrologists 1t1.1J 2'1. f! 22. U 47.fl 1 1. U 15. f; 2U.d 5. (i 7.0 
Biologists ~.u 13 .11 I 7.. n ?1 .!1 17 .. ? ?G .5 3 S. 0 E .1.1 2.0 
Municipal Engrs./Planrs. 31.n S!1 .. D 1I 1. r 63. P t .0 ?u 3. [j 7.0 1.0 
Economists ~. 0 
o ,.. B. I-I 21 .ft .t.J .0 .. 0 1.0 ,.0 J ell 
Landscaoe Architects 1 q. Ii 23' • u 27. U ?9 .. [. 
,.. 
.ll .0 .c 3.0 . ,.' 
Survevors 8 " .. U 1 }f: ~LJ llO.n 153 .1'1 ?{\ 1:1 .U 5.0 E .0 2;0 
Svstems AnaIVsts 9. \J H .i) .1 f-, • (, 7U .!' !':.tl .B .u 12.0 3.[i .0 
Chemists B. I) 1~ .(J 1 ". n lq .n :: 1 • S SQ. U 7f,.£1 9.C 1:0 
, 
g!:il.S 23 .t' TECHNICIANS 13 i17 .1 1 3~11 .. n 8~. G 1 4~ .. fJ 282.0 1 % • [J 52.0 
Draftsmen r·2 7. 5 7 no.n '7 1.11 'HI n.o ] 1.0 18.u 4 3 •. 0 112.0 25. iJ 
Instrumentrnen ~ 7. 5 1 hI.fI t:?,Jf.'.'!'.1 1 r,S .t l 1 1. tJ 18.1) lJ.:~.C 17.0 20.U 
Fiel~ Crew 13 8. 5 1 q~ .D 1R s. n 2 7q .Ii .. ? tj .n fj~.1J 3; .• 0 L.u 
Computer Programmers 7' 7. (I 2~ .1. '2 herj 33. t~ ~~oo ! j 7.1} if-.li H.O .0 
Inspectors 171.iJ ? 27 .U ':'7 ;? .. U ~ 75 .H ? F·. n 54 •• J 1:L2. (j :?5.u 5.0 
".~-. 
1 8e; 4. 5 76 7lJ .. U2'F1 7>.0 Iii; 'II'" 7'? R. '1 ? 7? .~) f,;?b. 0 4 ~'? .0 19 Coo U 
Ol 
Table E-5 
Projected Manpower and Training Requirements for 142 Consulting Engineering Firms Engaged 
in Water Pollution Control in EPA Region IV. 
E 
If Federal Monitoring of Industrial & •• of.mploy-
What are your Firm's Projected Stream Pollution were Con tracted to _aplC1ltl to 
Manpower Requirements private firms, how many of what type require ...... 
employee wouid you require to handle Treinin! Durin! 
SCIENTIFIC, PROFESSIONAL weekly monitoring of: Naxt 5 yllB.. 
TECHNICAL, OCCUPATIONS 
At Presant At Two Times ci. 
Levels of Present Levll )( GO 
Federal Aid Fed. Aid .,; ... 
>-
'" 
... 
... N c: E c: e c: c: 0 0 0 .;; ..... .. 
.;; .;; ~-t; CD ... ... 
:! :! 
-(f.I (f.I (f.I t:t! at CI o.2! c: 
1972 1976 1972 1976 '" CI CI t5~ 0 N 
'" --
-' 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF 95 ~. I] I:? 35 .f; 1 2') G .. r::, 17 ~G .. n 707 .. ') "17 .5 S2 3.0 ? 11.0 163.0 
Water Resources Planners t.I 7.0 59 ~[I 52.0 98.£'1 7.0 ;::t.D 4.0 13 .. 0 1 q. iJ 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers 37 q. 0 q C;s .n itR it. n 667.n F.7.'? 1J.?5 192.0 98.0 75.0 
Civil/Structural Engrs. 11 5.0 1 itq .11 140. n. 188.n q.O 1.0 q.O 13 .0 9.0 
Civil/Soils Engrs. 1 8. U 25 .n 28.0 37.0 • n .u .0 1.0 1.0 
Mechanical Enaineers 97.5 1 31.1:) 17 0.5 168.S 1 1. iJ 19.n 3 0.0 17 .0 1 q. 0 
Electrical Engineers 9 8. S 1:m .t:; 12 h. 0 1 6B .. 5 7.11 13 • [l 2 U. 0 19.0 11.0 
Chemical Engineers 1 1.0 15 .11 1 8. (j 78.[' 70.0 :m.o ~~ .. 0 11.0 5.0 
Architects 3~ .. 0 44- .0 it I.!! 54.0 1. n .0 .0 1.0 .0 
Geologists 5.0 7.D 0.0 12 .f! .(] .0 .0 1.0 1.0 
Hydrologists 8. IJ g .0 1 '-.11 ItJ .n 8.0 17.0 1 7.0 It .0 3.0 
Biologists ~.o 7.0 Cl.n 14.n 1 r;. n ?7. U q. 2.0 4.0 2.0 
Municipal Engrs./Planri. ? 1. 0 J~ .n :;R.(1 (:;4.0 2 .. (l Lt.D b.O B .0 2.0 
Economists 5. [) ') .. 0 1 Q. 0 15.11 1.0 1 • [1 1.D 1.0 1.0 
Landscaoe Architects 1 3. U 15 .n 1 8. n ?7 .r- .0 .[1 .0 1.0 .0 
Surveyors B 4.0 110.0 11 5.0 1 57 "lj 4.0 f:, .0 q.O 5.0 7.0 
Svstems Analvsts 9.0 12 .0 1 5 .. (I 25.0 8.n 0,.0 10.0 o .0 4.0 
Chemists A.O 23 'On 1 0. (j 14 .0 S6.0 89 .. U 111U.O 13.0 1 q.o 
TECHNICIANS 1 0' 7 .. [l 13 Fill • S 14T.l).{J t964.:" 171.() 77[1 .. 0 425.0 129.0 !:J 0.0 
Draftsmen 47 1. n b 22. fI ')39.0 887 'On 15 .. U 26.0 27.0 52.0 q 2. 0 
Instrumentmen 11 4 .. n 1 1)3. S 1«::11.0 '2 21 .5 1 7.0 19.0 29. a 13.0 7.0 
Field Crew ?G 8. n 2 E;.5 280 .. 1] 315.5 59. (] F,3 .. n 136 .. 0 19.0 11.0 
Computer Programmers ? 9.0 47.n r~ .. n 53.n 1 ~. i) 11 .u 1 1.0 6.0 5.0 
Inspectors 205.0 271.5 2C! '-.0 4 27.5 72 .. (] ] 31.0 21 [ .• 0 39.0 25 .. 0 
1 98 U. 0 25 95 .5 7 I;e, C: .. t; 3700 .. !': -r,7 Fl. 2 597 .. 5 94 8.0 3 40 .0 2S 3.0 
\0 
Table E- 6 
Projected Manpower and Training Requirements for 189 Consulting Engineering Firm.s Engaged 
in Water Pollution Control in EPA Region V. 
E 
If Federal Monitoring of Industrial & No.of.mpley-
What are your Fjrm's Projected Stream Pollution were Contracted to _ IXplCtld to 
Manpower Requirements private firms, how many of what type require Idnaad 
employee would you require to handle Tfliaial Durinl 
SCIENTIFIC, PROFESSIONAL weekly monitoring of: Next 5 years. 
At Present At Two Times ci. TECHNICAL, OCCUPATIONS LaveR of Present Levei )( CD 
Federal Aid Fed. Aid ~ 
>-
... 
... N 
'" 
c: E c: E c: c: 0 
.g . g .= .... '" ... 
l'!l ,!!-S ,!! l'!l l'!l en t::;: c:II CI) CI) 8 o.!! c:: 1972 1976 1972 1976 &n 15 .c- o N .... en 3: ..... 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF 145;.5 1989.5 2U2B.t; 2927.S 195.5 2 ':.~5 • S 466.0 334.0 J06.UI Water Resources Planners 5 3.11 70.U .87.0 1 14.1l 14.0 7'2 • (J 31 .• 0 21.0 13.01 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers U9 6. 5 F ~7.5 74 3.1) 11 26." 7 o. () 1 US.O 158.0 116.0 87.0 
Civil/Structural Engrs. ?1 1.0 '287 .0 771.0 ::; 80.D 1.0 7.0 7.0 25.0 6,3.0 
CivillSoils Engrs. E: 7.0 Sq .n 85.0 1 12 .[j 1.0 1 • (J l.C 12.0 15.0 
Mechanical Engineers 16S.n 227.0 215.11 311) .[1 1 4.0 ?~ .0 G 4. 0 31.0 37.0 
Electrical Engineers g 7. [I 113.n I? '1.0 I 79.n 7.0 10.0 15.0 12 .. 0 20.0 
Chemical Engineers 41.0 60.e 5~. !") 39.n 1 1. S 16.0. 25.0 11.0 17.0 
Arch,itects 95.0 1 If!..P 12 ". I) 1 56.1l .0 1 .0 1.0 f;2.0 9.01 
, Geologists 8.0 13.0 9.0 IE. .0 .0 .0 .0 1.0 1.0 
Hydrologists 20.0 27.0 21.0 37.f' 8.0 9.0 12.0 4.0 3.0 
Biologists 8.0 11 .0 12.0 15.n 1 n .. 0 Ij:: .u 29.0 -4.0 1.0 
Municipal Engrs./Planrs. I) 7.0 87.0 80.0 1 17 .lI 1.0 1.;0 1.0 9.0 16.0 
~conomists Ii. 0 2.1] 9.0 13.r .n .0 .0 .0 2.0 
LandscaDe Arcbitects 5.0 7.0 b.O 9.r, 1. n 1 .U 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Surveyors 122.0 1 40, .0 11:) 2. P '205 .n 3.n 5.0 9.0 12.0 14.0 
Systems Analysts 1 H.O 14.n 1l4.fl 22.r' 7.0 Ill. r; 15.0 3.0 ~.O 
Chemists 9.0 17 .. 0 14. II 72.n It 1. n q .(J 9 f;. 0 10.0 2.0 
TECHNICIANS 1197.5 lFiS5.5 154t:,.~ ?3'3q~~ 1?f,.1] 7.~q.O :'l:7 8.0 2fil!.5 227.0 
Draftsmen 547. 5 794.5 17; 5. U II 04 .n '27. u 39.0 4 1.0 111.0 118~ 0 
Instrumentmen II 4.5 1 S1 .5 15 P. n 7. 14 .. n f..O 13 .n 22.0 21.0 22.0 
Fiel"Crew ?? ~. 0 313 .. 0 ?oil 4. fl 4 7.7 .n II 4.0 81.11 US.D 2£ •• 0 36.0 
Computer Programmers 31.5 42.5 1I J • c:: SA .t; F.i.} 11 • [l 21.,0 2.5 1.0 
Inspectors ?7 6.0 3 8tJ. .0 407. (l ", qt) .n 48. !l q3.1) 15 '3.0 104.n 44.0 
2f.F.4.U367r::;.U ~674.n 5?71.t! ~7·t.-5 "';3Q.5 P44.0~,98.5 533.0 
N 
o 
Table E-7 
Projected Manpower and Training Requirements for 89 Consulting Engineering Firms Engaged 
. in Water Pollution Control in EPA Region VI. 
E 
If Federal Monitoring of Industrial & No. of employ-
What .re your Firm's ProjeC1ld Stream Pollution were Con tracted to _ expeC1ld to 
Manpower Requirements private firms; hoW-many of what type require .dvenced 
employe~ wOuid you require to handle Treining Durin! 
SCIENTIFIC, PROFESSIONAL weekly monitoring of: Next 5 y •• rs. 
TECHNICAL, OCCUPATIONS 
At Present At Two Times ci. 
Levels of Present level >C Go 
Federal Aid Fed. Aid .,; >. 
'" '" 
'" E~ c E c c 
.g 0 0 ... tV ... 
'';:; '';:; B ~-S ~ .., tV 
- -
en 1::= CII en en c;:! o Go c 
1972 1976 1972 1976 on f5 c;:! ~'} 0 N .... ..... 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF 5~ R. (l fll ~ .0 73 q. n 11 70.0 14rt.(1 210.U '1'57.0 IB9.0 113.0 
Water Resources Planners 31.0 3q .1; 39 .. (1 SR .. n S.O .5 .1) 7.0 14 .0 17. a 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers l q 7. i"1 'l £7 .. U 7.5 ~ .. n 4 13.L 5(1.2 7~1 .. 5 l.'S f,. 0 78 .. 0 I) G. iJ 
Civil/Structural Enars. c; 5. iJ 77.("1 7 q. P 1 11 .Ii .(1 .0 .0 5 .0 1 Z. U 
Civil/Soils Engrs. 1 l. (l 111 .. [/ 1 4. n 20.11 .() .0 .0 3.0 5.0 
Mechanical Engineers It 5.0 7F! ,,0 6 C' .. n 1 09 "On 7.fj I? .0 24. a 19 • (1 ;.; 2.0 
Electrical Engineers 3 7 .. (l 'l:.7.n 5 n. n ~5 .p ?(J 7.11 2 .. a 1'1 .0 19.0 
Chemical Engineers 2 3.0 4? .. li 7~. n 57.f; 1 2. 7 20.5 :) 6.0 5.0 8. a 
Architects 8. I) 12.1\ q.fl 16 .. 1"1 .0 .n .0 .0 .0 
Geologists 2.0 3 .. fl 3.0 5.n 'l.n 1' .. 0 3.0 1 .. 0 1.0 
Hydrologists 1 1.0 lQ .0 14. n 23.1 1 f,.i1 :;.0 1.0 .0 1.0 
Biologists ~. 0 3.(1 G.O 11 .0 1 2.0 18.0 32.0 5.Q 2.0 
Municipal Engrs./Planrs. b 4.0 83. (l f! 1. n 1 13 .[) .u .n 1 .. 0 18. U 14.0-
~onomists '.0 s.n s .. n 7.n • u ... 0 .0 1.0 .U 
Landsc80e Architects 1 .. 0 ::? .lI 1.0 II .. n .1] .0 .0 .0 .0 
Surveyors 68.0 87.0 75.0 1 07.n 1.0 1.U 1.0 12.0 2.0 
:>"Vstems Analysts 6.0 lD .£1 8.0 14.n 5.n 1.0 12.0 3.0 4.0. 
Chemists 3.0 13 .0 q.O 17 .n 3'7.0 56.0 9 £;. 0 10.0 6.U 
LTECHNICIANS f,e; 6. n q ss .oU qr:, 2,. (! 1417 .n :?l8.5 127.0 7.1 a.o 111 ... 0 83.0-
Draftsmen 37 O. D " f,q .0 40 3.0 r; 11 .0 1 (1 .. n 14.[1 7. U. 0 ti8.0 27.0 
Ins1rumentmen 75. (} 101.0 t)" .. 0- 1 3(1 • [l 7 .. 0 13 .0 21. a 10.0 2.0 
Fiel~ Crew 11 1.0 2 4R.n "05.0 " 57.0 17 F.. n 48.0 90 .. 0 13 .c 31.0 
Computer Programmers 2 1 .. 0 24.n 25.0 3~ .11 s.n "i.(J 6.0 7.0 6.il 
Inspectors 7 <1 .. 0 1 lR.D 12 5.0 1 R3.U 2 O. 5 47.0 BL.O 23.0 11. a 
17.7.4.0 11~9.rJ 1691.0 25B1.n~Se.S332.0 515.0 30U .. [I 262.0 
N 
Table E_8 
Projected Manpower and Training Requirements for 60 Consulting Engineering Firms Engaged 
in Water Pollution Control in EPA Region VII. 
f 
If Federal Monitoring of Industrial & Wo. of ,mploy-
What are your Firm's Projectad Stream Pollution were Con tracted to .. ,xplCUldto 
Manpower Requirements priv.!te fi.r["~ howmariyof whaitype require advanced 
employe!.. would you require to handle Training Durine 
SCIENTIFIC, PROFESSIONAL weekly monitoring of: Next 5 years. 
TECHNICAL, OCCUPATIONS 
At Present At Two Times ci. 
Levels of Present Level )( ... 
Federal Aid Fed. Aid e 
> 
... .. 
... IN C E c e c c 
.,8 
.g 0 to.. ... .. 
'0:: ~-S .... ... I-... 
'" 
.... 
.... .... (I) t:: tl COl (I) (I) 0 o ... c: 
1912 1916 1912 1916 In 0 0 ~"i 0 IN In 
-
...I 
PROFES;:;IONAL STAFF b4 q. S 9 '?7 .ll 81 [,. f1 1709.r 77. S <?7 .5 1'>6.0 141.0 '38.0 
Water Resources Planners 3 7'. f"' 4E, .. tJ q 1. n Sf; .P 4.0 9.li 13.0 8.G 3.0 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers 24 2.0 3 54 .0 '9 E. n. 1.1 41.1 .!" ? 4. U :"'3.u 4 q. 0 ()6 .0 42. iJ 
Civil/Structural Engrs. 10 7.0 150.[1 13 fI .. 0 1 (B .(/ 1. IJ 2.U 4.0 17.0 15.0 
Civil/Soils Engrs. 11. n IS .0 17. n ?3 .f' t.O .lJ 1.0 7.0 4.0 
Mechanical' Engineers u 6.0 S4 .r! 61. n R4.0 .0 .ll .0 7.0 7.0 
Electrical Engineers 5 s. r 76. c; 7U.(l % .~ F.U p.n 12.0 8.0 10.0 
Chemical Engineers 1 E. (J 3D .n ;:> 1. II 34 .. 1i 5. n f:; .. () 9.0 2.0 3.0 
Architects 3. 7. 0 49.5 40.0 4S • c: .0 .1) .0 3.0 2.0 
Geologists 7.0 4 .D S.U P .. (I .n .0 .0 2 .• 0 .0 
. HVdrologists 6. f) 1!] .5 7.n 12 • S l.{l 2.U 3.0 .0 .0 
Biologists • 11 .0 .. 0 2 .tr 6.5 ~.5 1 J. 0 1..-0 .0 
Municipal Engrs./Planrs. 2 1.0 3; .0 4 0.0 f.,2 "f' 2.0 3.1.1 5.0 13.0 1.0 
Economists 8.0 11 .~ 8.0 P .t; .. U .D .. 0 .0 .0 
Landscape Architects 5.0 ~ c 6..11 W.-=: f' .0 .0 .0 .0 o • ~J ... J 
Surveyors C; O. n 51.0 57 .. t:! 85.(1 " I) .. 0 .0 7.0 5.0 
Systems Analysts r;.o 11 .. 0 g .lj 17 .n 1'.0 3.D 6.0 .0 .0 
Chemists 3. (J 5.S g.r q .~ 2 n. /] /5 .. 0 4 1.0 .0 .0 
TECHNICIANS UO 1. 0 S 87 .11 53 n.n q 14.f F. 5 • (.' UH.Ll 175.0' 4R.O . 11.0 
Draftsmen 15 ~. 0 2 f,G .. 5 7.37.0 3 5'1 .s G.O 10 .u i 7 .. 0 ?l.O 4.0 
Instrumentmen II 0.11 4P .c:: 4 2.1J f.4 • c f;.fI 10 .U 12.0 4.0 .0 
Field Crew 8 4.0 11.4 .~; WI. n 1 73.5 19 .. (1 "';[, ~O b 6.0 7.0 2.0 
Computer Programmers 1 g. (J 27. .5 71.n 7? c ,J4;., • I <:l.u 11 .U 2.1.0 7.0 3.0 
Inspectors 8 <J .. 0 1 35.It 1.2 7 .. U 1 Btl. .. ,. 2 6. t.. 34 .0 I) g.O <:l .-0 2.0 
If150.5 15l4-.P 1:14(;.il 2nZ~~(I U.8.5 ]CJ8.t:, Bl.w 189.0 lu9.O 
-" 
tv 
N 
Table E-9 
Projected Manpower and Training Requirem.ents for 37 Consulting Engineering Firm.s Engaged 
in Water Pollution Control in EPA Region VIII. 
E 
, No. of Impley-If Federal Monitoring of Industrial & _lXp~dto What are your Firm's Projected Stream Pollution were Con tracted to 
requirladvanad Manpower Requirements private firms, how many of what type 
employee would you require to handle Trainin, Durin, 
SCIENTIFIC, PROFESSIONAL weekly monitoring of: Next 5 years. 
At Present At Two Times ci. TECHNICAL, OCCUPATIONS levels of Present Level x GO 
Federal Aid Fed. Aid t:! 
>-
'" 
N 
'" '" 
c E c E c c 
.g 0 
.g ... co ... ~ ~-S GO co l-f! co ;;; ;;; ttl ... CI) 0 oo!! c 
1972 1976 1972 1976 Ll) 0 0 ..c -- 0 N Ll) 
-
CI)~ -oJ 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF 18 If. 0 2 30 .. (I 217.0 302.n :3 p.. 5 48 .. 0 I; 7.0 31.0 48. a 
Water Resources Planners 21.0 27.0 31.(1 41 .ft J.() ] .u rooD 5.0 7.0 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers 7 5. C 1 fJ7 .0 '37.0 1 45 .[' 1 Ii. 5 25.U 32.0 17 .0 26. a 
Civil/Structural Engrs. ? O. 0 23" .. n 2 1. n 25.f! .n .U .0 1.0 5.0 
Civil/Soils Engrs. 5. (1 5.n :3. [J 4 .1) • D .u .0 1.0 .0 
Mechanical Engineers s. [I 5.0 5.0 b .D 1.() .0 .0 .0 .0 
Electrical Engineers 7.0 p.n 9.0 11 .ll .f! .0 .0 .0 .0 
Chemical Engineers 2. (1 2.0 2.0 2 .11 3. fJ l.!~fJ 7.0 .0 .0 
Architects 7. n R.O 7.n 9.[1 .. IJ .0 .0 .0 .0 
Geologists 4.0 5 .'0 2 .. 0 3.n .0 .u .0 .0 .0 
Hydrologists 2. a II • n 5.0 5.0 6.0 f\ • D 1 i. 0 .0 2.0 
Biologists .0' .0 .f! .n 2.0 3.0 5.0 .0 .0 
Municipal Engrs./Planrs. 8.0 11 • (j 10.0 17.P .0 .0 .0 2.0 2.0 
Economists 1.0 I.U 1. rJ 1 .11 .u .0 .0 .0 1.0 
Landscape Architects • (1 .(1 .(1 .0 .u .0 .0 .0 .0 
Surveyors 22. (1 21 .n 21 • I) 3D • (\ 2.0 .n .0 4.0 4.0 
jt[stems Analysts .(1 .. 0 .n .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Chemists ll. 0 3.0 3.0 3.0 soon 7.U 10.0 1.0 1.0 
TECHNICIANS 11 'l. £1 1 40 .. 0 153'. n 202.0 ? 1.0 31.0 4 1.0 10.0 20.0 
Draftsmen 3 a. 0 SCJ .0 £>0.0 em .n 2.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 6.0 
I nstru mentmen 1 2.0 17.0 1 5. n 17 .0 1.. n 1 • [l 2.0 2.0 10.0 
Fiel~ Crew 2 6.0 2~ .0 27.0 ~3 .n 1 1.0 16.0 16.0 1.0 .0 
Computer Programmers 7. (J 7.11 <3.0 9.0 .u .0 .0 .0 .0 
Inspectors 35. n 39.U q 2.0 S3.r 7.0 12.0 1 '3.0 1.0 4.0 
-
30 ~. r:1 3 70 • [j~7 (\. 0 5 fl4 .0 59.5 79.0 1U8.0 41.0 G 8.U 
..... 
N 
W 
Table E-IO 
Projected Manpower and Training Requirements for 97 Consulting Engineering Firms Engaged 
in Water Pollution Control in EPA Region IX. 
E 
If Federal Monitoring of Industrial & Na. afemplay-
What are your Firm's Prajected Stream Pollution were Con trllCted to _ expectlld ta 
require advanced Manpower Requirements private firms, 'how many of what type Traininl Durina employee would you require to handle 
SCIENTIFIC, PROFESSIONAL weekly monitoring of: Next 5 years.. 
At Present At Two Times Q. TECHNICAL, OCCUPATIONS Levekof .... esent Level x ... 
Federal Aid Fed. Aid t! 
> 
.. 
.. IN .. c E c e c c:: 0 0 0 '';::; ... '" ... 
' ... '';::; 
'" 
.=..s .= l! '" ... 
-
CI) t:: I:l en CI) CI) 0 o CI> c 
1972 1916 1972 1976 In 0 0 .c::::::' 0 IN In 
-
Cl)i!/: ..... 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF 
°57. n 13 94 .? 1 2[] 7. f'1 1 C1 ~7 .[1 ,118.11 7. ,"(4.U 37 3. (I 194 .0 13.d.0 Water Resources Planners S r=. n 8;;> .5 f, F. • n 1 04 • {i IR. U 1;, .1'1 5 B. U lq.5 5.0 
CivillSanitary Engin~ers 'E 8 .. U 3 8; .? 713 3. n S 15 .0 ~ O .. l' 45.0 7 b. 0 fi4 .0 b 3.0 
Civil/Structural Engrs. 11 7. 5 1 .Ii 13 5. q 177.tI 1.0 ?o 3.0 22 .5 8.0 
CivillSoils Engrs. ; n. 5 ~; .D 75. P P4.0 3.0 4 .1] 5.0 8 .0 2.U 
Mechanical Engineers 7,B. U 1 11 .n '3 ~.n 1 76 .r' 15. (] tR.ll 32. U lU.O Z 3.0 
Electrical Engineer~ 73. n t".JC", .'J 7 1. (J l{!f;.O ".n 7 .0 1 ,~. 0 q .. o 12.0 
Chemical Engin!!ers 3 <;.(1 1? .iJ ":,4. n 1 h4 .c 7.5 1? .D 2 1.0 11.0 3.0 
, ~rchi1ects ? 1. n 37.i) 2 F. n 41.n ] .. 0 1 .0 I.C 2 • (j 1.0 
Geologists 5 ;'. Q rl .~j c:; 1. f1 ~2 • ~:; fi.O 11 • (I 1 9.0 1.0 1.U 
Hydrologists ? 8. (j qc< .. U 42. \J !-'3 • i1 8. I] L4 • (j 23.0 a .0 8.0 
Biologists ? 1. n c:o .0 32. n 81.n 9.0 1 r:; • t) 22.C .0 .0 
Municipal Engrs./Planrs. ~ ~. 5 rs ."1 f, u. n P7.n 3.h q .0 5.0 7.0 6.0 
Economists 1 3.0 21 .t; 17.n 3u .. Ii 1.0 ?u 2.0 1.0 .0 
landscape Architects q.O 11 .n 11.0 15.n .. U .0 .0 .0 .0 
Surveyors S 7.5 70. ? r. 4. n R5.n 4.0 5.P 5.0 3;0 1.0 
Systems Analysts 1 4.0 27.1', 2 3. n 3~ .P >;.5 1I.n 15.0 5.0 .0 
Chemists 2 S. 0 4!f .U 37 .. n hf! .0 ?, U. 0 51.l; 73.0 1.0 5.0 
TECHNICIANS 51 7. Ll 725.5 64 G. n '3 ~fj .r 8 u. 5 1 uO .5 219.0 59.0 5,2.0 
Draftsmen ?9 S. 5 3 9b. 7 3(; O. fl S 37.n 18.(; 3D .0 It 3. 0 17 .0 21.0 
I nstrumentmen ::I R. 5 52 .. 7 5 o. n fd .. 0 1 1.· (j 78 • fl 33.0 4.0 If.O 
Field Crew ~ CJ. U IUD.O ~ 4. n 1,1().tl 32.0 5?Q e l~. 0 7.0 1 .. 0 
Computer Pr!)grammers I h. iJ 75.U 24. n 39.n 4.0 s.c b .• 0 5.0 6.0 
Inspectors "9 8 •. tJ lsi.li 128.0 201 .ff 19.5 33.5 53.0 26.0 14.0 
}-484 .. 0 2120.7 ~S~.11 2887.1' 232.') 37[;.5 592.0 253.0 19O.O 
.... 
N 
.,I::-
Table ,E-~l 
Projected Manpower and Training Requirements for 57 Cons,1,1lting Engineering Firms ~ngage4 
h1. Water :P,ollution Control in EPA ~,~<gion x. . ." 
E 
, 
,,. , .. , 
If Federal Monitoring of Industrial & -Na •• f Imple,-
What are yaur Firm's Proiected Stream pblla.ltio~WereContracted to _ explctlll to 
Manpower Requirem.nts private Hims; h~ manv of what type require .... _ 
employee woul(f'yo~'~teqUire to handle Tr.ini ... Duri ... 
SCIENTIFIC, PROFESSIONAL weeklv monit6rli\'IJ'of':c lllaxt 5 ,II1I'I. 
. 
. " ... :;. "~. 
At Present At Two Times ,. -,._., 
TECHNICAL, OCCUPATIONS .:i Levels of Prel8ntLev.1 )( ... 
Federal Aid Fed. Aid t! 
>-
III III 
III E~ , c e c: 
·8 0 0 '+:; "- no "-
'j '+:; ~ t!i:i t! e t:= CO> 0 0 
'8 0'" c 1972 1976 1972 1976 In 5il ~l ..9 N 
c_ 
'~,:; 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF 3b 8.0 515.0 444.0 7 Of] .P 57.5 7S.0 124.f' % .0 111.0 
Water Resources Planners 2(J.n 33 .0 ;::> R. n. 50.f' 3.0 5.0 8.0 3.0 4.0 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers 12 9.0 1 8? .0 17 2. (1 267.0 ;::>l.!.5 ~: .0 r:; I.£:; 34.0 51.U 
Civil/Structural Engrs. 4 5.0 r;8 • fJ 415.0 79.n l.n 2.0 4.0 11.0 1~. U 
Civil/Soils Engrs. 8. rj 10.n 7.0 11 .[1 1. n 1.1) 1.0 3.0 6.iJ 
Mechanical Engineers :5 5 .. n 53.0 3' 7.11 67.l) 2.U :'I.n 3.0 7.0 9.0 
Electrical Engineers 4 O. 0 55.L1 47.0 f'l .n 7. U 2.0 3.0 5.0 8.0 
Chemical Engineers 1 IJ. {) 17 .0 1" .n ?D .n 3.0 h.D 8. G 4.0 2.0 
Architects 7.0 3.0 5.(1 7.u .(1 .0 .0 .0 2.U 
Geologists 5.0 ?.u 3.0 7 .n .0 .0 2.0 4.1] 1.0 
Hvdrologists 3. {) 4 .n 3.n 1.r 2. [I 4.0 6.0 .0 .0 
Biologists ~. 0 1.1 .1.1 4.1) 1.n S.2 b.S 10.0 1.0 .0 
Municipal Engrs./Planrs. 32. (j q!J .0 37. n 5R .n 1. tl :>.0 2.0 7.0 9. U 
Economists 1.0 2.0 3.r. 3.0 .0 "D .0 1.0 1.0 
Landscape Architects 1.0 3.0 1.0 4 .[1 .(1 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Surveyors ? '3.0 39. (I 32.r, 4S.n .5 1 .Ct 1.0 3.0 3.0 
Systems Analysts ? 0 2 .0 7. n 3 .[1 1. Il 1 .0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Chemists 3. (J 1.1 .0 4.0 9.0 5.7 8.5 14.0 2.0 1.0 
TECHNICIANS ?1 n. 5 3 qa, .. u 1;24.11 t!.95.n 31.r:, 50.0 1 D 5. J 44.0 41.0 
Draftsmen 11 9.0 1 76.n 13 h. n 1 (~7 • n 8.0 9.U 15.0 ?O.O 14.0 ' 
Instrumentmen 3 t. 0 (H~ .n 35.0 50.U .0 .0 .0 2.0 4.0 
Fiel~ Crew I) O. 5 80.0 72. n 1 U8 .Ii 9.0 t4 • {j 24.0 2.0 4.0 
Computer Programmers 6. n 13 .0 8.(1 16.n 1.0 12 .[1 22.0 . 4.0 5.0 
Inspectors 54. (l 82.1) 7 3. n 1 14 .0 1 3.6 71) • U 44.3 1& .0 14.0 
--_.-
h 3 8. 5 9 14 • [l 7& R • {) 11 Ii 5 • fJ 9 n. 1 1 35.13 '17 "h q 1 30.0 152.0 
N 
VI 
Table E-12 
Projected Manpower and Training Requirem.ents for 18 Consulting Engineering Firm.s Engaged 
in Water Pollution Control Not Classified by EPA Region. 
~ 
If Federal Monitoring of Industrial & No. of employ· 
What are your Firm's Projected Stream Pollution were Con tracted to _ expected to 
Manpower Requirements private firms~ howmlinyof what type require advanced 
employe~wouid you require to handle Training During 
SCIENTIFIC, PROFESSIONAL weekly monitoring of: Next 5 years. 
TECHNICAL, OCCUPATIONS 
At Present At Two Times c::i. 
Levels of Present Level >< 
'" Federal Aid Fed. Aid r! 
> 
II> II> 
II> N C E c E c c .~ .~ . g ... '" ... ~iS '" '" I-
'" '" ciS ciS ciS t:: ~ COl g C)'" c 1972 1976 1972 1976 Ln Q .c'::::::' Q N Ln 
-
cn~ ....I 
PROFESSIONAL STAFF 51) 6. 5 I; 93 .. S 58 4 .. {J .1n 55 .(1 28. S sn .0 7 7.0 1 C;S .0 47. U 
Water Resources Planners 4 1. 5 F5.5 4 f>. S 91 .5 1.0 2.0 3.0 8.0 4.0 
Civil/Sanitary Engineers 18 f. 0 1 78 .0 2!j 0. t: 377 .':, 7.5 13 .0 2 1.0 (;0.0 18.0 
Civil/Structural Engrs. f, 7. n '35 .. 10 h 9. U 1 17 .0 1. (l 2.0 3.0 23.0 6.0 
Civil/Soils Engrs. ? s. n 45.n 3 ? [j 'i5 .[1 7 .. [i 4 .. 0 6.0 2.0 q.iJ 
Mechanical Engineers 4 s. n 63.LI 53. n R'l.P 1.1.1 2.n 3.0 10.0 2.0 
Electrical Engineers S 1. (J 7D .on 5 5. fl q~ .0 1. [I ?u 3.0 17 .0 3.0 
Chemical Engineers 12.0 37.0 14. n 49.n 1. II 1 .0 .0 11.0 2.D 
ArchHects 1 1.. (I 22 .0 ?fl.O 7.7 .n • (j .0 .0 1 .0 .0 
Geologists 8.0 .11.0 8.fl 14 .! i .u .. (I .0 1.0 .0 
Hydrologists 1 no. u IP • r1 1 3. n n .n • n .0 .0 5.0 1.0 
Biologists 2 .. !J 5.fl 4.(j 7.1.' 2.r< 5.0 ,~. 0 2.0 .0 
Municipal Engrs./Planrs. 7.0 }S .rO 1 1. U noOn 1. Ii 2 .. 0 3. a 5.0 1.0 
Economists 7. [l 13.n ~.n 17 .on .0 .[; .0 2.0 1.0 
Landscape Architects 7. n 3.0 ? L'I 5 .on 1. n 1 .n 1.0 1 .0 .0 
Surveyors 1 7.0 111 .on 1 7. n. 75 .1) .n .0 • 0 2.0 3.0 
Systems Analvsts 1 fl. 0 1!q .1) 1 1 .. 11 25.n 1.0 ? .D 3.0 5 .C 1.0 
Chemists g. n Hi .0 1 (J. L ?U • r 9.1] 13 .0 22.0 3.0 1.0 
TECI:fNICIANS .3~ 0.0 5 '41 .U ~g s. ,1 7 :~1 .P 1 8. U ~5 .on Ei 1. 0 119.0 22.0 
Draftsmen }9 8.11 31'3. fJ 7.20.0 409.1' .n .u .0 G7.0 q.O 
Instrumentmen f. (l n .n ] Ii. f i 1'3 .1.1 • n .0 .0 2.C 1.0 
Field Crew (' ;;'. f) 3~ .U 2 ~. f..! 43.n 10. U }9.fl 35.0 3.0 4.0 
Computer Programmers Y. U ItJ .0 1 o. f.l Ig.0 
·0 .0 .0 3.0 1.0 
Inspectors 10 s. n lfS.l.l 12 ':l.'~ f) _ ?4J .. E. RoOt.! 15 .0 26.0 44 .0 7.0 
846.5 12 34 .~cr7 <b.{j nfl-I).'11 II h. c: PS.D 138.0 ?7P-.O 09.0 
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QUESTIONfJAIRE 
TECHNOLOGICAL RESOURCES SURVEY 
The Environmental Protection Agency. in accord with instructions of the United States Congress. is required to submit 
periodic ~ports of the Nation's consulting engineering capabilities and technical manpower needs in the water pollution 
control field. This questionnaire is an attempt to develop authoritative information regarding U.S. technological and 
scientific resources and manpower currently availa~le to handle existing and future water quality proiectstudies and designs • 
. PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS AND THEN COMPLETE THIS QUESTIONNAIRE AS ACCURATELY AS 
POSSIBLE TO REFLECT YOUR FIRM'S ENGINEERING MANPOWER UTILIZATION AND EXPECTED FUTURE 
NEEDS. SEPARATE QUESTIONNAIRES SHOULD BE COMPLETED FOR SATELLITE OR BRANCH OFFICES OF THE 
FIRII/I LOCATED IN ANOTHER CITY. After completing the questionnaire, fold it and mail it, tlSing the self-mailer r!!turn 
add.ress on the back. Questionnaires should be returned as soon as possible but NO LATER THAN SEPTEMBER 15,1971. 
Instructions for completing questionnaire for the survey of 
Manpower Utilization and Future Needs of Consulting Engineering 
Firms Engaged in Water Pollution ContrOl. 
A. 1. Scientific, Professional, II< Technical Oc:c:upations 
The subtitles appearing in the occupational categories refer to 
the title of the most recent academic degree received. If other 
subdivisions of major engineering areas occur, enter all ·of the 
positions under the major area of engineering. If it becomes 
difficult to categorize personnel because of a combination or 
general degree, enter the position.in a category in which there is 
the most activity. Technician positions should be entered 
according to academic or certification title. If combination 
degrees or certificates occur, enter the position according to the 
area of greatest activity. If the position is occupied by an 
individual without a degree of certification, classify the position 
according to the area of greatest activity. 
2. Total Employees 
(al 1970 Pan-Time and Full-T;me Enter the average number 
for both part-time and full-time scientific, professional, and 
technical workers employed during the· month of October, 
1970, for each of the occupational designations. Full-time 
workers are those who worked an average of 35 hours per 
week, or more, during 1970. The month of October was 
selected so that survey data might be comparable with data 
collected by the Bureau of Census on an annual basis. The 
total number of personnel in each Occ.u·pational designation 
in Section A should equal the sum of the number of 
personnel shown under the "Employment Duties, Responsi-
bilities and functions" heading (Section C). For example, if 
10 ful.l-time and 2 part-time personnel are listed as "Water 
Resources Planners" in Section A, but their responsibilities 
cover both Water Resources Planning and Preliminary Engi-
neering, they should be appropriately divided into both 
functions with the sum of these two columns equaling 12. 
fbi 1971 Parr-Time and Full-Time. Enter the total number 
for both part-time and full-time scientific, professional, and 
technical workers expected to be employed during the month 
of October. 1971, for each of the occupational classifications. 
Follow the same procedure for ·totaling as specified in 
ParagraPh A, 2 lal abo.e. 
B. ·Vacancies (One month or morel 
Enter for each occupational designation the number of both 
part-time and full-time openings unfilled for one month or more 
which were available for filling on June 30, 1971, by ·workers 
outside your establishment and for which your firm was actively 
seeking such employees. Include only permanent vaeancies: Follow 
the same procedure for summing as specified above. 
1. Turnovers (Last 12 Months) 
(al New Hires 
Three Yea~ or Less of Experience: Enter. for each job 
classification· thl! number of permanent additions to your 
firm's employment rOll, during the 1970.calendar year, who 
'had three yearS,or leSs, of work experience in the area of 
employment. . . 
Experienced: Enter for each job classification the number of 
permanent additions to your firm's employment roll during 
the 1970 calendar year who had over three years of work 
experience in the area of employment. 
fbi Separations: Enter for each occupation classification the 
number of terminations of employment for each of the three 
reasons that occurred during the 1970 calendar year. 
NOTE: The sum of the New Hires (Inexperienced and 
Experiencedl, minus the separations, should equal the 
number of new personnel employed during October 1970. 
C. Functions 
Enter the number of employees in each occupational designation 
that devote time to each of the functions. Ple!lse distribute the total 
part-time and full-time employees in each area according to the 
percent effort that they devote to ·each function. The sum of the 
number of personnel en!J8gedin each function should equal the sum 
of both the pan· time and full-time employees as set forth in 
A, 2, (al above. 
D. Ucensed or Certified 
1. Registered 
Enter the number of engineers, architects, geologists, surveyors. 
etc. in your firm who are .licensed to practice in accord with state 
laws in your state. 
2 .. Diplomate, American Academy of Environmental Engineers 
Enter the number of engineers certified as a Oiplomae by the 
American Academy of Environmental Engineers, 
3. Cenified Engineering or other Technician 
Enter the number of technicians holding a certificate from the 
Institute for Certification of Engineering Technicians UCET) 
attesting to their competency in their area of specialty. 
4. Degree 
Enter the number of employees holding each of the four degrees. 
Count each employee only once and SHOW ONLY THE 
H~GHEST DEGREE EARNED. 
E. Projected Manpower Requirements 
1. At Present Level of expenditure for eonstruction (Approxi-
mately $4 billion annually for Government and $1 billion 
annually for Industry. I Enter for each year 11972 and 1976) a 
projection of the average total number of workers in each of the 
occupational are .. s thot will be employed by your firm during 
October, 1971. Assume that qualified workers will be available 
to fill openings as they occur. Base the estimated manpOl.ver 
needs on the expected increase in the company workload if the 
present trends in expenditures for water pollution control 
facilities (Municipal. and industria" continue until 1972 and 
through 1976. 
2. At Two· Times Present Level of government and industrial 
expenditures (Approximately $4 billion annually for Govern-
ment and $2 billion annually for industry. I Enter for each year' 
(1972 and 19761 provide a projection of the average total 
number of workers in each of the occupational classifications 
which will be employed by your firm during OctOber, 1971. 
Assume that qualified workers will be available to fill openings as 
they occur. 
3. Monitoring Programs 
Enter, for each occupational classification, the number of 
permanent additions to your firm's employment roll that would 
be required to provide complete services if Federal monitoring of 
the industrial contribution to stream pollution were contracted 
to consulting engineering firms. 
4. Training Needs 
Enter, for each occupational classification, the number of· 
present .employees that wil.! require either short-term Itwo-
weeksl or more extended training within the next year to remain 
current in present practices in water pollution control. 
Clnduda Firm Name In Addressl 
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NATIONAL SURVEY OF MANPOWER UTILIZATION AND FUTURE NEEDS OF CONSULTING ENGINEERING FIRMS ENGAGED IN WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 
PLEASE COMPLETE FOLL OWING FOR YOUR LOCAL OFFICE ONL Y (FirmI with mo,. than 0111 officillhould completr tI1fJIIIlltr qU8StitJnllli" for 1IIdI) 
1. Don your firm provide "Nices in die 8re8 01 water pollution Control? yes...!.... No_. 
"8nswer i."Yd· what percentage of firm's staff is engaged in dlis field? 100% 
Z. Whal illhe total number of employees (All grades and classifications) in your firm as 
01 this date? Full time: 25 • Pan Time --1-. 
3. Please estimate construction value of waste water treatment plants for which your,finn lIad prima responsibility in 1970 8 ,mi l11m:t 1969 6. millip:n 
4. Please complete tile following: 
A B C 
, .. ilionllil Tur_III'_1III1I TOllr #01 Employ,," r. E.ch 
• nvl .... nt CmaoIY Doinl W.t .. Pollution DurinlPut t2 monllK 
W.rk During Dctobor, • , for onl EMPLDYMENT DUTIES. RESPONSIBILITIES 
month or AND FUNCTIONS 
~CIENTIFIC. PROFESSIONAL mort 1970 1m II ... Hires Stpat'lIIioM 
TECHNICAL, DCCUPATIONS 
.1 ,;. go ... I I c: E 11 I .fiS- i Ii 'I iJ 
,. 
.I ... ~I J JI!' t,~i I' ,I' ~ ! II I I I 3 ... II '., 15 h fi :11 15 21 :nJ j; 1= 1= j:: I! =1 ! I'!! i11 l = I = l I! ,n 'n-.. .. ;; ,. ,. .;,. .i l~ 0'" It ... ... ... ... ... 0 0:9' <.oC a:w lIE II) 
~ESSIONAL STAFF 
~...!!'f Resourcel PlannelS 
~j~anitafV ~I!gineers 7 10 1 2 3 5 1 1 
~!!!S.!~l!tturat Engr!. 2 :2 ' , 
Civil/Soils EoglI. 
~:!l~E!! Enginms 
-4!~.!!J~~nce" 
Chemical Engine." 
f-jrciiTo,e\s 
f--;GioI~~~ 
Hvdlolngists 
rIH(jiO~t~ts 
~lIn·iClPanngriJPl.nrs. 
EctiiiUri1i;u ~JI~,;C'P' A.ehitecls 
Surveyors ? ? , 1 
~~st.t:rns ""Analysts 
-Chemists 
rf~~~~NICIANS 
~[afl'm~-'L- 6 6 6 
t-J .n5,trumentmen 3 3 3 
Field Crew 2 3 1 3 
'ciiinputer Programmell 
In,p'~lolS . 
t-!ypist ..,r) 1 2 
D 
WII.I IN your Fk ... , "OjaCIH 
1I ........ 'ElllpIty_ 
lilt_if CIfIIf ... DEGREES 
MlopoMf II1II---
At'mallt All .... 11_ 
l ..... ot "_tli .. 1 
Fill .... Ail! FR. Aid 
J ! III i '" Ii' !~ :tt u! <Ii i. 1972 ,1976 1972 1976 a: c ... • 
6 5 3 10 12 12 14 
1 2 , ? 1 ~ 
- -
1 1 1 
2 2 3 3 3 
1 1 1 
6 II II 10 
1 
-.3_ ._:L 3 3 
3 3 3 3 
--- -t-- i- _. _._--- ... __ .- "'---, 
. . 
l. ~ ...l...,_ f'-.1 
E 
U F edtrtl Mcn'lttonng 
oJ tndultrtal:a. Stfe:am 
POflultOri \lYefe: COn-
tJlCtt.'d to puvate f.rms: 
hoW many of ......+tat type 
emplayft' would yOu ,. 
qh"e 10 f.,oCUt Meltlv 
monitoring ot: 
J Ii! Ii! lil I l!I a II> 8 III iii 
-
1 2 2 
1 2 2 
'-2- 4 II 
--.L. r----:-
!Ia. at 11II\I1aY. 
.. p~lICIIII • 
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